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BIRDS OF NORTHERN BLACK MESA
NAVAJO COUNTY ARIZONA
charles T

laruel

you should see the glorious color when
the first light of dawn spreads on the
golden cliff tops and the blue grey
pinyon clad slopes
everett ruess
chilchinbito arizona
may 5 1934
ABSTRACT

two hundred forty one species of birds have been identified from northern
noi thern black mesa arizona this

region s avifauna was poorly known until the late 1970s when large scale coal mining began vegetation of the region is
predominantly great basin desert scrub pinyon juniper
jumper
lumper woodland and mixed conifer woodland the latter vegetation
orts an assemblage of isolated montane bird species unique to the region numerous environmental changes
type supports
supp oits
seale type conversions pinyon juniper clearing
laige scale
have recently affected the bird life of black mesa these include large
and surface mining pond construction and establishment of exotic vegetation
key words arizona black mesa navajo reservation hopi reservation avifauna survey bird habitat relationships
bird density species listing breeding birds coal in
mining
ining

black mesa covers a remote expanse of
850000 ha 212.1
21 million ac of uplands on the
navajo and hopi indian reservations in northeastern arizona fig 1 the physical isolation

of this region has made detailed and extensive
biological surveys difficult to conduct in some
areas no such surveys have been done information on bird life is particularly scant
phillips et al 1964 refer to a severe lack of
data for the birds of northeastern arizona
maps of the most recent annotated checklist
I
1

box 1802 Ki
yenta
kayentd
td arizona 86033
kiyenta
Kayen

of arizona birds monson and phillips 1981
show a large blank spot centered on black
mesa
the casual traveler driving highway 160
through kayetta
kayenta or visiting monument valley
might notice the paucity of life in the area but
would be unaware of the diverse environment
behind the nearby scarp of black mesa hidden
in the rugged complex of canyons and valleys
along the highest northern portions of black
mesa is a diverse assemblage of vegetative
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t

northern arizona
alizona and the black mesa region

communities these communities some of
which are
ale typical of the higher mountains of
aie
do plateau support a surprising
the colorado
Coloia
number of bird species in a single 260 ha
640 ac block near lolomai
lolotai point 45 species
aree known to breed if one searched further in
ai
this same block or doubled its size an additional 21 species could probably be found
breeding A total of 241 bird species including those in the archaeological record are
known flom northern black mesa another 40
species all migrants would be included in
this list if the boundary of the study area cov

ered in this report were to be moved just a
few kilometers north to laguna creek at
kayenta jacobs 1986 personal records
kayetta
the purpose of this report is to present
what is currently known of the birds of northern black mesa and to discuss some ecological factors affecting them this includes
reporting the status of all bird species recorded on northern black mesa in the late 1970s
and the 1980s reporting the avian assemblages associated with each habitat found in
this area discussing possible causes and
effects of environmental changes that impact
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bird communities of the area and providing a
sound base for future work on the bird life of
the mesa
METHODS

other
publications was conducted to determine the
extent of previous explorations and studies on
northern black mesa results of this search
and discussions with gale monson revealed
the poor state of knowledge of the areas
area s avifauna prior to the 1970s
A review of historical accounts and

variable width transects emlen 1971
1977 were used to derive bird densities in
different habitats on the peabody coal company leasehold as part of the federally
required baseline wildlife surveys each transect was usually about 1500 m long and was
traversed three times each season
spot mapping grids were established in
three pinyon juniper stands to census breeding bird densities in 1983 and 1984 spot map
censuses were also conducted in mixed shrub

habitat from 1984 to 1986 and in three

reclaimed mine spoil sites in 1985 these
results are reported as number of pairs40
pairs 40 ha
when presenting population density data
from the literature 1I have converted all values
to number of individuals or number of pairs
per 40 ha if this was not done by the authors
shore birds were counted at
waterfowl and shorebirds
ponds during migratory periods in 1982 and
1983 each spring from 1982 until present a
raptors within the peabody
survey for nesting raptores
lease was conducted nest sites located in any
previous year were checked for use and
searches for new nesting sites were conducted
the area north of the peabody coal company lease and the area below the rim of the
mesa are unaffected by the surface mining
control and reclamation act SMCRA and
therefore were not baseline surveyed 1I visited these areas on over 250 occasions from
december 1981 through 1993 covering over
1770 km 1100 miles by foot on these visits 1I
tried to determine the presence and status of
those bird species that utilize this area many
observations from throughout the area are
incidental
the faunal resemblance index see table
12 used to compare the breeding bird composition of each habitat is that applied by

hoffmeister 1986 to arizona s mammalian
fauna because of the variety of techniques
used to determine bird densities in the lease
area and the lack of density data for habitats
outside the lease area the usual techniques
employed to determine similarity values for
bird data were not used these resemblance
factors are based on the number of species
shared in common between habitats and provide adequate comparisons of the degree of
similarity between the breeding bird composition of the habitats across the entire study
area
classification sequence and common and
latin names follow the american ornitholo
gists
fists union 1983 1985 1987 1989 latin
names of birds are presented only in the
species accounts common and latin names
of plants in general follow mcdougall 1973
common names of birds are capitalized following the opinion of potter 1984 geographic place names and spellings are from
US geological survey 75 minute topographic quadrangles additional names are my own
cast middle and west forks
creation eg east
of coal mine wash fig 2 the upper middle and lower portions of washes refer to
the upper third middle third and lower third
respectively of those portions of each wash
within the study area other names are those
used by peabody coal company figure 2
presents locality names used in this report
the periods of the month are as follows

early

ist loth

mid bilth
ilth 20th
llth
lith

late

plumage terminology follows that
of humphrey and parkes 1959 terms of
subjective abundance follow monson and
phillips 1981 abundant in large numbers
common always to be seen but not in large
numbers fairly common very small numbers or not always seen uncommon seldom
seen but not a surprise sparse always a surprise but not out of normal range casual
out of usual range to be expected every 20 50
years and accidental far from normal range
and not to be expected again the term area
refers to the study area of this report the
term region refers to all of black mesa
kayenta
kayetta valley eastern shonto plateau and
tsegai canyons lease means the peabody coal
tsegi
company leasehold proof or confirmation of
breeding consists of the following nests with
young andor eggs fledglings with or without
adults and remains of fledglings breeding is
21st end
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2

locality names of the study area used in text

suspected when territorial or singing adults
have been found frequently in the proper
habitat in two or more breeding seasons

the seasons are defined

as

winter

december through february spring march
through may summer june through august
and fall september through november
early mid and late seasonal references refer
to the first second and third months of each
season respectively A permanent resident is a
species that is present in the study area in all

four seasons A summer resident is a species
that is present in the study area primarily in

summer certain summer residents arrive
however in winter and leave in the fall likewise some summer residents may be more
numerous as fall or spring migrants winter
residents are species that spend the winter
period andor portions of fall and spring but
do not remain to breed migrants are species
that pass through the area but do not overwinter or breed transient is generally
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synonymous with migrant but refers to

5

the earliest mention

of specific birds
species or individuals that wander infrequent- observed on black mesa is that of theodore
ly through the study area
roosevelt roosevelt 1913 when he ascendsubspecies are dealt with primarily in ref- ed the mesa after leaving john wetherill s
kayenta on 17 august 1912
erence to species known or suspected to trading post at kayetta
breed in the study area the only specimens roosevelt s route undoubtedly took him
collected on black mesa or nearby consist of through rock gap at the head of moenkopi
Moen kopi
few individuals of few species these were wash he wrote
collected in the 1930s during the rainbow
our first day s march took us tip
up this the northern
bridge monument valley expedition woodof black mesa we led the saddle
escarpment
bury and russell 1945 to my knowledge no
horses and drove the pack animals up a very rough
recent specimens have been collected in the
navajo trail which zigzagged to the top through a
on
area subspecies that breed in the area are
partial break in the continuous rock wall
the summit we were once more among pines and
determined from monson and phillips 1981
buds
we saw again the beautiful wild flowers and birds
behle et al 1985 woodbury and russell
we had left on Buckskin mountain kaibab
1945 and behle 1985 in several species
plateau
1I saw a louisiana tanager western
the races present on black mesa or northtanager the pinyon jays were everywhere
ravens
eastern arizona are unknown questionable
lavens true birds of the wilderness croaked hoarsely
from the cliff crest we traveled south
or transitional salvage collecting these
through a wild and picturesque pass the table
species in areas to be mined would help
land was rugged and mountainous but it sloped
resolve these questions

gradually to the south and the mountains changed
to rounded hills

HISTORY OF BLACK MESA STUDIES

extensive coal deposits helped to end the
northern black mesa remained biological- isolation of black mesa long before modern
ly unexplored until the 1930s spanish mexi- exploitation prehistoric peoples utilized this
can and united states penetrations into this coal for ornaments firing pottery and heating
area were military operations undertaken with the hopi made extensive use of coal on the
extreme difficulty mcnitt 1962 1972 possi- southern edge of black mesa hack 1942
bly the first white man to see northern black during at least AD 600 1050 the anasazi
mesa was colonel don francisco salazar who used coal on northern black mesa gummercrossed the almost impassible wilderness of man 1984 the first automobile road built
black mesa in august 1823 mcnitt 1972
over the northern rim of black mesa was
captain john G walker probably passed apparently constructed for the development
directly through the study area of this report of coal mines on yellow water wash in the
when he crossed the high broken ground of early 1900s johnston 1932 it was this road
black mesa in september 1859 mcnitt that allowed access by biologists to the high
1972 lieutenant H E
P kingsbury of troop K
country of the mesa to record the only systemklu 73 miles of atic bird observations prior to the 1970s most
kiu
km
6th
ath cavalry crossed 117 kin
viciously rough wooded ter
rair of the unin- of these records concerning less than 40
terrain
rali
mesa7
mesad on 19 20 august
habited wastes of black mesa
species were from a series of trips by H N
1884 mcnitt 1962 apparently no reports russell and A M woodbury participants in
dealing with the natural history of black mesa the rainbow bridge monument valley expewere made following these expeditions
dition in june and july 1938 and in august
the series of united states government 1935 and 1937 woodbury and russell 1945
surveys that traversed the little colorado approximately 24 specimens of 11 species
river valley or skirted the southern fringe of were collected on trips made on 11 and 16
black mesa in the late 1800s probably never july 1938 and 17 august 1939 brotherson et
reached northern black mesa woodbury and al 1981 studied the bird community compobetatakin
takin canyon an area similar to
russell 1945 since no major trading posts sition in Beta
were established on northern black mesa sci- the rim region of black mesa at nearby navaentists who frequently visited such outposts jo national monument bradfield 1974
also never reached the area woodbury and reported on the birds of southern black mesa
russell 1945 mcnitt 1962
in the vicinity of oraibi jacobs 1986 recently
11
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compiled an annotated list of birds from the
navajo and hopi reservations that includes
navao
observations from and around black mesa
peabody coal company studies from 1981
to the present and records that form the core
of this report were initiated to meet surface
mining regulations mining activities were
underway on black mesa by 1971 but it was
not until 1977 with the passage of the federal
surface mining control and reclamation act
SMCRA that detailed studies began
mg
censusmg
census
SMCRA quires
using
censusing
censuring
lequires baseline wildlife cens
requires
le
as part of the federal mine permitting process
peabody coal company hired espey huston
and associates to conduct the initial surveys
in the western portion of the 25900 ha 100
aq mile lease in 1979 80 the results were
sq
presented in 1981 peabody coal company
biologists censuses
censused
cens used the remainder of the lease
area in two units in 1981 82 and 1982 83
results were presented in 1982 and 1983
respectively waterfowl rapton
raptor and small bird
censuses have been conducted from 1982 to
the present 1I have made several hundred
trips north of the lease area into the highest
and more
mole remote portions of black mesa from
moie
1982 through 1993 recording the birds found
emle
eele virtually all bird cens
There
foie
there therefore
mg
censusmg
census
therefoie
using
censusing
censuring
from 1982 to 1993 was conducted by me
BLACK MESA

environment

physiography and geology
black mesa encompasses a large expanse of
uplands on the navajo and hopi indian reserern
vations in northeastern
northeast
ein arizona fig 1 the
mesa is roughly circular and 88 113 km
55 70 miles across and covers nearly
sq miles the mesa itself
518000 ha 2000 aq
is in the center of a large structural basin
Reper
repenning
ming and page 1956 as a result the
interior is lower than the rim on the east
north and west sides A network of five large
parallel flowing washes drains black mesa to
the southwest and empties into the little colorado river these washes previously called
the tusayan washes are east to west jeddito
Jed dito
polacca oraibi dinnebito
Moen kopi
Din nebito and moenkopi
pinyon and forrest lake are the only relatively large communities in the interior of black
mesa the larger communities of the region
are situated in the valleys surrounding the
mesa
most of black mesa consists of low mesas
roiling hills and shallow valleys elevations
rolling

naturalist

volume 54

rise gradually to the rim which breaks off in a
stair step escarpment 150 610 m 500 2000 ft
stairstep
high where the large washes exit the mesa
elevations may be near 1680 m 5500 ft and
the rim rises to above 2440 m 8000 ft most
of the mesa is approximately 1830 2070 m
6000 6800 ft in elevation
black mesa is underlain by a regionally
down
downwarped
warped series
serles of jurassic triassic and
older sedimentary formations the topographically elevated portion of the mesa itself is
composed of a series
serles of sedimentary beds

deposited during a period of transgressing
and regressing seas in the late cretaceous
mg and page 1956 the jurassic cow
repenning
Repenn
springs and mornson
morrison formations and the
dakota sandstone are the oldest deposits to
outcrop on the mesa flanks at the northern

base the mancos shale forms broad slopes at
the foot of the mesa and underlies the broad
valleys where the major washes leave the
mesa most of the rocks exposed on black
cepo formations
mesa are of the toreva and wepo
the former is composed of cliff forming pale
sandstones that cap small mesas and canyons
cepo is a complex of sand silt and mud
the wepo
stones that contain significant coal deposits
rolling baked clinker hills of the black
the lolling
mesa interior are wepo
cepo the highest portion
of black mesa along the impressive northern
scarp is capped by the yale point formation
cross bedded sandstone is dissected
this pale crossbedded
series of short deep canyons recent
into a serles
alluvium is deposited in virtually every valley
floor throughout black mesa aeolian deposits
are more extensive on southern black mesa
than in the northern portions cooley et al
1969

the area covered

in this report is the
northernmost portion of black mesa south of
the town of kayenta
kayetta fig 1 this area lies
between 364230 and 362230n latitude
and 11010 and 11030w longitude included here is the upper 16 24 km 10 15 miles
of moenkopi
Din nebito washes and their
Moen kopi and dinnebito
tributa ries it includes the mesa rim from near
tributaries
black mesa trading post northeast to lolomai
lolotai
point and southeast to the head of assayn
assayii
wash it covers the mesa foot from upper
long house valley to upper owl spring valley
and the upper basin of assayn
assayii wash fig 2
the 25900 ha 64000 ac peabody coal company lease is located in the southern portion
of the study area the study area encompasses
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approximately 106200 ha 232573 ac A few
bird records reported herein come from outside this specific study area
elevations range from 1768 in 5800 ft at
the mesa foot to 2490 in 8168 ft at the highest point on the rim where moenkopi
Moen kopi wash
leaves the study area the elevation is about
1829 in 6000 ft the southern portion is typified by pinyon juniper woodland covered
hills and shrub filled valleys to the northeast
the land rises gradually and becomes incised
by canyons up to 152 in 500 ft deep from
the rim the mesa breaks off in a spectacular
escarpment of cliffs and slopes to grasslands
610 in 2000 ft below

climate

the

climate of the study site is semiarid
and as is characteristic of the region typified
by daily and seasonal temperature extremes

34c 30f

and 40c
104f have been recorded on southern
black mesa thornthwaite et al 1942 excellent detailed descriptions of the regional climatic patterns directly applicable to black
mesa are those of hack 1942 thornthwaite
et al 1942 lowe 1964 and sellers and hill
1974 the mean annual temperature of surrounding sites ranges from 116c
11 ac
530f at
6c 53f
ac
kayenta elevation 1737 in 5700 ft to 998c
kayetta
8c
49
af
4970f
7f at navajo national monument eleva-

temperatures of

tion 2220 in 7285 ft mean annual precipitation in northeastern arizona is relatively low
for the moderate elevations typical of the
region sellers and hill 1974 and for this reason the area has been called a rainfall sink
brown 1982 mean annual precipitation at
77.78
78 in and at
kayenta
kayetta is a scant 198 mm 778
778
navajo national monument it is 291 mm
11
11.46
46 in mean annual precipitation of seven
1146
sites mean elevation 2054 in 6740 ft on the
10
peabody lease is 260 min
10.22
mm 1022
22 in this pre1022
cipitation is bimodal with nearly 46 falling
as convectional showers in july august and
september the remainder falls throughout
the year as cyclonic ram
rain and snow january
and june are the driest months the dry cli-

mate allows only intermittent perennial
stream flow ephemeral flows may result from
thunderstorms and melting snow prevailing
winds are southwesterly may and june frequently have warm dry winds that add to the
approximately 1015 min
mm 40 in annual evaporation rate

7

habitats and associated birds
fourteen habitat types have been identified for this report and are mapped in figure
designation of a particular habitat is based
on one or more of the following perennial
plant species composition vegetative physiognomy topographic uniqueness and distincti veness of the associated breeding bird
tiveness
species composition the sequence of the presen
sentation
tation of the habitats follows increasing
breeding bird species richness which is considered here to be an approximation of breeding bird species diversity see ralph 1985
brotherson et al 1981 wiens and rotenberry
1981 tables are also arranged by this
m the study area
sequence habitats in
alea may be
sharply demarcated as in ponds riparian
areas or cliff scarps
scalps As a rule however there
is much interspersion between them
breeding bird communities of northern
nor thein
black mesa comprise a complex of species
derived principally from the sonoran and
boreal faunal areas utilizing a series of plant
communities of great basin origins faunal
derivations of native terrestrial breeding birds
of northern black mesa follow behle 1985
19851
the upland nature of the study site may
explain the high number of boreal species
while the geographic position of the
44
area in the southwestern united states probably accounts for the similar proportion of
sonoran derivatives predominant habitats on
northern black mesa are pinyon juniper
woodland and sagebrush saltbush and
greasewood shrublands
shrub lands fig 3 which are primarily great basin derived plant communities brown 1982 however only 9 birds of
great basin origins are present on black mesa
because the great basin is characterized by
few endemic bird species behle 1985 nearly 38 of boreal species and 57 of sonoran
species breed in these great basin type habitats half of the 10 breeding species designated as typical of the pinyon juniper woodland
are derived from the great basin
3

montane scrub

the

montane scrub on black mesa is best
developed on slopes of the outer mesa escarpment where conifers have not yet invaded
rockfalus
rockfalls
rock falls slides and slumps fig 4 because
of this montane scrub habitat may often be a
seral stage of succession its establishment in
serai
an old burn of several hectares in mixed

8
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SCALE

san grassweed & ryfixed shrubs
ind sage sak

HM tamarisk

filled

channels

ailon eters
5 kilon

scarps
majon cliff scalps
major
langer aspen stands
larger

vegetative communities of northern black mesa

conifer woodland in upper moenkopi
Moen kopi wash
indicates such a condition it occurs from 2133
to 2470 m 7000 to 8100 ft and is distributed
extensively east of the study site along the
northern face of black mesa the dominant

species of this habitat include gambel oak
quercus gambehi
gambelin
gambelii
eill
ehl snowberry symphoricarehi
coid
cold
fendlera
lera tupi
rupicola
pos sp cliff fendler bush Fend
rupi
ce
wax currant ribes cereum
reum utah serviceberry
cereue
amelanchier utahensis wild rose rosa
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9
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montane scrub below Lolor
nal point august 1987
nai
lolornai
lolomai
lolotai

onica and skunkbush sumac rhus trilo
arizonica
ariz
bata A deciduous shrubland has developed
extensively in chained pinyon juniper woodland on lolomai
lolotai point
five bird species dominated by ground
nesting and foliage gleaning forms are known
to breed in montane scrub in the study area
tables 1 2 scrub jay orange crowned waridss warbler macgillivray s warbler Virgin
virginia
bler and rufous sided towhee no breeding
densities have been determined in this habitat
on black mesa in gambel oak mountain
mahogany and scrub oak mountain mahogany
scrub in colorado the number of species per
plot varied from 9 to 18 with breeding densi40 ha american
ties of 53 116 individuals40
individuals
birds 1982 1983 rufous sided towhees and
scrub jays were present in both habitats in
both years brown 1982 considers the virginia s warbler and rufous sided towhee to
be characteristic ofthis
of this habitat
orthis

sagebrush shrubland

the

sagebrush shrubland is dominated by
big sage artemisia tridentate
tridentata
tri
dentata to densities of
4400 ac
approximately 10870 shrupsha
shrub
shrubsha
sha 4400ac
understory associates include blue grama

his
fis and squirreltail
gracifis
gracilis
Sit anion
squirrel tail sitanion
bouteloua graci
of forbs fig 5 pure
hystrix and a variety ot
sagebrush covers the deeper alluvial soils of
the large valleys such as whitehouse
white house valley
fig 5 reed valley and coal mine wash
and canyons and basins at elevations of
1920 2377 m 6300 7800 ft
arc
wintering and migrant bird species are
characteristically sparse all breeding species
are ground feeders most of which are sumBush tits forage
mer residents tables 1 2 bushtits
frequently in sagebrush in winter and
bewick s wrens move into this habitat in late
summer breeding species are the horned

talled towhee
lark sage thrasher green tailed
restricted to lolomai
lolotai point brewer s spar-

row and sage sparrow all of which are typical of sagebrush shrublands
shrub lands rotenberry and
wiens 1980 wiens and rotenberry 1981
invivid
individ
overall spring densities are about 75 mdivid
uals40 ha late summer densities may reach
40 ha table 3 rotenberry
individuals40
100 mdividuals40
individuals
and wiens 1980 report breeding densities in
182 3
182.3
artemisia dominated shrubsteppe of 56 1823
40 ha three to five species were
individuals40
mdividuals40
individuals
found breeding on each plot two sagebrush
plots in california supported six breeding
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TABLE
IABI 1

1

naturalist

volume 54

breeding
bleeding bird
bud community structure nest site habitats on northern black mesa arizona
umber of
umbel
N number
bi breeding
ceding
species

habitat
scrub
montane selub
sagebrush
saltbush
gi greasewood
easewood
casewood
ea
sewood
reclaimed mine spoil
juniper savanna
riparian
ripal ian
lan habitats

5
5

ponds

9

6
7
8
9

mixed shrub
aspen groves
gloves
cliffs talus banks
pinyon junipci
juniper
mixed conifer

080
040
040
017
057
025
022
089
036
025
036
005
007
012

040
020
020
017
029
025
022
011
045
025
036
050
055
058

5

chained pmyon
pryon
pinyonjuniper
pinyon juniper
unipci

nesting
resting site substrate
spe cies
utihzir
proportion
prop 01 tion of species
eles utilizing
cles
ground
foliage
ledge
cavity

tion of
proportion
probol
propol
permanent
residents

11
12
14

20
42
59

020
060
060
083
043
075
078
011
028
058
036

sity1a
Diversity
diver sitye

036
017
007
055
010
014

021
04011
0.401
0401

049
045

034
029

0501
0673
0673
0456
0683
0347
0527
0563
1092
0964
1238
0845
1 133
1133
1247

ICAI thun
ot species utilizing well
ich nesting substrate
substi
formula macarthur ind macarthur
thin 1961
diversity
M ical
subiti ite in shannon
sh enr
meit
it vilm s derived using proportions of
divciitytoimulmiaithui
iiversity
inr i wiener diversity
hoies s in cliffs or
th in in trees
isb banks
icavitiess in this
tins situatioll
inks irather than
hok
bok
hanks
aition to ineal
w ish
situ ition
hanis
01 wash
nie
local
nit in holes
1

11

L

foi aging guilds on northern black mesa arizona
bol
foraging
2 breeding
bleeding bird
struc tuie
bild
bud community structure
tule boi

substrate mode
foraging
for aging substratemode
foi
plo
proportion
pio portion of species

no
N0 breeding
bleeding ground
habitat
montane scrub
sagebrush
Salt
sait
bai
bal
sai busil
saltbush
thush
husli
greasewood
Ci
casewood
re reclaimed
claimed mine

species

feeding

5

020
100
100
083

5

5

6

spoil

7

juniper savanna
riparian
lipai ian
ripai
lan habitats

8

9
9

ponds

chained pinyon
juniper
shaub
slirub
mixed shtub
aspen groves
gi oves
cliffs talus banks
pinyon
pinson juniper
pinyonjuniper
uniped
unipei
mixed conifer

11

12
14

20
42

59

100
075
078
044

aquatic
feeding

foliage
gleaning

bark
gleaning

nectar
feeding

sallying

aerial

predator
Pred atoi
atol
scavenger Diversitya

1

080
017
012
0.11
011
oii
oli
oil

013
0.11
011
oii
oli
oil

056

056
083
014
015
019
014

018

018

008
057
010
031
041

014
005
007
012

002
005

010
010
008

020
007
003

008
008
014
040
024
017

0501
0000
0000
0456

0000
0686
0680
0735
1145
0559
1 145
1145
1583
1702
1653
11.145
145

fol
foi
tol aging
ot
of species in each
f6raging
macan
MacAi thut
nhul 1961
cach foraging
thui and MacAr
macarthur
sh innon wiener diversity formulai macal
rhul
macarthur
thui
diversity
piopoitions ofspecies
divi isity
iging guild in shannon
isitt values derived using proportions

invivid
species at total densities of 47 and 17 individ
uals40 ha american birds 1979 smith et al
1984 reported breeding bird densities of
612
40 ha in sagebrush
61.2 and 652
65.2 individuals40
652
individuals
612
year period
in idaho over a 2byear

saltbush shrubland
saltbush shrubland habitat occurs as pure
four wing saltbush atriplex
stands of fourwing
fourling
cens in valleys on alluvial terraces at
canes
canescens
canescent
1980 2070 m 6500 6800 ft

these stands are

usually upstream from stands of greasewood

Cheat grass bromus
sarcobatus vermiculatus
verrmculatus cheatgrass
tec
tectorum
torum and stickseed lappula re dowski
tectorium
frequently dominate the understory saltbush
stands are well developed in the middle portion of yellow water wash in reed valley
and in portions of dmnebito
Dm nebito wash fig 6
Din
dinnebito
open stands grow in places at the foot of the
mesa
like the sagebrush shrubland the saltbush

breeding bird assemblage is composed of
ground feeding summer resident species
tables 1 2 bird densities in saltbush are

1994
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41

qan
a

4k
ak

N

14

41

A

fig

5

sagebrush shrubland white house valley june 1987

higher than those in sagebrush table 4 mid
april 1982 densities in reed valley and din
40
nebito wash were 121 and 138 individuals40
individuals
ha the dominant breeding species is the
brewer s sparrow four remaining breeding
species are the horned lark sage thrasher
vesper sparrow and sage sparrow although
the latter species is sparse in saltbush as a
breeding species of two saltbush plots pre
TABLE 3

sumably atriplex canescent
canes cens in california one
canescens
supported no breeding birds the other six
40 ha american
mdividuals40
individuals
species at 21 individuals40
shad scale scrub
birds 1979 A third plot in shadscale
A conferti
confertifoha
confertifolia
folia supported five species at 30
40 ha american birds 1979
individuals40
mdividuals40
individuals
extensive grazing pressure in saltbush
maintains an open understory that probably
allows use of this habitat by horned larks in

ish shrubland
nag areasa
arcasa
ian d in the Jjig19 and J 21 mining
areas1
shrub lan
r n two stands
stant
bird densities in
stanids of sagebrush
mi nmg

densityy no40
dennit
bird densit
no 40 ha

sum mei
summer
nei
nel

cpr
spr
spring
ing
species

Jjig19

J 21

anter
winter
wi nter

iii
ill
F ili
fall
fail
fali

jJig19

J 21

115

325

94

53

82

45

Jjig19

J 21

Jjig19

J 21

106

bushtit
bewick s wren
blue gray gnatcatcher
western bluebird
mountain bluebird
yellow rumped
bumped warbler
brewer s sparrow
sage sparrow
house finch

61

47
53

56

toral

275
412

TOTAL

study conducted by peabody 1982 83

133

375

382
293

89
333

35
46

42
80

124

44

154

804

714

966

999

205

122

44
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A

7z7

fig
fi

6

saltbush shrubland dinnebito
Din nebito wash june 1987

winter horned larks are the only species that
can be considered common in saltbush

greasewood shrubland
greasewood shrubland dominates terraces
of the larger and lower wash valleys of
moenkopi
Moen kopi coal mine yellow water red
peak and yucca flat washes fig 7 it is typically found below 1920 m 6300 ft Shad
scale
shadscale
atriplex conferti
folia alkali sacaton sporoconfertifolia
confertifoha
bolus airoides and cheatgrass
cheat grass are common
understory associates

the breeding bird

species community of
greasewood is dominated by summer resi
resl
dent foliage nesting and ground feeding
forms tables 1 2 the northern mockingsher
shei loggerhead shrike
bird bendore
bendire s Thra
thrashed
bendiie
thrasher
thrashei
bi ewer s sparrow and black
lark
lalk sparrow brewer
laik
throated sparrow are known breeding species
of greasewood the greasewood stand cen
aused in table 5 shows significant numbers of
sused
sage sparrows and house finches
cinches
Fin ches but it is
not known whether they nested in this particular higher elevation 2042 m 6700 ft stand
the relatively large number of species recorded for this stand may be due to the presence
ot
of surface water in the arroyo that bisected it

extensive greasewood stands on lower moen
censuses
kopi wash have not been censused
cens used results of
such work would probably be typical of
shrub steppe vegetation with breeding bird
sbrubsteppe
shrubsteppe
densities around 60 180 individuals40
40 ha
individuals
comprising 3 5 species rotenberry and
wiens 1980 particularly those noted above
bradfield 1974 found the northern mockbird bendire
ingbird
bendere s thrasher and black throat
ing
ed sparrow to be characteristic of greasewood
on oraibi wash at the southern edge of black
mesa 1I have found sage thrashers
Thra shers breeding
in greasewood stands at kayetta
kayenta just outside
the study area

reclaimed surface mine spoil
initiation of the large scale surface coal
mining operation by peabody coal company
in the 1960s saw extensive tracts of land
undergo what is essentially a type conversion

by agreement with the navajo and hopi
tribes the postmining
post mining land use of the areas
proposed for coal extraction was designated as
livestock raising therefore a grassland vegetation type best suited for effective livestock
production is the objective sought in postein
postmin
ing reclamation efforts

19941
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TABLE
TABU 4

bird
bud densities

salt bus I1 shrubland in
sait
stan is of saltbush
in
i n two stands

vailey
vali ey
vall
vail
reed valley

RV and dmnebito
dinnebito
Dm
Din nebito W
wash DW
dwi

dennit no40
40 ha
densit
bird density

cpr ing
spr
spring
species

RV

say s phoebe

240

horned lark
rock wren
wi en
bewick s wren
sage thrasher
mountain bluebird
yellow rumped
bumped waibler
warbler
brewer s sparrow
vesper sparrow
sage sparrow
white crowned sparrow
house finch

toral

TOIAL

98
59
86
53

summer
mer
suminer
DW

88
88
35
195
169

RV

ttl
ili
fall
fail
fali
faill

DW

RV

winter
wiintel
DW

RV

DW

57
498

96
57

503
73
18

29

45

78

414

266
231

77

100
275
229

847

1632
148

89
574

1348

373

208

76

133

1217

1387

1105

2461

53
1348

1706

414

pi ibocly 1982 83
ond td by nahody
astuni
astudi
studies conducted

to date about 4300 ha 10625

ac of
re graded mine spoil has been seeded with
grasses and other range plants fig 8 land
that has been reclaimed lies between 1980
and 2072 in 6500 and 6800 ft however by
the time mining is completed some areas may

lie above 2134 in 7000 ft and about 8900 ha
22000 ac will be reclaimed the mix of
species planted for each area varies but typical species used are crested wheat
wheatgrass
grass west-

wheat grass intermediate wheatgrass
wheat grass
ern wheatgrass
agropyron intermedium various other

IM

AN

fig

7

greasewood shrubland moenkopired peak valley wash confluence june 1987
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TABLE
7 alii
aill I1 5
aili
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volume 54

arean
bird
shlu bland in the J 28 mining area
shiu
bud densities in greasewood saltbush shrubland

bird density no40
no 40 ha
spring

species

rufous hummingbird
northern
noi them flicker
gray
gi ay flycatcher

fall

winter

22
27

18

09

80

say s phoebe
ash throated flycatcher
I1homed lark
lail
lali
lall
scrub jay
snub
mountain chickadee
buslitit
bushtit
rock wren
wi en
bewick s wren
wien
mountain bluebird
solitary vireo
virco

89
67
552

09
06
11.1
111
iii
ili
lii
ill
lii

178

warbler
chipping sparrow
brewer s sparrow
vesper sparrow
lark
laik sparrow
black throated sparrow
blaek
sage sparrow
spanow
crowned sparrow
white ci owned
shanow
junco
dalk eyed
daik
dark
eyedjunco
sparrow
spal i ow sp

18
302

27

09
267
36
44

09

53

22
156

27
71

67
156

mcadowlalk
Mcadowlalk
meadow
meadowlark
laik sp
cassin s finch

89
222
36
89

53
200

156

36
09

36

187

62

18
378

house finch
pine siskin
unidentified sp

391

2489

18

338
188
1834

IIIOTAL
IOIAI
1i s condultt
ai
by p
ilxxl
body
hody
ond tx1
PPLhody
conduitt
st
stinln
taid ly

summer

952

1262

3379

1981 82

grasses russian wildrye elymus
wheatgrasses
wheat
inermia
junceus
jun ceus smooth brome bromus inermis
in
juncius
ermis
saltbush alfalfa medicago sa
sattva
tiva sweet
lis
iotus officinahs
hs some blue grama
clover melilotus
Mehlotus
officinalis
officina

and indian ncegrass
egrass
nc
ricegrass
rie
ric
hymenotdes
hymenoides
noides areas reclaimed after
oryzopsis
oryzopis hyme
mining contain the best developed grasslands
in the study area
the breeding bird community is composed
entirely of ground feeding forms most of
which are
ale summer residents tables 1 2
aie
horned larks are the typical birds throughout
the year in such areas table 6 western
Meadow larks are common breeding birds
meadowlarks
within the study area only on reclaimed areas
where saltbush is well established mourning
Thra shers and brewer s and
doves sage thrashers
vesper sparrows have been found nesting in
reclaimed areas table 6 maximum breeding
densities under such conditions have been
found as high as 33 pairs40
pairs 40 ha
cody 1966 reported 3 4 breeding species
to be typical of grasslands worldwide roten

bouteloua gracilis
graci hs

berry and wiens 1980 report 2 6 average
38
3.8
short grass prairie and 3 5 average 38
3.8
38 in shortgrass
38
in mixed grass prairie they found breeding
densities in these types to be 816
81.6
1328 and
816 132.8
40 126.4
40 ha respectively
1264 individuals40
individuals
therefore the reclaimed areas on black mesa
support breeding birds at densities comparable to natural grasslands elsewhere in north
america however breeding bird species
richness is lower than most grasslands this
may be related to the relative structural and
floristic simplicity of the reclaimed areas
macarthur 1964 karr and roth 1971 tomoff
1974 willson 1974 roth 1976

juniper savanna
juniper savanna

predominantly over
grazed grassland terrain at the lowest edge of
the pinyon juniper woodland figs 1 10 it is
located as a band at the foot of the mesa from
1770 to 1860 m 5800 to 6100 ft juniper
invasion into grasslands has occurred in the
southwestern united states in the past 130
is a
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7
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fig
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reclaimed mine spoil N

2 reclaimed area

june 1987

years west et al 1975 trees in this habitat
appearing relatively young support this
vegetation is dominated by snakeweed
galleta blue grama squirreltail mormon tea

ephedra viridis
vir idis narrowleaf yucca yucca

angustissima indian ricegrass
ric egrass sand dropseed
sporobolus cryptandrus
crypt andrus and scattered utah
and one seed junipers
juniperus
juniperus osteosperma
juni pers guniperus
and
andj
monospermy
mono sperma
andaJ monosperma
the majority of breeding species are sum
mer resident foliage nesting and ground
feeding forms tables 1 2 no cens
using has
censusing
censuring
spot mapped breeding bird densities in three
reclaimed areas in 1985 no pairs
40 ha
pairs40
TABLE 6

riparian habitats

reclaimed area
species

nll
N

1

ln

Jjing
IN 6

horned lark
sage
SageT
thrasher
sagetbasher
masher
basher
brewer s sparrow
brewel
vesper sparrow
lark sparrow
western meadowlark
TOTAL
TOIAL

prec
pres
present
Pics ent
cnt but density undetermined

J 7

33

mourning dove
192

177

163

33
33
33

192

been done in juniper savanna in the study
area but studies in similar habitats grue
1977 beatty 1978 both cited in balda and
masters 1980 indicated 11 23 breeding
speciesplot
species plot at densities of 35 179 pairs40
pairs 40 ha
since pinyon juniper woodland on black
mesa supports 685
log
68
106 7 pairs40
ba see
68.55 106.7
685
1067
pairs 40 ha
table 12 it seems reasonable to assume that
breeding bird densities would be below 70
40 ha eight bird species are known to
pairs40
pairs
breed in juniper savanna in the study area
bleed
the horned lark northern mockingbird
bendere
bendire s thrasher loggerhead shrike chipping sparrow lark sparrow western meadowlark and scott s oriole

22

33

199

328

riparian habitats are the most restricted
habitats in the study area they are dominated
chi
chmesis
chmesis
by tamarisk tamarix chinesis
nesis thickets that
4 6 m 15 ft tall fremont
4.6
are usually less than 46
46
cottonwoods
cotton woods populus fremontii
fremontia
tii although
fremon
present as a few young individuals are essentially absent from the study area russian olives
elaeagnus
Ele
eleagnus
angusttfolia are actively advancing
agnus angustifolia
up moenkopi
Moen kopi wash and are currently well
established at about 1829 m 6000 ft dense
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N

A

j4
ja
4

fig
fis

9

jeme 1987
e
owl spring valley june
jime
Sci
sll
sli
iciipment
juniper savanna
vinni and the northern escarpment

tamarisk thickets grow on coal mine and
moenkopi
Moen kopi washes fig 9 below 1920 m 6300

bumped warbler
crowned warbler yellow rumped

continued to establish and spread conspicuously throughout the study area this perhaps
indicates that its invasion has not yet ended
bird
bud use of riparian habitats on black
mesa like that of ponds is typified by heavy
migrant use and few breeding species most

insectivorous foliage gleaning migrants nearly 68 of the total density utilize tamarisk in
the fall while virtually no foliage gleaning
forms nest in it an increase in arthropod densities may occur in late summer and fall

macgillivray s warbler wilson s warbler
ft there
thele is also a thicket at the confluence of green tailed towhee brewer s sparrow
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash and reed valley at 1981 m chipping sparrow and white crowned spar6500 ft tamarisk filled wash channels are
ale row wintering bird densities are dominated
aie
considered disclimax strand communities by by dark eyed juncos and white crowned
brown 1982 during the 1980s tamarisk sparrow it is interesting that such numbers of

bleeding species are summer resident
breeding

foliage nesting and ground feeding forms
tables 1 2 the only species found nesting
in tamarisk are the killdeer scrub jay
gros
Bush tit blue grosbeak
Gios beak lazuli bunting indibushtit
go bunting and brewer s blackbird the
black chinned hummingbird house finch
bre eders
and lesser goldfinch are suspected bleeders
migrant densitites usually much higher in fall
invivid
individ
than in spring table 7 averaged 666 mdivid
uals40 ha from september to mid october
common fall migrants include the house

wren ruby crowned kinglet orange

attracting migrants however hunter et al
1988 believe that insects do not limit insectivore use of tamarisk on the colorado river in
southwestern arizona species from adjoining
habitats such as the northern mockingbird
loggerhead shrike and black throated sparrow frequently forage in or near tamarisk
the blue grosbeak is a characteristic breeding species in tamarisk throughout the southwest bradfield 1974 jacobs 1986 hunter et
al 1988 dark eyed juncos and white
crowned sparrows are common in tamarisk in
winter in the southern edge of black mesa
bradfield 1974
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20
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fig
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4

tamarisk thicket coal mine wash july 1987

ponds

all ponds and standing water within the
study area over 150 are man made older
stock tanks were built by the bureau of inda
indi
I1 an
indian
affairs and nearly all recent ponds have been
constructed within the peabody lease area as

required by surface mining environmental
regulations some ponds exist in basins on
reclaimed mine spoils the extent of these
ponds ranges from less than 1 ha 050.5
05 ac to
the nearly 12 ha 30 ac J 7 pond fig 11
most are only a few hectares in size and
water persistence is usually temporary shore-

line vegetation is often poorly developed
because of heavy livestock grazing the young
age of most ponds and fluctuating water levels tamarisk is the most frequent shoreline
plant although an occasional willow salix
exigua
exigia can be found emergent and aquatic
vegetation includes cattail typha sp tules
poolmat zannichellia
scirpus sp common poolman
zanichellia
Zanichellia
sego pondweed potamogeton and chara all
ponds may freeze over during colder winter
periods
most bird use of ponds is accounted for by
migrant species peabody coal company 1984

virtually all observations of the 32 species of
waterfowl and 27 species of shorebirds
shore birds seen
on black mesa have been associated with
ponds migrant swallows and blackbirds are
frequently noted at ponds several species of
sparrows utilize weedy pond edges while
passing through during migration breeding is
confirmed for seven species pied billed
grebe mallard northern pintail american
coot killdeer brewer s blackbird and red
winged blackbird only the mallard and killdeer are frequent nesting species spotted
Sand pipers may have nested at J 7 pond cinsandpipers
namon teal may also nest all breeding
species are summer residents and most are
ground nesting forms tables 1 2

jumper woodland
chained pinyon juniper
mechanical elimination of pinyon juniper
woodlands was a widely followed type conversion practice to boost livestock production on
southwestern rangelands most projects were
conducted by various
vailous federal land use agencies
11.2
during the 1950s and 1960s when over 12
122
million ha 3 million ac of woodland was eliminated lanner 1981 the specific technique
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TABLE 7
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kopi wash1
moenkopi
washa
bird
bud densities in tamarisk on Moen
wash

ha
bird density no
40 haly
no40

species
sharp
shal p shinned
shai
chinned hawk
kastiel
kestrel
american kestiel
amerlean
killdeer
Mou
mourning
mouining
ining dove
bidek chinned hummingbird
blaek
black
hummingbird sp
gaped sapsucker
ndped
red naped
Woodpeck
downy woodpecker
ei
northern
noi them flicker
hammond
Hdm
ham mond s flycatcher
gray flycatcher
cray
say
sas s phoebe
scrub jay
bushtit
rock wren
wi en
bewick s wren
wien
house wren
wien
ruby crowned kinglet
blue gray
gi ay gnatcatcher
northern
noi them mockingbird
loggerhead shrike
warbling
wciiblingvneo
vireo
orange ci crowned
owned warbler
virginia
biel
vil gima s warbler
vii
wal blei
wai
Venn ivora sp
vennivora
yellow lumped warbler
macgillivray s warbler
common yellowthroat
wilson s warbler
western
westein tanager
blue grosbeak
lazuli bunting
green tailed
creen
gleen
talled towhee
sparlow
brewer s sparrow
spar i ows
spizella sparrows
aws
lark
laik sparrow
blaek throated sparrow
black
song sparrow
spal i ow
lincoln s sparrow
owned sparrow
white ci crowned
dark
daik eyed junco
brewer
blewer s blackbird
biewer
hedded cowbird
blown headed
biown
brown
house finch
unidentified bird
bud sp
TOIAI
tm
ai

spring

summer

winter

fall
18

72
72

72

54

18

36
18

36
18
18

18
18
18

54

36
36

18
18

36
90

126
197
143

72

36

36

18
18
502

18
18
18

36

126
5919
287

18

54
484
18
179
18
287

36
2260

36
18
18

36
36

664
1919

36
36

179
18

36
90
593

2063

11553

611

of 4460
B isal
singie tntvcrs
based
14460 X soin
50 in transect
isnl on single
ti tvcist ofa
ti insect
efa
VI y 1987simiinw
t ill
eidi
fidl
lii 25 september 1986 winter 21 juiuary
lil
isprfig
1987 sul
qui
rry 1986
spi ing 7 may
sui
J inu iry
suininci
ninci 25 june 1986 fedl

used varied but trees were usually uprooted
by dragging naval anchor chain between two
crawler tractors the area was frequently
wheat grass
seeded usually with crested wheatgrass
pinyon juniper control has now fallen out of

vogue for several reasons but primarily

because of rising costs and poor cost benefit
ratios lanner 1981 however it is still being

done on northern black mesa the most recent
project completed in 1986
all chained pinyon juniper sites in the
study area are on higher drainage divides and
the mesa summit from 2165 to 2470 m 7100
to 8000 ft the five sites are located as follows 1 the mesa top where navajo route 41

crosses

2

lolomai
lolotai point

3

the divide
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about half of the 11 breeding species are
between yellow water canyon and the west
fork of coal mine wash 4 about 2 km west permanent residents table 1 cavity nesting
along with
of kayetta
kayenta point and 5 the divide between species are
presented
le
aie well represented
ale
the east fork of coal mine wash and foliage and ground nesting forms A variety
kopi wash these sites total about 3943 of foraging guilds are represented but
moenkopi
Moen
ha 9742 ac M roth personal communica- ground feeding species comprise the majority
F R vest all five areas have been
table 2 typical birds of chained areas are
tion to E
wheatgrass
grass
seeded with crested and western wheat
lewis and acorn woodpeckers mountain
lolomai point chaining was conducted in bluebirds rufous sided and green tailed
the lolotai
Tow hees and chipping sparrows red tailed
1972 E
F vest personal communication the towhees
remaining four sites were probably chained in hawks and american kestrels readily use the
isolated pines as perch sites further discusthe late 1960s or early 1970s
lolotai point has sion of the effects of chaining on birds is prethe largest single site lolomai
been and currently continues to be rapidly sented on pages 33 and 34
invaded by gambel oak and utah servicebermixed shrubland
12
being
also
are
ry fig
the remaining sites
invaded by these shrubs but the current denthe mixed shrubland is an ecotonal vegetasity and stature of the plants are below that of tive association situated in the area where the
Moen kopi drainage conlolomai
lolotai point gambel oak occurs in a suc- major washes of the moenkopi
ional sequence with pryon
cessional
pmyon
cess
pinyon in colorado verge fig 13 here an open shrubland comfloyd 1982 although this appears to be the prising big sage black sage artemisia nova
shad scale snakeweed
case on northern black mesa it is probably saltbush greasewood shadscale
gutierrezta
gutierrezia
happening only in the elevational range of the gutierrezba
saroth rae and rabbitbrush
rabbit brush
Gutier
rezia
ta sarothrae
cutler
Gutierrez
chrysothamnus gree
oak during removal of the woodland pongreened
greenei
nei C nauseosus covers
derosa pines pinus ponderosa were left a landscape of hills and terraces grasses pristanding the aspect created was that of marily blue grama galleta hilaria jamesie
jame sii
jamesii
co mata are fairmeadows or clearings containing scattered and needle and thread stipa camata
comata
ly well developed associates included in this
large trees fig 12
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fig

12

gambol
nal point august 1987
nai
cambol oak Lolor
lolornai
lolomai
chained
tined pinyon juniper
lolotai
ch lined
unipn
uninn woodland invaded by cambel

type are mancos shale slopes at the mesa foot
Moen kopi wash coal
and in the area of the moenkopi
mine wash confluence that are covered with
iberl
ibericd
shad scale and russian thistle salsola iberica
shadscale
elevations in this area are 1829 1980 m
6000 6500 ft
tomoff 1974 wiens and rotenberry
1981 and smith et al 1984 noted that certain desert scrub and shrubland bird species

are associated with specific shrub species
tomoff 1974 states that plant species composition is highly significant in regulating
breeding bird communities in desert scrub
rotenberry 1985 in a study of grassland
of the
habitats found that over half 55
variation in bird community composition was

associated with floristic variation

desert

scrub bird communities in the study area support these statements with several shrubland
breeding birds being associated with particu-

lar shrub species sage sparrows are most
shers and
numerous in sagebrush sage Thra
thrashers
brewer s sparrows prefer saltbush and black
throated sparrows are typical of greasewood
and shadscale
shad scale because the mixed shrubland
is a composite habitat the breeding bird community composition at any particular site

reflects the shrub species composition represented in it for these reasons any particular
area of mixed shrubland typically supports
more species of breeding birds than a monotypic shrubland tables 8 9
scale occasionally occurs as nearly
Shad seale
sbadscale
shadscale
monotypic stands on exposures of mancos
shale or on the outwash fans of material
eroded from the same such situations appear
to support the lowest breeding bird densities
and species richness of any of the native habitats on black mesa fautin 1946 smith et al
1984 and medin 1986 1990 examined bird
chads
eale dominated desert
caie
cale
shadscale
communities in shads
scrub in the great basin each study found
about three species breeding at densities of
392
40 ha horned larks
39.2 648
64.8
392
648 individuals40
individuals
were the most numerous species in each
study typically constituting the majority of
total bird density
the mechanisms of the relationship noted
above are not clearly known the tendency of
some birds to nest in certain plant species
tomoff 1974 petersen and best 1985 helps
explain part of the relationship species spe
elfie exploitation of arthropod faunas
elfic
faunal distinct
to each shrub species may be important
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fig

13 Shad
scale
seale
shadscale

Moen kopi wash june 1987
dominated mixed shrubland moenkopi

rotenberry
wiens and Rotenb
elry 1981
eiry

rotenberry

1985 postulates that within similar habitat
types bird speciesplant
specie splant taxa associations
are mediated by the specific food resources

that different plant taxa provide

bird

response to habitat physiognomy plays a key
role in habitat selection and utilization
thul 1964 karr
MacArthui
macarthur
kan and roth 1971 wiens
Shrub lands
1973 willson 1974 roth 1976 shrublands
on black mesa present
represent
a single physiogle
nomic type with the shrub species comprising them all having great basin affinities
brown 1982 it may be that the distinct bird
blown
biown
species associated with various great basin
desert scrub communities evolved through
resource partitioning brought about by competitive
peti
tive interactions cody 1985

aspen groves

aspen groves are found in cool moist
heads of box canyons fig 14 or sheltered
ravines at elevations above 2195 in 7200 ft
these groves are dominated by quaking aspen
populus trernuloides
tremuloides
tremul oides
oldes box elder maple acer
negundo gambel oak chokecherry prunus
virginiaja
virgi
virg niana
virgimana
virginiana
imana and red osier dogwood cornus
stolon ifera one grove contains several large
stolonifera

angu&tifoha
narrowleaf cottonwoods
cotton woods populus angustifolia
aspens
ashens known from 39 sites within the study
area vary in stand size from a few trees to
4 6 ac each major
stands up to 1186
86 ha 4646
1.86
4.6
majol

wash except dinnebito
Din nebito contains aspen
groves but most are located in drainages of
yellow water canyon in the vicinity of 1010
lolo
loio
mal point understory vegetation includes
mai
meadow rue thahctrum
jhn
dlen and oregon
dien
jen
fen
bendlen
fendlen
thalictrumfendleri
grape berberis
berbens rapens
repens poison ivy rhus radi
ptendium aquilinum
aquihnum
aquilinus
cans and bracken fern pteridium
aqui linum
are found in some areas cattle grazing has
widely opened the shrub stratum in several
groves while in protected groves the under
s toi
toryy may be nearly impenetrable
stol
most of the 14 known or suspected breeding species in aspens
ashens are foliage gleaning and
ground and foliage nesting summer residents
tables 1 2 house wrens and warbling vire
os breed only in this habitat no extensive
cens
using has been conducted in aspens
censusing
censuring
ashens on
black mesa the results in
m table 10 suggest
that rather high densities may occur an aspen
stand with scattered conifers in colorado sup40 ha
ported 30 species at 184 individuals40
individuals
american birds 1979
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tablit

8

spot mapped breeding bird densities in

mixed shiublcind
shrubland near
neal the J 7 mining area
alea 1984 86 no
ha
pairs40
pairs
40 hd
pall s40
pail

species

1984

1986

1985

21
59

15

homed laik
horned
lark
lalk
Noi
thein raven
northern
nol thern
wren
roe
Roc
rockkWien
roek
rockwien
rockzien

89
15

mountain bluebird
northern
mockingbird
noitheinmoekingbnd
sage
sagclhrasher
thrasher
loggerhead shrike
shl ike
shi
brewer s sparrow
vesper sparrow
sparrow
LaikS
laikspanow
panow
lark
sparrow
row
black throated
thioatedspai
low
sage sparrow
spal row
biown headed cowbird
brown
blown
IOIAI

15

12

08

06
30

0088

30

89

74
12

89

74

59
30

358

193

321

8

4

9

119

BREEDING
BRLI
DINC SPI
SPECIES
RICI
US RICHNESS
bici INEss

18

prstt
prsmt
hut
bntclinsil mulctcm iiicd
nstnt but
1

cliffs talus slopes and wash banks
cliffs talus slopes and eroded wash banks
are found at all elevations throughout the
study site on the outer mesa escarpment the
geologic strata that form cliffs are dakota
sandstone the toreva formation and yale
point sandstone figs 10 15 cliff heights in
this area
alea may be up to 107 m 350 ft but are
ale
aie
r

volume 54

usually under 46 m 150 ft yale point sandstone is the cliff former in canyons near the
mesa im
rim in the vicinity of the mine lease
cepo formation rarely forms cliffs toreva
the wepo

sandstone cliffs flank the valley where

mourning
mouimngdovl
dove
say s phoebe

TABLE
TABI

naturalist

kopi wash exits the study area eroded
moenkopi
Moen
wash banks are present throughout the study
site where wash channels have dissected alluvial fill

twenty bird species are known or suspected to use ledges or holes in cliffs or wash
banks as nesting sites several of these are
restricted to such nesting sites in the study
area and include the prairie falcon white
throated swift cordilleran flycatcher violet

green swallow northern rough winged
swallow cliff swallow rock wren canyon
wren and townsend s solitaire the majority
are permanent residents and aerial feeders
and predators predominate tables 1 2

some require special conditions around suitable nesting sites eg
e g cordilleran flycatchers must also have mixed conifer present and
northern rough winged swallows have been
found nesting only in holes in wash banks
pinyon juniper woodland
pinyon juniper woodland fig 16 is one of
the most widespread communities in the
southwestern united states occurring where

9 bird
blid densities in sagebrush mixed shrubland near
bud
neav
neal the J 7 mining areal

bird density no 40ha
species

spring

cooper s hawk
black chinned iiuminingbiid
hummingbird
hummingbird sp

winter

09

09
09
04

horned lark
homed
laik
lalk
rock wren
wi en
western
westein bluebird

178

101

109
109.33
1093

186
186.7
18677

47
09
04

bluebird sp
them mockingbird
northern
noi
sage thrasher
tin asher
tiu
brewer
brewel s sparrow
vesper sparrow
black throated sparrow
sage sparrow
sparrow sp
western
westein meadowlark
brewer
brewel s blackbird

04
09
27
09

09
06
18

44

27

06
18

09

house finch

04
242

TOTAL
TOIAL
oiidiickd
tkducta

fall

14

say s phoebe
ash throated flycatcher

11swdy
study

summer

by

eliga
ellna

1979 80 using

enlien
enden

ti transects
insects

242

1169

1881
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14

aspen grove moenkopi
Moen kopi wash october 1986

mean annual precipitation is 250 500 mm
gs
197
19 7 in brown 1982 it is the dominant
9 8 19.7
98
9.8
197
98
plant community of black mesa fig 3 the
dark aspect this woodland imparts
impal ts to the mesa
when seen from a distance is said to account
for the name black mesa throughout black
mesa the woodland begins appearing at
about 1830 m 6000 ft and is found from this
elevation to the mesas
mesa s highest reaches at over
2470 m 8100 ft
colorado pinyon pinus edulis
eduhs
eduis and utah
juniper are the principal trees of this woodland fig 16 juniperus
junipers
Juni pers dominate at lower elevat
vations
ions and as elevation increases pinyons
pinions
become dominant total tree density increases
and trees become larger in stature table 11
tree densities may exceed 400ha near the
mesds
meads
mesa s northern rim
run understory is usually open
but variable in some places it is nearly bare
while in others big sage may be quite dense
cowama
Co mania
Cliffrose corama
cliffrose
mexicano
mexicand
cand and gambel oak
cowania
manla mexicana
wania
mett
mexi cana
meti
are frequently found in the woodland above
2200 m 7200 ft cliff fendlerbush
fendler bush and antelope bush purshia tridentate
tridentata
tndentata
tn
trl
tri
dentata are common
understory associates silverleaf buffaloberry
buffa loberry
shepherdia
Shepherd
ta rotundi
rotundtfoka
rotundifolia
folia is a common understory associate on the rocky mesa scarp and in

canyons near the mesa rim manzanita arc
tostaphylus
tostaphylus pungens
pun gens is present in the woodpungent
land in a few places near the mesa rim
the assemblage of bird species at any point
in the woodland is dictated by stand characte
teristics tree density tree species composition and abiotic factors such as soil slope
and exposure no single area of woodland will
support all of the 41 known or suspected
breeding species several species breed in
higher elevation stands while others nest in
the lower open stands scott s orioles gray
cinches are typical low
vireos
eireos and house finches
stand species the hairy woodpecker moun-

tain chickadee white breasted nuthatch
solitary vireo black throated gray warbler
and rufous sided towhee are most common
in higher elevation stands eleven species are
widespread throughout the woodland and can
be considered typical of it gray flycatcher
ash throated flycatcher pinyon jay mountain chickadee plain titmouse Bush
bushtit
tit
bewick s wren mountain bluebird solitary
vireo black throated gray warbler and chipping sparrow these species excluding the jay
accounted for 801
80.1
92.8
801 928
928 of the total breedcensuses
ing bird density in the three stands censused
cens used
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table

meso
mesa
mesh

10

census results in aspens
noithern
noi thern black
ashens on northern

no present

species

turkey
rul key vulture
rui
shell p shinned
sheli
sharp
shmned
shmied hawk
red tailed hawk

5 utilize nocturnal roost
2 pan
pair with nest

talled hummingbird
broad tailed
white throated swift
downy woodpecker
Woodpeck
ci
I1lairy
woodpecker
halry Woodpeck
hairy
ei
northern
noi them flicker
dusky flycatcher
cordilleran flycatcher
green swallow
violet gleen
stelier s jay
steiler
steller
scrub
sel ul jay
sci
sei
mountain chickadee
pygmy nuthatch
brown
biown creeper
blown
1I
nouse
house
wien
louse wren
amer
amei lean
amerlean
american
ican robin
solitary vireo
vil eo
vii
warbling vireo
waibling
orange
owned waiblei
warbler
waibler
oi an gc
gecici crowned
Vi
vieginia
virginia
viiginia
iginia s warbler
wilson s warbler
waibler
waiblei
gi osbeak
black headed grosbeak
osbeck
northern
onole
noi them oriole

4

1I

noted overhead
bbr
foi
foraging
aging above canopy

1

4

3
2
2

foraging
fol
foi
aging above canopy
2

2
4
1I
1I
1

2
1I

4
3
1

4

I1

TOTAL
IOIAI SMALL FORMS
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table 12 half of the breedne sters but cavity
desters
ing species are foliage nesters
nesters
desters are also well represented tables 1 2
ten percent of the species nest on the ground
censuses
table 1 in the three stands censused
cens used above
429
foliage nesting pairs constitute 429
42.9
42 9 of the
total nesting pairs in the highest tree density
stand foliage nesting pairs make up nearly
50 in each of the other two stands nearly
87 of foliage nests and 87 of all cavity
nests located in black mesa woodland have
been in utah juniperus
pers
juni
junipers
balda and masters 1980 found that breeding bird density increases with increasing tree
density on black mesa an average breeding
66.77 pairs40
density of 667
66
667
pairs 40 ha 1983 and 1984
used a stand containing 150 treeshy
tre
treesha
esha tables
treeshy
11 12 in a stand of 283 tre
treesha
esha an average
934
93 4 pairs40
of 934
93.4
pairs 40 ha was found for the same
years A density of 105 pairs40
pairs 40 ha was detertreeshy
mined for a stand of 380 tre
treesha
esha total breedin 1983 and 1984

ing bird density showed a strong positive correlation with total tree density r
99 additionally
nally pinyon density was positively corretio

I
1

111

naturalist

0x1111

september 1986

lated with densities of gray flycatchers
mountain chickadees and black throated
gray Warb
lers these results reflect those
warblers
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4

fig

16

pinyon juniper woodland white house valley june 1987

reported by balda and masters 1980 who
also found hairy woodpeckers and white
breasted Nu
nuthatches
thatches to be absent from stands
1 1 sedgwith a pinyon to juniper ratio below 11
wick 1987 further quantified avian
avlan habitat
relationships in pinyon juniper woodland
results from black mesa are comparable to
those of balda and masters 1980 they found
that number of species per plot or study area
from several studies varied from 12 to 24 18
to 21 on black mesa breeding densities
ranged from 30 to 190 pairs40
pairs 40 ha and averaged around 95 pairs40
pairs 40 ha the average for
black mesa plots is 88 pairs40
pairs 40 ha they noted
that there may be large annual variations in
overall breeding densities the percentage of
permanent residents appeared to be positively
correlated with the proportion of pinyon pines
and ranged from 35 to 53 large concentrasolit aires and bluebirds that
tions of robins solitaires
they report occurring frequently during win
winter in central arizona woodlands have not
been observed on northern black mesa

mixed conifer association

the mixed

conifer association found in the
upper canyons and at sheltered cliff bases

along the mesa rim

fig

3

occurs at

2070 2470 m 6800 8100 ft it dominates the
upper reaches of yellow water coal mine and
moenkopi
Moen kopi washes and shallow drainages on the
mesa summit near the rim fig 17 A small
isolated stand occurs below the confluence of
Moen kopi wash characterreed valley and moenkopi
istic trees are douglas fir pseudotsuga men
ziesig
pryon juniper
zie sii ponderosa pine and a pmyon
ziesii
pinyon
jumper

woodland component of colorado pinyon
utah juniper and rocky mountain juniper
juniperus
jumperus
funiperus
perus scopulorum an isolated stand of
Jum
funi
luni
iuni
is present on 1010
white fir abies concolor is
lolo
loio
mal point understory vegetation in mixed
mai

conifer woodland is varied but typically

includes gambel oak snowberry cliff fendler
bush mountain mahogany cercocarpus
Cerco carpus intro
inari
intrz
intri
catus and wax currant muttongrass
Mutton grass poa
wheat grass agropyron
fendleriana western wheatgrass
fendleriana
smithia
smithii
smit hii pine dropseed blepharoneuron tricho lepsis and mountain muhly muhlenbercholepsis
gia montana are common understory grasses
the rainfall sink situation of this region
brown 1982 is reflected in the distribution of
mixed conifer and pinyon juniper woodland
habitats on the highest elevations of black

mesa vegetative communities at similar
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ofpinyon
density and canopy cover of three stands of
pinyon juniper woodland on the black mesa leasehold

site

elevation
total tree density
absolute density pinyon
absolute density juniper
uniped
unipei
plo portion pinyon
Pio
proportion
proportion juniper
canopy cover
covel
relative canopy cover
pinyon
covel
relative canopy cover
juniper
mean tree height
mean height pinyon
mean height juniper

Jjio10

J 20

J 21

2012 rn 6600 ft
149 35ha
ha
14935ha
14935
48 54ha
4854ha
ha
100 81ha
10081ha
10081

2103 rn
m 6900 ft
ha
282 soha
28280ha
28280
ha
141 40ha
14140ha
14140
141
ha
14140
14140ha
40ha

2164 rn 7100 ft
379 98ha
ha
37998
37998ha
ha
242 24ha
24224ha
24224
137 74ha
ha
13774
13774ha

033
067

050
050
1337
4915
5085
3.66
rn
366
366m
3.52
352 rn
352m
rn
3.85
385
385m

064
036
2616
6907
3093
soom
soo
5.00
m
500
493 m
493m
rn
sigm
sig
516

1061

3190
6810
rn
402
402m
m
39
39m
rn
404
404m
39
3.9

elevations to the south and west where rainfall
is greater on the mogollon kaibab and coconino plateaus are well developed ponderosa
pine or ponderosa pine douglas fir forest
brown 1982 mixed conifer habitats occur
on northern black mesa in specific areas
where local abiotic conditions favor its development these conditions all increase available moisture and are 1 deep sheltered and
shaded canyons 2 north facing slopes 3
joint traces and cracks where runoff is conted by bare exposures of yale point
centrated
rated
cent
centia
sandstone and 4 small shallow drainages
above 2255 m 7400 ft wheree runoff is also
concentrated the pinyon juniper woodland is
still the dominant vegetation type on the
broad mesa top see fig 15 at elevations
above 2440 m 8000 ft indicating that the
mesds
meads
mesa s highest elevations probably receive no
more than about 356 mm 15 in mean annual
rainfall this is less than the 470 540 mm
18
21
18.5
21.3
185
2133 in reported for the above men
1855 213
tinned uplands brown 1982 and approxitioned
mates the isohyet estimate for northern black
mesa by cooley et al 1969
the mixed conifer association supports the
greatest richness of breeding bird species of
all habitats present in the study area fifty
nine species are known or suspected to breed
in mixed conifer habitats table 1 of these
nearly half are permanent residents foliage

and cavity nesting forms predominate
although a variety of other nesting substrates
are utilized by the remaining species table
1
common characteristic breeding species

include the broad tailed hummingbird
dusky and cordilleran flycatchers steller
jay pygmy nuthatch hermit thrush grace

s
s

warbler and dark eyed junco townsend s
wll
wilson
warbler along with macgillivray s Wil
sorss
Warb lers are common
and orange crowned warblers
migrants the golden crowned kinglet is a
typical winter resident that red breasted
Nu thatches may be common some winters is
probably related to conifer cone crop irruptions widerlechner and dragula 1984
no bird density data have been collected
in mixed conifer woodland on black mesa
breeding bird densities no doubt greatly
exceed that of the pinyon juniper woodland A
ponderosa pine stand on san francisco mountain arizona supported 23 species at 232
pairs 40 ha and a nearby mixed conifer stand
pairs40
supported 27 species at 253 pairs40
pairs 40 ha
haldeman et al 1973 A spruce fir stand in
the white mountains arizona supported 16
169.7 pairs40
species at 1697
pairs 40 ha and 17 species at
186.5
pairs 40 ha in two different years
1865 pairs40
carothers et al 1973 franzreb 1977
reported mid to late breeding season bird
densities of 6329
632.9 and 8659
40 ha
865.9 individuals40
individuals
31 and 40 species respectively in two consecutive years in unlogged white mountain
mixed conifer forest A logged stand support758.0 indi
ed 32 and 41 species at 5440
544.0 and 7580
viduals40 ha respectively in the same two
years brotherson et al 1981 reported an
40 ha 26
early july density of 280 individuals40
individuals
species in an aspen mixed conifer woodland
in nearby betatakin
Beta takin canyon
the mixed conifer association and its bird
species make northern black mesa unique
most of the navajo and hopi reservations are
anid
arid deserts and semiarid grassdominated by annd
and
lands shrublands
shrub lands and pinyon juniper woodland there are few montane islands rising
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densities
breeding bird densi
tiesa of three pinyon juniper woodland stands on the black mesa leasehold no

pairs40
pairs 40 ha
Jjio10

species
american kestrel
mourning dove
common nighthawk
black chinned hummingbird
hairy
halry
haut woodpecker
hant
gray flycatcher
ash throated flycatcher
scrub jay
pinyon
jay
pmyonjay
mountain chickadee
plain titmouse
bushtit
white breasted nuthatch

1983

J 20
1984

1984

1983

1984

38
4

76
76
38
76
38

76
57
38
115

115

76
38
38
76
76

115

19
115

38
19

115

38
38

38
95
38
19

115

95

76

115

76

76
76
38
38

115

38
57

191

153

115

191

38
38

57

rock wren

bewick swren
swien
blue gray gnatcatcher
western bluebird
mountain bluebird

1983

J 30

38
38

19

38

76

38
38
38

solitary vireo
gray warbler
black thioatedgraywarblei
throated cray
rufous sided towhee
spaw
sparrow
chipping span
ow
black throated sparrow
brown headed cowbird

38
76

19

76

38

38

38

115

115

153

153

76

76

115

38
76

house finch

38

38

685

648

914

954

1032

1067

21

19

21

18

19

20

hermit thrush

toialdensii
toral

TOTAL DENSITYY
TOFAL NUMBER or
TOTAL
OF SPECIES

76

115

38

appedu 1983 84
ippccl
spot m apped
ples
pies
plesent
present
delta
cnt but density undetermined because of insufficient data
ent
Pick

out of the dry lowlands in the vast region
bordered by the little colorado colorado
and san juan rivers and the new mexico state
line only defiance plateau navajo mountain
and the carrizo lukachukai chuska
cbuska mountain chain rise high enough to support extensive montane coniferous forests the mixed
conifer woodland on black mesa is restricted
and isolated but is sufficient to allow such

montane species as clark s nutcrackers
brown creepers hermit thrushes and yellow
Warblers to breed within a few kilobumped
rumped warblers
annd flats of monument valley
arnd
arid
meters of the and

additional discussion
the highest portions of northern black
mesa support a rich association of montane
breeding birds compared to other insular
montane habitats in the great basin and colorado plateau the mixed conifer woodland
alone supports 59 species 32 of which are
permanent residents johnson 1975 reported

a mean of 37 species from a series of 31 mon-

tane islands in the great basin the mean
number of permanent resident species was
739
7.39
739 behle 1978 in a similar analysis of 14
427
montane islands in utah had a mean of 42.7
427
17.0
species per island 170
170 permanent residents
all of those designated as widespread species
occurring on all islands in both studies are
known or suspected breeding species on
black mesa both authors found the number
of breeding species to be positively and significantly correlated with habitat diversity
the remarkable breeding bird species richness on northern black mesa is related to the
number and types of habitats occurring in the
area A well documented concept in ecology
states that increasing structural diversity of a
plant community allows bird species diversity
to increase macarthur and macarthur 1961
macarthur 1964 karr and roth 1971 willson
1974 roth 1976 if it is allowed that breeding bird species richness of a given habitat
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breeding bird species
sponds to the bleeding
corresponds
cone
eone

diversity of that habitat then a pronounced

habitat complexity breeding bird species

diversity gradient is well illustrated on black
mesa tables 1 2 the structural simplicity of
the scrub
selub habitats allows utilization of them
by fewer
breeding bird species with a
fewel than 12 bleeding
given site generally supporting 3 4 species
pmyon
the pryon
pinyon juniper
jumper woodland bird diversity is
far greater than the next nearest habitats
fai
mixed conifer woodland supports the greatest
diversity of breeding species for several reasons greater stature and complexity inclusion
of the pryon
pmyon
jumper woodland component
pinyon juniper

and the relatively pristine decadent old
growth nature of portions of the habitat
reclaimed mine spoil juniper savanna
chained pinyon juniper
jumper and mixed shrub
habitats have higher species richness values
shrub lands because each
than monotypic shrublands
includes characteristics andor plants species

of other habitats
species richness of breeding bird associations of several habitats is surprisingly depauperate riparian habitats and ponds that are
typically used by many bird species support
only 7 and 9 breeding species respectively

factors responsible for this include the young
age of the ponds small size isolated nature of
both types heavy livestock grazing in both
types and apparent inability of riparian
breeding bird species to utilize the principal
riparian plant species in the area the exotic
tamarisk in pure montane scrub only 5
species are known to breed in the relatively
complex aspen groves 14 species are known
to breed the small extent and isolated nature
of the latter habitat probably prevent utilization of more species the montane scrub
although appearing more complex than the
great basin shrublands
shrub lands is essentially a shrubland of restricted regional occurrence again
isolation may prevent use by more species
faunal resemblance factors table 13 show
limited overlap between breeding bird associations in the study area half of the pairs of
habitats in table 13 show no faunal reseme g shareno
blance eg
share no species approximately
half of those pairs sharing species have factors
0 21 the greatest resemblance factor is
below 0.21
021
between sagebrush and saltbush shrublands
shrub lands
080
0 80 which probably reflects bird response
0.80
080
to the very similar growth form of the two
shrubs greasewood shrubland and juniper
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faunal resemblance
factors of the breeding bird communities of northern black mesa arizona
semblance
le
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montane scrub
sagebrush
saltbush
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juniper savanna
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ponds
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cliffs talus banks
pinyon juniper
mixed conifer
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factor of 057
0 57
savanna have a resemblance
0.57
057
semblance
le
this relatively high value is also probably
related to bird response
res
les ponse to structurally similar
habitats principal plants in these habitats are
larger densely foliaged shrubs and small
trees respectively the relatively high faunal
resemblance factors of the juniper savanna
060
and mixed shrub ogo
0060
60
0.60
saltbush and
00.67
reclaimed mine spoil 067
67 greasewood and
067
0 67 and pinyon jumper
mixed shrubland 067
0.67
067
juniper
and mixed conifer woodlands 061
0061
0.61
61 are all
related to similar habitat structure
strue tuie
struc
tule andor
floristic
flon stic composition
A few low faunal resemblance factors and
their possible explanations are noteworthy
pinyon juniper and chained pinyon juniper
woodland have a resemblance factor of 019
019
0 19
0.19
reflecting the strong response of the breeding
bird species composition to a pronounced
physiognomic change furthermore the value
is this high because of four species that characte
acterize
rize the woodland edge and therefore
utilize the openings created by chaining
montane scrub shows no faunal resemblance
with any of the great basin desert shrublands
shrub lands
sagebrush saltbush greasewood and mixed
shrub lands although structurally similar the
shrublands
lack of any faunal resemblance between these
two shrubland types may be due to differences
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in their foliage growth form and geographical
origins the montane scrub is a high elevation

cold climate derivative brown 1982 of
broad leaved deciduous shrubs while the
great basin desert scrub communities are
lower elevation desert derived associations of

sclerophyllous often evergreen shrubs
brown 1982 these differences are no doubt
associated with the different avifaunas
avifaunal associated with each indeed foliage glea
gleaners
ners comcleaners
prise 80 of the breeding species in the montane scrub and ground feeding species comprise 78 100 of the species in the desert
scrub habitats table 2 ponds and riparian
areas show a faunal resemblance only to each
other indicating a regional uniqueness of the
associated breeding birds

diversity and
with increasing habitat diveisity

bud species diversity
accompanying breeding bird
there is also an increase in the number of different nesting site substrate and foraging sub
strate mode guilds tables 1 2 ground and
stratemode
foliage nesting species are found in nearly all
habitats cavity nesters
ne
sters which utilize tree
desters
cavities appear in tree dominated habitats
ledge nesters
ne sters logically are dominant in cliffs
desters
talus slopes and wash banks ground feeding
species are found in all habitat types and comprise the principal guild in open low statured
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gleaners
habitats foliage glea
ners are prominent in
cleaners
the habitats composed of trees

environmental CHANGES
MFSA
ON BLACK MESA

environmental changes during the past
2000 years on the colorado plateau and on
black mesa in particular have been well studied and documented these changes have
undoubtedly affected the avifauna of black
mesa in many ways the exact effect of many
such changes on the bird
bud life of the mesa
however must remain conjectural A brief discussion of several broad categories of change
is presented below along with comments on
the effects such changes may have had on the
birds of black mesa

climatic changes
climatic changes speculated to be related
liy to changes in rainfall amounts
primarily
pnmai ily
modes or distribution have been studied
extensively in the southwest euler et al
1979 however
Howe vei distribution of plant communities in the black mesa region has been mini
minimally affected by such changes in the past
2500 years
yeais
deais dean 1989 the principal effect
of precipitation change has been in levels of
alluvial water tables karlstrom 1983 euler
et al 1979 postulate that a 550 year cycle of
rainfall changes and the accompanying water
table fluctuations are responsible for repeated
aggradation and degradation of alluvial
deposits along wash courses throughout the
southwestern united states they believe
degradation or arroyo cutting and gullying
follows lowered water tables during periods of
low relative precipitation channels then refill
with sediment as water tables rise during wetter periods
dean 1989 states that significant arroyo
cutting episodes occurred on black mesa
around A
D 225 250 750 775 and 1275 1300
AD
cutting of the present widespread gully network began around 1880 90 thornthwaite et
al 1942 and by 1915 had reached current
conditions in the polacca wash drainage of
eastern black mesa laguna creek in neighboring tsegi
tsegai canyon had gullied by at least
1918 J wetherill unpublished letter to talbot
hyde on file at american museum of natural
history thus in a period of only 25 35 years
water tables lowered and alluvial valleys had
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been extensively dissected any riparian vegetation particularly old cottonwood and willow
growth was probably drastically altered if not
eliminated during this time
the previous occurrence of native riparian
habitats in the study area is conjectural three
cottonwood posts identified from a large
kopi wash are associated
moenkopi
anasazi site on Moen
A D 869 876
with a structure dating to about AD
sink et al 1983 virtually no cottonwoods
cotton woods
are present in the upper 39 km 24 miles of
Moenkopi wash today it is possible that a
moenkopi
cottonwood willow association was present in
kopi
the vicinity of the coal mine and Moen
moenkopi
washes confluence where there are short
reaches of perennial stream flow and dense
well developed tamarisk thickets any cottonwood snags that may have existed after the
cutting of the arroyo have disappeared karlstrom 1983 presents evidence that a senes
series of
serles
small ponds occurred in yellow water canyon
at about 2073 m 6800 ft elevation small
ponds may have existed elsewhere again pararly along coal mine and moenkopi
ticularly
ticul
Moen kopi
washes in 1896 richard wetherill reported
tsegai canyons similar to what
ponds in the tsegi
may have occurred on a smaller scale in yellow water canyon the canyon had two
lagoons
from cliff to cliff about one mile
apart and each one a mile long and about 300
yards wide ducks are plenty on these lakes
R wetherill unpublished report on file at the
american museum of natural history
bird species affected by the reduction or
bud
elimination of riparian habitats would include
all species closely associated with these habitats throughout northeastern arizona see
woodbury and russell 1945 monson and
phillips 1981 and hunter et al 1987 among
these are the western kingbird yellow warbler blue grosbeak lazuli bunting yellow
breasted chat and northern oriole the disappearance of ponds would also have eliminated shorebirds and waterfowl and affected
species characteristic of emergent vegetation
such as the marsh wren common yellow
lowthroat
throat and red winged blackbird bradfield 1974 discussed severe impacts of gullyshorebirds
birds and waterfowl on southern
ing on shore
black mesa at oraibi wash it is possible that
the black billed magpie which disappeared
from most of northeastern arizona in the late
1800s woodbury and russell 1945 was eliminated by alteration of riparian areas due to
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the current arroyo cutting episode that began
about the time of the bird s disappearance
where this species does currently occur in
extreme northeastern arizona it is associated
with well developed riparian growth jacobs
1986 indicating a dependence on such areas
several bird species typical of rock talus
cliffs and ledges have moved to the exposed
dirt banks along arroyos which exhibit attenphoebea
Phoebes
dant holes caves and crevices say s phoebes
northern rough winged swallows and rock
wrens are characteristic of wash banks american kestrels great horned owls northern
Flickers violet green swallows and mountain bluebirds have been found to a lesser
extent nesting in wash banks

exploitation by prehistoric man
bird species identified from remains excavated from anasazi archaeological sites are
presented in table 14 excavation of these
sites was conducted during the black mesa
archaeological project 1968 83 as part of
clearance procedures preliminary to mining
operations by peabody coal company six
of the species identified were not found
during this study table 14 it is striking that
39

TABLE 14

as a group galliformes are so well

ed

represent-

the wild turkey was

obviously extensively utilized for a long period and overuse by
the anasazi may have eliminated it from the
area if it was not brought in as a domesticated
species the scaled quail may have been
recently extirpated from the area by overgrazing see below but there are apparently no
recent records of it for the region pat ryan

personal communication however states
that scaled quail are still present south of
black mesa in the northern hopi buttes area
misidentify
misidentifi cation
catlon
the bobwhite may be a misidentification

raptores as a group are also well representraptors

raptors and their
ed the symbolism accorded raptores
use by the anasazi were probably similar to
those by both present day hopi and navajo
rea nd indicates the broken and healed left
radius and ulna of an immature prairie falcon
from site azd798 are strong evidence that
the bird was taken as a nestling and held in
captivity several raptor species are currently
taken from nests in the region by the hopi
raptores have probably
personal observation raptors
been used by native americans in this region
nearly continuously for at least the last 1900
years periods of especially intensive use may

bird
bud remains from anasazi sites excavated during the black mesa archaeological project 1968

species

no sites

cooper s hawk
red tailed hawk

2

buteo sp
aqmla
eagle sp aquila
aqila or haliaeetus
american kestrel
prairie falcon

4
3
2

wild turkey
whitee
whitec
northern Bob
bobwhite
quaile
scaled qualie
quail
quali
quall
gambel s quaill
qual
quai
quail sp c
sandhill crane
mour
Monr ning dove
mourning
screech owl sp
otus sp
great horned owl
owie
burrowing owle
northern flicker

horned lark
scrub jay
pinyon jay
american crow

clark s nutcracker
Nutcrack
ei
common raven

3

1

20
I1
I1
1I
1I
1I
I1
2
I1
3
I1
3
1I
2
5
1I
1I
2
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approximate ages

AD 100 300800 1090
115011
A D 800 1090 1100 850 11501
AD
A D 600 1100850
1100 850 975
1100
9751100
AD
A D 600 1100 800 1030 1070 1150
AD
A D 800 1030
850 975
1030850
AD
850 975
AD
ad850
800 1150
300800
AD 100 300
AD 1100
1100 1150
AD
ad1100
AD 800 1090
AD 800 1030
AD 800 1090
AD 800 900
1100
3001100
AD 100 300
AD 800 1090
ad800
A
1100
D 600 1100800 1030
10301100
AD
AD 800 1030
A D 600 1100 1100 one undated
AD
100
loo 300
AD
ad100
AD 100 300600 1100
A D goo
1100 850 975850 1150600
600 750600
750 goo
600 1100850
ad600
AD 850 975
AD 600 1100
1100
9751100
AD 850 975

serne 1980 seme
rea
ol&cn
et
n d beezley 1974 seme
oisen 1972 nea
havris 1982 smiley ct
based
amed on the following reports olsen
harris
seine and
red nd
ndhurisl982
son and perry 1985 and leonald
leonard 1989
ginnniernian 1984
A D 1150
of northern blwck
ianasazi
danasia occupation ot
1anasia
1150gummeiiim
black
blick mesa ceased AD
bilek
liso
ilso
bound on black mesa during this study
hound
siudy 1979 93
not found

alil 1983

1100

and smiley 1984 christen
nichols md
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have lowered the densities of some desirable or
readily available species eg
e g red tailed hawk

and golden eagle the ferruginous hawk
babiy eliminated from the region by
was probably
pro
pio bably
human exploitation hall et al 1988

livestock grazing
an ival in 1540 the spanish introwith their arrival
duced livestock to the southwest however
extensive use of livestock did not develop in
the black mesa area until after 1868 thornthwaite 1942 excessive overgrazing had by
the 1930s become such a severe problem on
the navajo reservation that a livestock reduction program was initiated by collier in
1934 37 philp 1977 overgrazing has
bi ought about widespread changes in the bird
brought
life of anzona
arizona phillips et al 1964 thorn
waite et al 1942 have cited it as a cause of
excessive erosion
eiosion and gullying in northeastern
arizona
alizona
ai izona
while euiel et al 1979 believe arroyo
associ
cutting is a cyclic natural phenomenon assoni
associated with precipitation cycles thornthwaite
et al 1942 may be correct in concluding that
overgrazing initiated the current arroyo cut
ting episode under the influence of continiong grazing and the succesued heavy yearlong
year
yeal long
yeai
emplacement
epla cement and supplanting of the relaeplacement
sive i replacement
tively well developed root systems of perennials with the shallow systems of weedy annulonai erosion will continue As long as
lonal
als regional
leg ional
this situation remains the cycle of alluvial
aggradation and degradation may likely be
eclipsed in its current state
grazing
crazing can have a significant impact on
the plant community in which it occurs and in
turn
tuin can affect the community s birds wiens
1973 bock and webb 1984 wiens 1973
found that across a senes
serles of grassland types
series
grazing caused a uniform directional change
towards dominance by plant species charac
ot
of drier climates in addition to florister
te
veristic
teristic
tei
ristie
ristle
ristic
tic changes in the community grazing may

produce marked
maiked
maikel physiognomic changes
wiens 1973 such as reducing shrubs in

npanan
riparian habitats taylor 1986 and increasing
shrubs in grasslands phillips et al 1964
grazing can cause changes in the arthropod
fauna of grasslands smith 1940 which could
in turn
tuin cause a change in bird species composition wiens and rotenberry 1981 rotenberry 1985 grazing has contributed to the
spread of pinyon juniper woodlands into
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grasslands during the past century west et al
1975 grazing may cause changes in bird
species composition with little change in overall bird density wiens 1973 medin 1986

reduce bird species richness and density
monson 1941 wiens 1973 taylor 1986 or
even cause increases in density bock et al
1984 monson 1941 found that elimination
of grazing and initiation of revegetation efforts
grassland shrubland site caused bird denin a grasslandshrubland
sity to nearly double horned lark densities
increased on grazed grassland and shrubland
sites wiens 1973 bock and webb 1984
medin 1986 western meadowlark densities
are reduced by grazing monson 1941 wiens
1973 bock and webb 1984 and bock et al
1984 found mourning doves horned larks
Mocking
birds and lark sparrows to be sigmockingbirds
nific
nificantly
antly more numerous on a grazed grassland site than on an ungrazed site the continyear long grazing by up to five species
uous yearlong
of livestock typically practiced in the black
mesa region has no doubt reduced prey
species populations to the detriment of several species of raptores
raptors kochert et al 1988

introduction of exotic vegetation
plant species not native to the southwestern united states or north america are present in the black mesa region some arrived
accidentally while others were introduced for
a variety of reasons species both plant and
animal when introduced into a new region
frequently increase rapidly in the absence of
controlling factors with which they evolved in
their native regions great disruptions in the
numbers and composition of native flora and
fauna can result where exotic species achieve
dominance the most conspicuous exotica
exotics
tameny
tamarix
within the study site are tamarisk tamany
iberica
iber
roa
rca
chinensis
toa
sis russian thistle salsola tret
chinen
and cheatgrass
cheat grass bromus tec
tectorum
torum other
tectorium
othel
elaeagnus
Ele agnus
species include russian olive eleagnus
angusttfoha siberian elm ulmus pu
angustifolia
pumlia
pumila
milo
miia
chonspora
chorispora
filaree
filaret erodium cicutarium
ehon
chon
spora
pora cho
cicuta num choris
cicutanum
napora
nspora
rispora tenella and summer cypress kochia
sco
scoparin
scoparia
paria
exotics on the bird
the greatest impact of exotica
life of the mesa probably occurs in riparian
habitats and in grasslands it is in such habitats that exotics
exotica are most conspicuous and

dominant tamarisk is widely established
along nearly all major washes in the region
most stands have spread and grown up
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through natural dispersal but in some places
the species was planted by man as at keams
canyon G monson personal communication preferential grazing of young cotton
woods and willows by livestock helps contribute to the monotypic tamarisk stands typical of the study area on black mesa it is well
developed along lower reaches of the major
washes see above
in this region few breeding birds of native
cottonwood willow riparian stands breed in
tamarisk migrant species forage extensively
in tamarisk and a few species especially
dark eyed juncos winter in it russian olive
also planted extensively in nearby areas is
dispersing rapidly in riparian habitats in the
intermountain west knopf and olson 1984
russian olives are currently well established
and advancing up moenkopi
Moen kopi wash below the
confluence with coal mine wash breeding
bird use of mature russian olive stands is limited but winter use of fruits is extensive B
jacobs personal communication concerning
stands in the chinie valley and personal
observation at keams canyon unpublished
black mesa data tamarisk dominated riparian strands in the study site support few riparian breeding obligates eg western king
birds yellow breasted chats orioles and
bun tings but are intensively used by insectivbuntings
orous migrants As the russian olive grove on
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash matured during the 1980s
numerous species appeared during winter
relying on the fruit as a food source these
species included downy woodpeckers flick
ers ravens mountain bluebirds robins starlings cedar Wax
bumped war
waxwings
wings yellow rumped
biers white crowned sparrows and evening
grosbeaks
Gros beaks
grassland habitats and disturbed sites in
the study area are frequently composed of
several exotic plant species effects on bird life
in the study area are poorly known it can be
assumed however that there have been alterations in numbers kinds and distributions of
grassland birds as a result cheatgrass
Cheat grass is
prevalent in juniper savanna at the mesa foot
and especially in saltbush stands russian
thistle occurs abundantly on disturbed sites
and is frequent on mancos shale slopes summer cypress is abundant early in the reclamation process horned larks and dark eyed
juncos may feed extensively on russian thistle and summer cypress during the winter
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particularly following storms when these
plants are the only abundant food source protruding above the snow

pinyon juniper type conversions
the purpose methods results and areas of
pinyon juniper control on the study site were
discussed previously in any type conversion
the effect on wildlife must be considered radical impacts are especially pronounced when
a woodland physiognomy is converted to that
of a grassland or simple shrubland in the case
of birds a nearly complete change in the composition of species occurs in any particular
converted site most woodland obligates are
eliminated and grassland and shrubland species
invade the newly created openings A few
species absent or sparse in surrounding habitats may find favorable conditions in converted areas and experience population increases

bird species typically eliminated from
woodland stands that have been converted on
the study site include the hairy woodpecker
gray flycatcher mountain chickadee plain
titmouse white breasted nuthatch bewick s
wren blue gray gnatcatcher solitary vireo
and black throated gray warbler the majority of the above species are inhabitants of high

er elevation woodland stands where most
conversion projects were conducted virtually
all cavity nesting species are eliminated the
effect of chaining on the spotted owl may be
especially severe particularly in the lolomai
lolotai
point area where the woodland was eliminated on the mesa tops adjacent to numerous
small mixed conifer filled canyons
several species characteristic of grasslands
and shrublands
shrub lands and of woodland edge invade
or increase as a result of woodland conversions chipping and vesper sparrows have
invaded several chained sites in the study

area mountain bluebirds are common in
chained sites especially on lolomai
lolotai and
kayenta
kayetta points this open area species probably increased in these areas while western
bluebirds a species typical of higher dense
stands was reduced in numbers in older
chained areas where gambel oak is established see fig 12 rufous sided towhees
have increased the green tailed towhee
breeds in the study area primarily where
invading oaks are established on lolomai
lolotai
point this area has also been colonized by
lers which are found naturally
warblers
idss Warb
virginia
Virgin
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in montane scrub mountain parklike areas
with scattered ponderosa pines are the only
areas where acorn woodpeckers have been
found and where lewis woodpeckers breed
in the study area these species may have
before the clearings were made
been present bemmie

but have certainly increased since these
parklike areas are also readily hunted by red
tailed hawks which are
ale infrequent in the
aie

neighboring dense woodland the rock
wren surprisingly is frequently observed in
cleared woodland areas where dead trees are
left scattered the physiognomy of chained
areas must bear enough resemblance to the
open talus slopes this wren inhabits to allow it
to occasionally utilize them the rock wren
has not however been found nesting in
cleared woodland on black mesa ridgway
observed this species in timber slash piles in
california and nevada in the late 1800s in
ryser 1985 sedgwick and ryder 1987
report rock wrens breeding in chained
woodland in colorado
sedgwick and ryder 1987 quantified the
impacts on birds caused by chaining pinyon
juniper woodland in northwestern colorado
their
then results support my qualitative evaluation discussed above and can probably be
applied to black mesa their study revealed
that chaining caused an alteration in bird
species composition and declines in overall
bird use density species richness
nch ness and species
diversity they noted that species which were
sters foliage and bark
ne
desters
cavity or foliage nesters

glea
gleaners
ners and aerial feeders underwent
cleaners
declines on a chained woodland plot specific
species that declined in abundance due to

chaining included the hairy woodpecker
gray flycatcher mountain chickadee plain
titmouse white breasted nuthatch solitary
gray
vireo and black throated may
day warbler the
mountain bluebirds and chipping sparrows

that utilized the chained plot accounted for
48 percent
pei cent of the avifauna they found the
wren breeding on the chained plot and
rock wien
said it was a commoii
oii breeder even in chain
oli
comm
common
largel than 500 ha 1236 ac in addition
ings larger
species that foraged andor nested on the
ground were less affected by the chaining
process than other groups

surface mining activities
extensive deposits of subsurface coal made
northern
nol thern black mesa attractive for coal extrac
noi
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tion the opening of the first road over the
northern rim of the mesa was associated with
development of small underground mines
johnston 1932 peabody coal company
began actual surface mining operations on its
25900 ha 64000 ac lease in 1971 after several years of legal negotiations and preparation currently about 243 ha 600 ac is mined
annually
reclamation practices like woodland elimination function ecologically as a habitat type
conversion areas where native woodlands
and shrublands
shrub lands stood before mining are plantgrassland
ed to grasslands this gras
aland dominated
sland
range is developed to meet the primary designated post
mining land use of livestock raising
postmining
postminmg
areas reclaimed as such are structurally sim
simple homogeneous communities and therefore
do not support avifaunas
avifaunal as rich as the neighboring woodlands and shrublands
shrub lands such drastic geological hall 1983 and ecological
changes in any surface mined tract will
markedly alter faunal assemblages found in
them

pinyon juniper woodland sagebrush

shrubland and saltbush shrubland are the primary vegetation communities affected by
Lease wide the areas mined or to be
mining leasewide
mined are covered by about 65 pinyon
juniper woodland 30 sagebrush shrubland
jumper
and 5 saltbush shrubland the total area
reclaimed to grassland and grass shrubland
will be somewhat less than the total overall
disturbance acreage since some roads ponds
and facilities will be retained after mining at
the end of mining in about 2011 approximately 9771 ha 24144 ac will have been disturbed of which about 8931 ha 22069 ac
will be reclaimed the total area of each habitat disturbed will be about 6238 ha 15414 ac
ofpmyon
of
pinyon juniper
jumper woodland 3241 ha 8009 ac
of sagebrush shrubland and 292 ha 721 ac of
saltbush shrubland until 1986 about 4295 ha
10613 ac had been disturbed
bird species richness and density generally
decrease from native habitats to reclaimed
areas however where shrubs are reestablished to sufficient densities at about 2720ha
1100 ac or higher breeding bird richness
1100ac
and density may approach that of the shrubland habitats particularly the mixed shrubland see tables 1 7
several studies have dealt with avian comties on reclaimed mine spoil apparently
munities
muni
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few dealing with western sites have been published wray et al 1982 found that sparrow
productivity on a reclaimed site in west virginia was insufficient to maintain their populations karr 1968 reported that the presence
of water and diverse topography in the form
of ungraded spoil banks greatly increased
avian diversity on an abandoned mine site in
illinois krementz and sauer 1982 compared
a reclaimed site to an undisturbed desert
scrub site in wyoming and found that bird
diversity was lower on the reclaimed site in
all 12 species in 6 foraging guilds used the
reclaimed site while 37 species in 11 guilds
occurred on the native site ground gleaning
guilds were predominant on the former
horned larks dominated the reclaimed site
and were the only species breeding in it
their reclaimed area was dominated by
halogeton halogeton glom
giom
gio
glo
glomercitus
glomeratus
910 mercitus
eratus a weedy
annual differences in avian communities on
their sites were attributed to habitat structure
hickey and mikol 1979 surveyed breeding
birds on mine spoil in montana and wyoming
and compared them to native grasslands and
shrublands
shrub lands their reclaimed area bird densi-

ties were lower than native sites with one
exception and supported 42
4.2
42 species per site
so
as compared to 40
4.0
8.0
80 species per site in
40 and 80
grassland and sagebrush respectively
A major change associated with mining
activities on northern black mesa is the const
struction of numerous over 150 currently
water impoundment and sedimentation structures virtually all observations of shore
shorebirds
birds
and waterfowl in the study area are a result of
these man made water impoundments red
winged blackbirds nest only at these ponds
only a few observations of great blue heron
black crowned night heron mallard cinnamon teal Kili
kiil
killdeer
deer solitary sandpiper and
common snipe have been recorded away
from the ponds in perennial reaches of coal
mine and moenkopi
Moenkopi washes the largest
impoundment created in 1973 is J 7 pond on
red peak valley wash two other large dams
are located in reed valley and in wild ram
valley very few impoundments are over 15
years old thus only recently have waterfowl
and shorebirds
shore birds become frequent visitors on
northern black mesa although in numbers
much lower than at ponds in the neighboring
Kl
Ka
ethla kayetta
klethla
yenta and chicle
kayenta
chinle valleys personal
observation
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the common raven european starling

and house sparrow have all increased on
nor thein black mesa as a result of surface
northern
northein
mining activities the raven exploits garbage
and may feed extensively on seed heads of
grasses in reclaimed areas the latter two
species are present at mine shops and other
support facilities
THE FUTURE

the previous discussion noted both the
status and distribution of birds on black mesa
are constantly changing the last two decades
were a period of unprecedented changes the
most pronounced of which were associated
with habitat alterations resulting from mining
and type conversions the increase in
m waterfowl and shorebirds utilizing the lease as a
result of pond construction while not great
compared to major wetlands may be greater
than at any time in the past several thousand
years common ravens are certainly more
abundant now than ever before starlings and
house sparrows most likely arriving m
in numbers only since 1970 have joined the brown
headed cowbird as recent emigrants the
great tailed grackle may join these as well
for unknown reasons the cliff swallow has
apparently been recently lost as a breeding
species the chaining of nearly 3600 ha
10000 ac and mining and reclaiming of several thousand more hectares of woodland have
allowed open country species to increase and
woodland species to be locally eliminated
tamarisk whether one likes it or not continues to spread and is now the single most
important riparian vegetation type in the
region it is here to stay roads have penetrated farther into the upper canyons and the
clearing of pinyon juniper woodland and
sagebrush continues russian olive groves on
lower moenkopi
Moen kopi wash matured in a 7 year
period to the point where a variety of wintering birds are now feeding on the abundant
fruit and buntings
bun tings were noted breeding in
As

1992

these recent trends will continue the rate
of increase in the number of ponds will

become slower and eventually stop As mining
comes to an end the number will begin to
decrease as ponds are reclaimed consequently
numbers of ducks and shorebirds
shore birds will decline
the land reclaimed at the end of mining will
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form cia complex of large grasslands open
raptores such as northern Harri
country raptors
ers
barriers
harriers
ferruginous hawks rough legged hawks
and merlins
shaikes
rikes will
shrikes
Mer lins as well as northern Sh
berlins
likely increase as migrants andor winter resi
resl
residents utilizing the reclaimed landscape with
the continued spread of tamarisk and russian
olive some species such as northern orioles
may begin breeding along the washes robins
yellow rumped
Warb lers and white crowned
bumped warblers
sparrows will continue to increase as winter
residents in these areas the number of killdeer breeding on the larger washes may
decline if tamarisk continues to choke main
channel beds As grazing pressure mounts in
m
the upper canyons the understory of aspen
groves and mixed conifer woodlands will
degrade further with possible declines in
e g
scrub and ground dwelling species eg
macgillivray s warbler many species such
and
as the northern
noi them goshawk spotted owl an
other owls may be adversely affected if the
last large remote tracts of pinyon juniper
jumper
interspersed among the canyons of upper
coal mine wash are cleared many other
changes to the bird life on black mesa will
occur although the majority of species in the
study area will exist in perpetuity with some
declining and others increasing the likely
trend as human environmental pressures rise

decline in overall abundance and diversity
and the loss of some species as breeding residents 1I hope this report will help serve as a
benchmark from which to gauge these coming
changes both on black mesa and in the region
as a whole
is a

SPFCIES ACCOUNTS
SPECIES

naturalist

forms were extracted from the series
serles of
peabody reports listed in the literature cited
section

order gaviiformes
FAMILY GAVIIDAE

common loon gavia immer A fairly common
migrant that has been observed only at J 7 pond
most observations have been of single birds in
alternate plumage from early april to early may A
single basic plumaged bird was present at J 7 pond
8 june 5 october 1984 four were seen on 3 april
1986 and 12 on 14 april 1987 fall records include
one on 6 9 and 12 november 1986 and one on 30
october 1987

order podicipediformes
FAMILY podicipedidae
pied billed grebe podilymbus podiceps

A

common migrant at J 7 pond and other larger
impoundments spring migrants appear in mid
march
maleh and are mostly gone by mid may it is commalch
maich
mon during the fall and into early winter until the
ponds freeze an adult with two young was
observed on 18 june 1990 at pond n14 F
horned grebe podiceps auretus
auritus A sparse
migrant one was observed on 4 april 1982 another on 13 december 1982 both at J 7 pond
nigri collis A common
eared grebe podiceps nigricollis
to abundant migrant at J 7 pond spring migrants
appear from mid march to late may with numbers
peaking in mid april small numbers have been
seen in late summer fall birds appear in
m mid sep
tember and have been recorded until mid decem
ber
alis A
occidentalis
western grebe aechmophorus occidentalist
occident
fairly common migrant observed only at J 7 pond
spring migration records are from april only fall
migration is from july to november and peaks in
clarkii
clarkii have been
october no clark s grebes
brebes A clarkia
observed

the 241 bird

nor thnorthspecies identified from noi
ern
em black mesa are treated individually in this
section six species are known only from
archaeological remains ninety seven species
are confirmed as breeding in the area an
additional 12 are suspected breeders
bre eders 10 of
bleeders
which almost certainly do nest in the area
forty two families in 17 orders are represented status period of occurrence and habitat
preferences are discussed subspecies desigplumps 1981
nations are from monson and phillips
and behle 1985 where these authors are in
agreement no citation is given where there
is disagreement differences are noted
ranges of densities presented for smaller
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order pelecaniformes
FAMILY pelecanidae
bryth
american white pelican pelecanus eryth
rorhynchos A sparse migrant four individuals
were observed at a pond in J 3 reclaimed area on
18 october 1984 flocks observed at J 7 pond
include 30 on 15 april 1986 by B moreo 1I on 8
october 1986 215 on 13 october 1986 27 on 5
october 1989 and 7 on 6 august 1990

plialacrocoracidae
piialacrocoracidae

FAMILY

double crested cormorant phalacrocorax
auretus A sparse transient an immature individauritus
ual was observed at a freshwater storage pond
17 24

august 1990
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ross
rossai
boss goose chen rossii

order ciconiiformes
FAMILY ARDEIDAE

great blue heron ardea herodias

A common

migrant at J 7 pond and other impoundments
throughout the lease rarely observed along the
major washes spring migrants are seen from mid
march through may fall birds begin appearing in
early july and are seen until the ponds freeze in
december one wintered at the old kayenta
kayetta mine
freshwater pond in 1984 85
great egret casmerodius
Casmer odius albus A sparse
transient one was seen at J 7 pond 25 september 1 october 1990
snowy egret egretta thula A common
migrant at J 7 and other ponds throughout the
lease most are observed in april and may august
and september spring migrants have been seen
until mid june and fall birds have been observed
as early as late july
bubulcus
cus ibis A sparse migrant
cattle egret Bubul
one was reported by ehda
eh&a consultants on 1I may
1980 one was seen at J 7 pond on 19 october
1984 three were seen at N 2 reclaimed area on 28
A on 22 august
CWA
april 1988 two were at pond CW
1990 one was at N 1l reclaimed area on 23 april
1991 and three were at J 7 pond on 24 april 1992
black crowned night heron nycticorax nycti-

nl

corax A fairly common migrant most often seen at
J 7 pond although an adult was seen in tamarisk on
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash 9 june and 27 august 1987 A
dead immature in pre basic molt was found on
coal mine wash at navajo rt 41 on 7 may 1985
most records fall in may and from late august to
mid september A lone immature was seen in N 2
reclaimed area on 24 july 1992
FAMILY

A sparse transient
an adult was seen at pond n14 D on 9 november
1989 and two were at J 7 pond on 10 april 1992
canada goose branta canadensis primarily a
fairly common migrant but 15 wintered at J 7 pond
in 1983 84 the largest group recorded was a
northbound flock of 60 birds on 15 february 1991

most records are from november and december
small flocks have been seen feeding on wheatgrass
es in reclaimed areas and resting on nearby ponds
most birds seen are presumably B c moffitte
moffitti
ti but a
moffit
much smaller forms is frequently seen with the
typical size birds
wood duck aix sponsa
sconsa A sparse migrant A
female was seen at J 7 pond on 6 december
bel 1985
Decem bei
green winged teal anas crecca the most
common migrant duck at ponds throughout the
lease flocks of over 100 birds have been observed
at J 7 pond most spring migrants pass through
from mid february to mid april but some are seen
until mid june males are most numerous early in
this period and especially in late february and
early march fall migration is primarily in august
and september and is more drawn out than spring
A flock of nearly 100 birds was seen at J 7 pond on
6 december 1985 when males were in alternate
plumage
platyrhynchos A common permallard anas platyrhynchous
manent resident at ponds throughout the lease
spring numbers peak in
m mid march twenty nest
ings at 12 ponds were noted from 1986 through
1992 male mallards were at the coal mine
Moen kopi wash confluence on 20 december 1988
moenkopi
and 15 november 1989 the mallard s occurrence
on the leasehold increased during the 1980s probably due to increasing numbers of sediment ponds
northern pintail anas acuta
abuta an uncommon
migrant an unsuccessful nesting occurred at N 1l
reclaimed area in may and june 1985 pintails are
more numerous as basic plumaged late summer
and early fall migrants in the spring they are quite
sparse but most frequent during mid march on 11
october 1985 15 alternate plumaged males were
seen at J 7 pond
discord
discors A fairly comblue winged teal anas discors
mon spring migrant from mid march to early may
its fall status is unknown but it may be more frequent then than in spring jacobs 1986 A pair of
adults was seen in N 1l reclaimed area on 17 june

nl

tlireskiornithidae
tiireskiornithidae

chahi
white faced ibis plegadis chihi
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A common

migrant at ponds throughout the area most are
observed in april may august and september
with smaller numbers noted in june and july as
singles and in small flocks however 60 were at J 7
pond on 29 august 1986 183 were at N 1l
reclaimed area on 3 may 1989 100 were seen
soaring over N 1l reclaimed area on 16 april 1991
and 70 were at J 7 pond on 22 april 1992

nl

nl

1992

order anseriformes
FAMILY ANATIDAE

snow goose chen caerulescens A sparse
migrant one was present at the reclamation barn
on 17 and 18 november 1982 a second bird was
seen in N 6 reclaimed area on 18 november 1982
and a blue morph individual was seen in N 14
reclaimed area on 24 february 1992 by C salt and
S begay

nl

cinnamon teal anas cyanoptera A common
spring migrant from mid february to early may
numbers peak in mid april A common fall
migrant from july to october five birds were seen
Moen kopi wash on 10 april 1992 occasionally
on moenkopi
small numbers may summer but breeding has not
been documented
clypeata
clypeatd
clypeate
peata A common
northern shoveler anas cly
migrant throughout the lease lingering into
december at J 7 pond spring numbers peak in
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mid april eleven were at

june 1988
gadwall anas strepera

reed

valley dam on 1I

A common migrant in

small numbers at ponds throughout the lease seen
from mid february to early may and from late july

to mid december spring observations peak
markedly
mal kedly in early april on 19 june 1989 13 were
mai
seen at reed valley dam two individuals wintered
wintee ed
wintei
in 1990 91

digeon anas penelope possibly
eurasian wigeon

a
sparse
spaise migrant alternate plumaged males in mixed
anus sp flocks have been seen at J 7 pond 5
anas
march 1982 and 17 march 1992 reed valley dam
19 october 1988 and at ponds in the N
NIIl and N 2
reclaimed
areas
claimed
le
aleas 10 27 november 1988 another
male possibly the same individual seen november
1988 was observed at several ponds leasewide 20
bel 1989
october 5 december
Decem bei
american wigeon
digeon anas americana A fairly
common spring
spi ing and fall migrant generally in small
numbers
bels throughout the lease most fall occurnum beis
flom late october to early december
rences are
aie from
two individuals wintered in 1990 91

nl

canvasback aythya vali
valisineria
sineria an uncom-

mon migrant as singles or
01 pairs at J 7 pond and at
the old kayenta
kayetta mine freshwater pond it has been
observed blom october through april no february
records
olds one male
maie was seen 5 august 1984
lee oids
icc
iee

redhead aythya americana

A

common

migrant at J 7 and other larger ponds most birds
pass through in
m march and april infrequent in the
fall when most ai
aree seen in november single males
were
weie seen on 26 june 1986 and 6 july 1987
wele
ring necked duck aythya collaras
collaris A comcollaris
mon migrant in small numbers seen most frequently at J 7 pond most records are from mid march to
early
eally may notable concentiations
eaily
concentrations include 60 at J 7
pond on 2 december 1987 up to 40 that wintered
in 1989 90 and 60 that wintered in 1990 91

greater scaup aythya marila

migrant A

sparse
pair was seen at J 7 pond on 2 april
A

1982

lesser scaup aythya affinis

common
migrant seen most frequently at J 7 pond this is
A

the most numerous of the diving ducks found on
the lease most spring migrants pass through from
early maich
maleh to early may it is less numerous in the
malch
march
fall when most records are
ale from october and
aie
Novem bei
bel
november
Me lanitta fusca A
white winged scoter melanitta
sparse
spal se fall transient A female was seen at J 7 pond
on 30 october 1989
common goldeneye bucephala clangula A
sparse spring migrant recorded primarily during
march there are five records two females on 1I
march 1984 three males and two females on 19
march 1984 single females on 8 and 20 march
1989 and a female seen at a pond in N 2 reclaimed
area
atea 4 march 4 april 1991
bufflehead bucephala albeola A fairly common spring and fall migrant seen uncommonly
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through winter most birds pass through as singles
or in groups of two to six individuals from march to
mid april most fall records are from late october
and early november
hooded merganser mergus cucullatus
eucullatus
tus
fus A
cuculla
sparse migrant and winter resident A male was
seen on 17 november 1982 and a female on 3
november 1986 both at J 7 pond on 20 march
1989 one male and three females were at J 7 pond
A female wintered at a freshwater storage pond
december 1989 february 1990 another female
was at J 7 pond on 7 november 1990

common merganser mergus merganser A
fairly common spring migrant at J 7 pond from
mid february to late april fall records include
four females on 15 november 1982 seven females
on 3 november 1986 and a single female 28
november 1I december 1988 lone females were
at reed valley pond on 19 june 1989 and J 7 pond
on 9 june 1993
red breasted merganser mergus serrator
serrator an
serrador
uncommon spring migrant at J 7 pond with nearly
all records from april seen twice in fall a single
female at J 7 pond on 17 november 1986 and six
females there on 29 october 1987

ruddy duck oxyura jamaicensis

A fairly

common to common spring migrant from february
to early may it is less numerous in the fall and
early winter most observations consist of five or
fewer individuals seen occasionally at J 7 pond
during the summer

order falconiformes
FAMILY

cathartidae

turkey vulture cathartes aura

A common

summer resident seen throughout the area however numbers seem to have declined during the
1980s this species appears regularly in the first
fust
week of april the earliest being 23 march 1993
and the last are seen in early october the latest
was one seen on dinnebito
Din nebito wash on 8 october
1982 breeding is unconfirmed but this species
probably uses numerous caves in the upper
canyons as nest sites an anasazi granary in
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash appears to have been used as a
nest site prior to 1987 in early july 1985 evidence
was found of a small roost in an aspen grove in coal
mine wash this roost was in use in late may 1986
although occasionally seen feeding on small road
killed animals most feeding observed has been on
dead livestock which is probably the primary food
source of turkey vultures throughout the region
m northeastern arizona is not
the breeding form in
well known see monson and phillips 1981
FAMILY

accipitridae

osprey pandion haliaeetus
haliaetus
haliaetus A fairly common
migrant observed widely throughout the area
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about half of all records are from J 7 pond where
they have been observed feeding on green sunfish
cyan ellus and largemouth bass
lepomis cyanellus
micropterus salmoides seen three times on the
mesa rim kayenta
lolomai
kayetta point on 2 may 1985 lolotai
point on 15 april 1987 and 1I april 1989 most
spring records are from april with extreme dates
of 25 march 1993 and 18 may 1988 most fall
occurrences are from september but records range
from 9 august 1990 to 15 october 1992
bald eagle haliaeetus leucocephalus A
sparse early winter transient A single adult was
observed in coal mine wash on 16 december
1982 an immature bird was seen over lower yellow
water canyon on 4 december 1984 and an immaMoen kopi wash on 20
ture was seen over lower moenkopi
december 1988 B moreo saw two adults at J 7
pond in january of 1985 one was seen over din
dm
nebito wash on 16 march 1993 leonard 1989
reports aqmlahahaeetus
aquilalhaliaeetus remains from anasazi
sites excavated on the lease table 13
aneus A fairly
cyaneus
cy
northern harrier circus cyaneous
common migrant and uncommon winter resident
shrub lands throughout the
in open grasslands and shrublands
area records range from 15 august 1991 to 1I
may 1990 on 6 january 1982 one was observed
feeding on a juneo
junco in
m the Jjig16 mine plan area
striatum
chinned hawk accipiter striatus
stri
sharp shinned
atus A
fairly common permanent resident As a breeding
bird it is found in mixed conifer and aspen oak
habitats in the upper canyons seven of nine nests
ellis personal communication found a nest in
pmyon
pryon juniper woodland in 1982 this nest held
pinyon
three eggs on 4 june and two young ready to fledge
on 23 july two active nests were found in late may
1986 one in a gambel oak fringing an aspen grove

and one with three eggs on 26 may in rocky
mountain juniper in dense mixed conifer three
other vocal birds were found in early june 1986 it
may be observed anywhere throughout the rest of
the year as a migrant but particularly in september and april late spring migrants have been seen
to mid may bluebirds staha
sialia sp accounted for
37 of the prey remains found below two perch
sites in 1985 and 1986 eight other prey species
were identified from these remains the breeding
form is A s velox
cooper s hawk accipiter cooperi
cooperia
coo peri A fairly
common to common permanent resident throughout the area but quite sparse in winter migrant
individuals may be seen anywhere breeding pairs
are widespread and restricted to higher elevation
juniperus
pinyon juniper where junipers
juni pers appear to be select-

ed for nest sites and mixed conifer woodland
where it is common but inconspicuous several

winters have no records the first spring migrants
may appear as early as late january and the latest
pass through in early may however the majority
arrive in mid march and are frequently seen into
april resident birds arrive during this period
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with territorial individuals being noted from mid
april to mid may aerial courtship displays have
been seen from late april to june eggs are apparently laid in mid to late may and hatch in mid to
late june fledging takes place in mid to late july
and possibly into early august for late clutches
fledglings are conspicuous in or near breeding
sites in august migrants are common from late
august through october remains are reported
from anasazi sites excavated on the lease table
14

northern goshawk accipiter gentilis

A fairly

common winter resident in
m wooded sites throughout the area more numerous in the 1983 84 win
winter two nests were found in mixed conifer woodland one with two young on 5 july 1987 and another on 20 june 1989 nested in dense pinyon
juniper woodland in white house valley in 1993
atncapillus
the breeding form is A g atricapillus
swainsona
swain soni A sparse
swainson s hawk buteo swainsoni
migrant with four records one seen at J 7 pond on
16 april 1984 one over the mesa rim on 19 june
1985 an immature over N 2 reclaimed area on 30
october 1990 and one over reed valley on 23 sep-

tember 1991
red tailed hawk buteo jamaicensis A common permanent resident
res
les ident throughout the area
cliffs are preferred for nest sites where they are
available however pinions
pinyons are preferentially
selected over juniperus
pers in cliffless areas of the pin
junipers
juni
yon juniper
jumper woodland larger taller trees such as
ponderosa pine and douglas fir that occur in
mixed coniferpinyon juniper woodland ecotone
are selected for nest sites in areas where suitable
cliffs are unavailable an estimated 12 18 pairs
nested in or near the lease from 1982 to 1984 and
again in 1992 perhaps 75 pairs may nest in the
study area during peak prey years egg laying
occurs from late march to early may and in one
exceptional case early march cottontails
Cotton tails sylvila
gus sp are the principal prey species comprising
63 of prey taken based on nest remains and
observed kills A nearly complete lack of nesting
attempts in 1985 and the simultaneous reduction in
number of adults observed from 1985 through 1988
particularly in
m winter may be related to very low
cottontail numbers preceding and during this period all breeding attempts during this period apparently failed low prey densities may have forced an
adult to feed repeatedly on carrion a road killed
garlans
dog 7 9 february 1987 A harlans
Harlans form was observed in white house valley on 31 march 1983
morphe
the majority of breeding birds are light morphs
morphe have been observed as
only two dark morphs
breeding birds dark birds are more frequently
observed as migrants three adults were observed
at a nest containing young in
m late june 1984 indicating a possible helper role for one of them see
santana et al 1986 collecting of young by native
americans accounts for some nesting mortality in
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the area remains have been identified from
anasazi sites in
calurus is
m the lease table 14 B j calumus
the breeding form
ferruginous hawk buteo regalis an uncommon migrant one was seen in upper
tipper reed valley
on 30 march 1983 single birds seen 27 29 september 1983 at dugout valley J 3 reclaimed area
and over lower coal mine wash may have been the
same individual one was seen over coal mine
wash on 19 april 1985 Im
immatured
immatures
matures were seen at
J 27 reclaimed area on 10 september 1987 and at
N 1l reclaimed area on 12 september 1988 only
one summer record an immature seen over
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash at navajo rt 41 on 2 august 1988
A dark
dalk morph adult was seen hunting over N IN 2
daik
reclaimed areas several times from 23 october
1988 to 3 january 1989 an immature was seen at
N
NIIl reclaimed area on 2 may 1989 possibly more

nl

ln

nl
common previously

rough legged hawk buteo lagopus usually a
sparse winter resident and spring transient one
was observed by C kling
kimg of mariah
marlah inc consulmanah
tants at N 1l reclaimed area on 4 december 1984
one was seen over N 1l reclaimed area on 30
march 1987 A male wintered at the N 1l and N 2
reclaimed areas
aleas in 1987 88 perhaps as many as 12
different individuals mostly immatures
wintered
immatured
im
matures
at the N an
7n 8 N 1l N 2 N 14 jJing 6 jJig16 N 14
and J 21 reclaimed areas in 1988 89 the first
birds were seen on 23 october and the last on 7
april 1989 during november one was observed
feeding on small rodents disturbed and exposed by
buli
buil
a bull
bulldozer
doer and reclamation seeding drill operating
in N an
7n 8 reclaimed area

nl

nl

nl

nl

ln

golden eagle aquila chrysaetos

sparse
permanent
pel manent resident informants report current colpei
lecting of this species in the region
hopis problegion by chopis
ably reduced in numbers from former times due to
considerable use for religious and other practices
by native americans however reduction of prey
populations related to overgrazing may also play a
role in low eagle densities in the region koe
Koc
koebert
kochert
bert et
hert
A

al 1988
FAMILY
FAWLY

falconidae

american kestrel falco sparverius
spar verius

A com-

mon summer resident
ies ident throughout the area the
les
uncommon november to mid march wintering
population is composed almost exclusively of
males this species may be abundant during peak
migration periods in early april and late september early october nests have been found in cavities of juniperus
junipers
juni pers douglas firs and ponderosa pines
and in holes in alluvial banks and cliffs eggs and
downy young have been seen in mid june fledglings have been seen from late june to early august
with most seen in mid july during the fall migration kestrels feed extensively on grasshoppers in
reclaimed areas horned larks and dark eyed jun
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cos appear to be important winter prey species A
female caught a violet green swallow in flight over
J 7 pond on 18 september 1985 another adult
female was seen feeding on a horned lark at N 1l
reclaimed area on 2 august 1989 other vertebrates known to have been taken include a fledgling sage sparrow several mexican voles microtus
phrynosoma douglassi
dou glassi
mexic anus horned lizards phrynosona
mexicanus
and sceloporus sp lizards F
E s spay
sparvenus
spar
sp
arvenus
sparverius
verlus is the
verius

nl

breeding form

columbarium
columb arius A fairly common
merlin falco columbarius
winter resident in open habitats throughout the

the

31 records to date most of which are
from reclaimed areas span from 24 october 1984
to 26 april 1991 horned larks probably form a

area

staple of the winter diet and hunting flights directed at this abundant winter reclaimed area species
have occasionally been seen merlins
berlins have been
observed feeding on horned larks near J 3
reclaimed area 7 january 1983 and Jjig16 reclaimed
area 2 january 1989 another was feeding on a
spizella sparrow at N 2 reclaimed area on 21 april
1988 most birds appear to be F
richardsonb
E c nchardsom
richardsoni
richard
soni
peregrine falcon falco peregrinus A sparse
transient on the leasehold two were seen hunting
horned larks at N
NIIl reclaimed area on 20 june
1984 another pursued two baird s sandpipers
Sand pipers at
N 2 on 3 august 1987 an immature female was
seen chasing a mourning dove in long house valley on 17 september
bei 1985 ellis 1982 reports a
Septem ber
substantial breeding population from throughout

nl

arizona

prairie falcon falco mexicanus
mexic anus an uncommon migrant and winter resident reported from a
single anasazi site table 14 by rea nd
n d sparse

as a breeding species with only two nesting sites

known from the study area

order galliformes
FAMILY

phasianidae

chukar alectoris chukar

A sparse introduced
species birds released at J 7 reclaimed area in the
fall of 1982 three seen 22 september have appar-

ently not survived chukars
chudars were heard and tracks
were found in talus at the mesa foot south of owl
spring valley on 13 19 27 october 1985 and 3
may 1989 three birds were seen at the same area
on 5 september 1989 they are probably descendants of transplants made near chilchmbito
chilchinbito by E
F
taber in 1958 ryan personal communication
gallo pavo reports of
wild turkey meleagris gallopavo
introductions near the mesa rim in the 1981 mine
permit application are apparently unsubstantiated
no recent evidence of their occurrence in the
study area has been found this is the most frequently reported bird from excavated anasazi sites
A D 100 to
that date almost continuously from AD
1150 table 14 suggesting its previous occurrence
in the area probably in the mixed conifer habitats
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near the nm
rim hargrave 1970 and mckusick 1986
think that feral domesticated turkeys established
populations in the southwestern united states

april 1983 five were seen there on 6 may and
three more on 20 may 1983 on 27 june 1983
three were seen at a pond in the N 1l reclaimed
area A flock of 23 was seen at J 7 pond on 16 may

known from a single 12th century anasazi site
table 14 if not a misidentification this may have
been C v ridgway masked bobwhite perhaps
brought in by prehistoric trading activities
Callipepla squamata known
scaled quail callipepla
from a single 12th century anasazi site table 14
gambel s quail callipepla
gumbelii
gamb
eill
gambehi
gambelii
Callipepla gambelin
ebl known
ebi
ehi
from a single anasazi site A calhpeplalophortyx
callipeplallophortyx
sto
sic determination is also reported table 14
sio

1986

northern bobwhite colinus virginianus
virgin ianus

15

nl

american avocet recurvirostra americana

an uncommon migrant six of the

from april two from august and one each from
september and may usually seen in groups of five
or less but 19 were seen on 9 april 1982 at J 3
reclaimed area by B P dunfee has been seen only
once since 1985
pammy
FAMILY

order gruiformes
pammy
pamily RALLIDAE
FAMILY

american coot fulica americana common to
abundant migrant at J 7 pond and other larger
ponds from mid march to early may and from late
september to november smaller numbers are present in summer it has nested at J 7 pond and sporadically at several others infrequent in winter
sora porzana carolina A sparse migrant with
seven records from late july to late september one
seen in tamarisk at J 7 pond on 24 and 27 august
1986 an immature flushed from weeds at a pond in
N 2 reclaimed area on 12 september 1988 single
adults at a pond in N 2 reclaimed area and in
tamarisk below J 7 pond on 12 september 1991
one heard at a pond in N
nio10 reclaimed area one in
N 1l reclaimed area on 30 september 1991 and
another there on 24 july 1992

nl

FAMILY GRUIDAE

grus
crus canadensis known from
sandhill crane grus
a single anasazi site table 14

order charadriiformes
FAMILY cliaradriidae
ciiaradriidae
semipalmated plover charadrius semipalma
tus A sparse spring migrant two were seen at J 7
pond on 9 may 1983 on 26 april 1984 five were
seen at J 7 pond and 14 at a pond near the N 5 pit
vociferus A common
killdeer charadrius vociferous
vociferus
permanent resident it winters in small numbers
and may leave during cold periods migrant birds
pass through from early march to late april and in
late september breeds at ponds and along the
lower washes where densities of 1620 m of wash
bed were recorded over perennial reaches of coal
mine and moenkopi
Moen kopi washes in late may 1986
small young have been seen from mid may to mid
july the breeding form is C v vociferous
vociferus
vociferus
FAMILY

recurvirostridae

mexic anus an
black necked stilt himantopus mexicanus
uncommon migrant two were seen at J 7 pond on

10 records are

scolopacidae

greater yellowlegs tringa melanoleuca
melano leuca

A

fairly common migrant as singles or pairs at ponds
throughout the lease from late march to mid april
A flock of 18 was seen at kelly pond on 14 april
1983 seen in fall from late june to late november
lesser yellowlegs tringa flavipes
flav ipes A common
migrant more frequently seen than the preceding
species most records are from late april and september but it has been observed in the region in all
months between these periods
solit aria A fairly
solitary sandpiper tringa solitaria
solitario
common migrant from early july to late september
usually seen as single individuals at ponds
throughout the area two were seen at the confluMoen kopi and yucca flat washes on 13
ence of moenkopi
august 1990 two spring records 23 april 1982
two seen and one on 19 april 1985
willet catoptrophorus semipalmatus A fairly
common migrant from mid april to early may and
from early july through september the largest
flock seen was 34 birds at J 7 pond on 24 april
1992
Ac
spotted sandpiper actipis
titis macularia
actitis
macu laria A common migrant at ponds from mid april to early june
and mid july to early october twenty seen at J 7
pond on 3 may 1991 were the largest recorded
group this species may breed at J 7 pond
long billed curlew numenius americanus
americ anus A
americanos
sparse migrant A single bird was seen at a pond in
N 1l reclaimed area on 27 august 1985 three were
seen on 26 april 1982 one was at N 14 reclaimed
area on 22 may 1988 and one at N 1l reclaimed area
on 27 june 1989
marbled godwit limosa fedoa
fedda A fairly common spring migrant all observations are restricted
to the brief period of 9 april 1982 to 27 april
1990
western sandpiper calidris
Calidris mauri A common migrant at ponds throughout the area most
are seen in late april and early may and from early
july to september
Calidris minutilla A comleast sandpiper calidris
mon migrant at ponds in late april and early may
and from early july to early september this species
is considerably more frequent and numerous

nl

nl
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than the preceding larger flocks are seen occasionally
sio nally 18 on 18 april 1982 and 55 on 27 april
1984

baird

Calidris bairdii
sandpiper calidris
bairdii

s

A fairly

common fall migrant in late august mid septem
ber
bel at ponds throughout the area
bei

pectoral sandpiper calidris
Calidris melanotis
mela notis A
melanotic
sparse
spaise migrant there are five records one at J 7
reclaimed
area
claimed
alea on 7 october 1983 one in N 1l
le

nl
three in J 7

reclaimed
Septem bei 1985
area
claimed
alea on 12 september
le
reclaimed
area on 30 september 1986 one at J 7
claimed
le
pond on 16 august 1990 and one in J 3 reclaimed
area
alea on 2 october 1991
scolopax
long billed dowitcher limnodromus scolopa
fairly common migrant with most records
ceus A hanly
mg A large flock of 86 was seen near the
in the spi
spring
N 5 pit on 25 april 1984 on 8 october 1985 11
were
weie seen at J 7 pond one was seen on 17 july
wele
1989 in N 1l reclaimed area
alea
common snipe gallinago gallinago A fairly
common migrant in brushy aquatic areas this
species has been seen three times along the major
washes one at moenkopi
Moen kopi wash reed valley confluence on 18 april 1982 one at the confluence of
coal mine wash and wild ram valley on 1I february 1984 and one below J 7 pond on 8 march
1985 spring records aie
are
eally february to
eaily
ale from early
late april fall birds pass through from
flom mid august
to early
bel one was seen on 16 december
Novembei
eally november
eaily

nl

1992

phalarope Phala
phalaropus
ropus tricolor A
common spring migrant from late april to mid
wilson

s

may this species is a common late summer and
eally fall migrant at ponds throughout the region
eaily
early
jacobs 1986 but only five individuals have been
froin the study area
observed from
alea in this period
Phala ropus lo batus
rednecked
red necked phalarope phalaropus
an uncommon spring migrant with most seen at J 7
pond twelve were
wele seen on 12 may 1982 one on 30
weie
august 1982 seven on 20 may 1983 and seven on
7 may 1986 one was at a pond in J 7 reclaimed
bel 1989 and one was in N 2
Septem bei
area
alea on 21 september
reclaimed
area
claimed
alea on 24 august 1992
le

pamily LARIDAE
FAMILY
FAMIIY
Frank
frankiln
frankiin
franklin
lidss gull larus pipixcan an uncommon
spring migrant from late march to late may
bonaparte s gull larus philadelphia A fairly
common spring migrant from late march to early
may at J 7 pond three fall records two at J 7 pond
on 10 november 1983 one on 13 november 1986
and one at reed valley pond on 2 november 1989
ring billed gull larus delawarensis common spring migrant at ponds throughout the area
from early
eally march through mid may adults are
eaily
most numerous early in this period and progressively younger birds
buds appear as the season passes
considerably less numerous and frequent in the
fall three at J 7 pond on 28 november 1988 were
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late seen as singles to flocks of 30 or more
although 107 were at J 7 pond on 28 march 1988
an early fall individual was in long house valley
on 3 august 1989 an immature seen at J 7 pond on
20 june 1983 was probably a late spring migrant
california gull larus californicus
californicus an uncommon spring migrant with most records in march
and april four fall records one on 17 october
1983 two at J 7 pond on 25 october 1985 three at
J 7 pond on 27 october 1986 one there on 29
october 1987 usually seen as singles or pairs with
flocks of ring billed gulls but seven were seen on
27 march 1984

argen tatus
herring gull larus argentatus

migrant one was seen at J 7 pond

A sparse
on 14 april

1982

common tern sterna hirundo A sparse
migrant an adult and an immature were at J 7
pond on 9 september 1988 three were seen at J 7
pond on 4 october 1983 six on 28 march 1984
and one on 20 april 1984 two adults and an immature were seen at reed valley pond j28 G on 25
august 1989 another was at pond jiga A on 21
september 1990
forster s tern sterna forsteri
for steri A fairly common spring migrant at J 7 pond with most records
restricted to the brief period of 26 30 april plus a
single adult on 18 may 1992 three fall records
one on 17 august 1983 one 9 12 september 1986
and a single immature
matule at reed valley dam on 9
im matuie
september 1988
black tern chlidonias niger A sparse late
summer migrant with four records two at J 7 pond
on 13 august 1984 two different individuals at J 7
pond on 13 17 august 1990 and one at pond nio
A on 10 september 1991

jig

order columbiformes
FAMILY columbidae
rock dove columba livia

A sparse transient

remains were found on the mesa rim on I1 august

1983 three sight records one at the mesa rim 15
miles east of the study area on 1I september 1984
another feeding along navajo rt 41 and hwy
bwy 160
on 5 9 september 1989 and another at the coal
mine wash crossing of navajo rt 41 on 15 march
1991 rock doves are present in kayenta
kayetta and may
stray into the study area

band tailed pigeon columba fasciana
fasciata
fasciata probably a sparse transient one seen on lolotai
lolomai point
on 22 june 1985 this species may increase in
numbers as the oaks invading lolotai
lolomai point and
other chained areas further increase in density and
stature

mourning dove zenaida macroura
mac roura A common summer resident
ies ident throughout the area winters
les
sporadically in small numbers at lower elevations
it usually arrives in early april and except for
stragglers is gone by late september A nest with
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two eggs was found in J 7 reclaimed area on 9 may
1985 feathers of a fledgling were found on yellow
water wash on 25 june 1982 A breeding density of
38
33.8
388 pairs40
pairs 40 ha was found in pinyon juniper at Jjio10
mine plan area the breeding form is Z m marginella

mine plan area on 9 september 1988 and an adult
female on navajo rt 41 near yellow water wash on
15 july 1992 remains were found in mixed conifer
on coal mine wash on 1I july 1983 and one was
seen in dense pinyon juniper in coal mine wash
on 23 october 1984 both the J 21 bird and the
41 bird contained arthropods six
navajo
jerusalem crickets stenopelmatus sp in the first
and a large centipede in the latter the wing chords
of these individuals were 171 mm for the J 21 bird
for
foi the navajo rt
indicating a female and 176 mm mor
41 female making both larger than average for
birds reported from arizona phillips et al 1964
and larger than any known from utah behle 1985
reported from anasazi sites as well as an otus sp
determination table 14 the bleeding
breeding form is 0
k aikeni
aikens
aikem
great horned owl bubo virginianus
fairly
virgin ianus A hanly
common permanent resident throughout the area
nests have been found in old common raven and
red tailed hawk nests in trees and on ledges and
potholed
potholes
potholes in cliffs in pinyon juniper woodland on
yucca flat wash dinnebito
Moen kopi
Din nebito wash and moenkopi
wash nests on cliffs have been found in mixed
conifer in coal mine wash middle fork and in yellow water canyon eggs were
weie seen on 5 april 1983
J ohlman personal communication half grown
young have been seen on 1I and 2 may 1983 two
nests found in 1989 contained three young each on
18 may black mesa birds show marked color vai
varla
varia
val
lapalles cens
palies
pallescent
pallescem
tion typical of the local race B v pallescens
cem wing
chord andor weights of seven individuals found
road killed over 10 years are as follows male 21
september 1984 330 mm 875 g male 25 june
1990 356 mm no weight male 25 july 1990 359
mm no weight female 24 august 1985 380 mm
1300 g female 23 january 1987 390 mm 1284 g
female 29 june 1989 378 mm 1063 g female 11
october 1991 380 mm 1432 g these measurements especially those of females indicate that
black mesa birds if the above individuals are not
palles cens from nearpallescent
migrants are larger than B v pallescens
by southern utah behle 1985
northern pygmy owl glaucidium gnoma
anoma an
uncommon permanent resident an increase in
observations in fall indicates a possible influx of
migrants most records are from mixed conifer
habitats one was heard in coal mine wash on 19
june 1982 another was seen on 20 june 1989 in
the east fork of coal mine wash two birds were
seen and heard calling in yellow water canyon on
8 august 1987 and another was seen on 30 september 1987 remains were found in coal mine
wash from a probable accipiter kill on 12 may
1986 G g pinicola
cinicola
pinicola is the breeding form
cunicularid
burrowing owl speotyto cunicular
id
ia known
only from a single anasazi site table 14 1I have
seen this species just northeast of the study area so
it may be a sparse transient through it

rt

order cuculiformes
FAMILY CUCULIDAE

greater roadrunner geo
geocoecyx
geococcyx
ceococcyx
Ceo coccyx californi
anus probably a sparse permanent resident in
brushy valleys throughout the region nearly all
black mesa records fall from august to late
december one was reported by B hector from
lower yucca flat wash no date J gilbert saw one
at black mesa junction 19 december 1984 one
Moen kopi wash on 27
was seen in tamarisk on moenkopi
august 1986 B clutter reported one in dugout
valley on 8 august 1988 M koffler reported one
bei 1988 anothMoen kopi wash on 15 september
Septem bel
on moenkopi
er was seen in pinyon juniper woodland in the J 1l
mine plan area on 29 november 1988 one was
seen on navajo rt 41 at coal mine wash on 3
august 1989 C salt reported one on navajo rt 41
Moen kopi wash on 30 august 1989 another was
at moenkopi
found road killed in long house valley on 26
october 1989 the only spring record is one seen
on 11 march 1993 the preponderance of late
summer through early winter observations from
the study area
alea and other areas of black mesa personal observation suggests that rather long dis
tance post breeding dispersal from primary breeding areas may be occurring the little colorado
river phillips et al 1964 and the lower reaches of
the tusayan washes eg
kopi wash may be
e g Moen
moenkopi
such breeding areas

jl

order strigiformes
FAMILY STRIGIDAE

A
meolus an
flammulated owl otus flam
flammeolus
uncommon summer resident one was seen in
upper reed valley on 16 october 1982 A nest

with young was reported from long house valley
on 16 june 1936 woodbury and russell 1945
calling birds have been heard in the east fork of
coal mine wash in a mixed coniferoakaspen
habitat on 18 may 1986 on lolomai
lolotai point on 31
may 1988 and in upper moenkopi
Moen kopi wash on 12
may 1992 another was seen in a cavity in an oak in
the west fork on 9 june 1986 the breeding form is
apparently undescnbed
undescribed see monson and phillips
1981

western screechowl
screech owl otus kennicottii
kennicottii an
uncommon permanent resident in pinyon juniper
woodland encountered primarily as road kills in
long house valley 3 january 1983 at the foot of
the mesa 4 miles west of kayenta
kayetta on 3 march 1984
and 3 december 1984 a bolting
molting adult in the J 21
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alis at least a fairly
occidentalis
spotted owl styla
strix
stria occidentalist
strit
occident
common summer resident in shady mixed conifer
canyons and ravines there are no winter records
babiy a permanent resident ganey and
but it is probably
plo bably
pio
balda 1989 molted
bolted feathers have been found vir
virtually across the extent of suitable habitat in the
study area all five known nest sites are in caves in
cliffs adjacent
ada cent to mixed conifer filled canyon
grom
oiom
floors laying takes place orom
from late march to early
may woodrats
Woodi rats
ats neotoma sp are the principal prey
woodiats
Wood
from
horn pellets ganey 1992 S 0
forn
species identified bomm
lucida is the lace
race on black mesa
long eared owl asio otus sparse in pryon
pmyon
pinyon
juniper and mixed conifer the only records are of
one seen 29 march 1982 in J 28 mine plan area
one seen in white house valley on 19 april 1983
emams
iremains
edams of an adult found in a great horned owl
molted rectrix found in N 2
nest on 2 may 1983 a bolted
reclaimed
claimed area on 2 august 1989 and a fledgling
le
and adult observed on 22 june 1990 at an abandoned cooper s hawk nest in pryon
pmyon
pinyon jumper
juniper in
white house valley A single bird was in mixed
conifer on 18 june 1993
Ae golius ac adicus
northern saw whet owl aegolius
prior to 1993 known only flom
from a single feather
identified by J T marshall found in mixed conifer
at the head of yellow water canyon on 23 june
shali personal communication says this
shail
1985 marshall
mal shall
mai
species may move into an area for a few years nest
and then disappear in the spring and summer of
1993 10 were found in mixed conifer

order caprimulgiformes
FAMILY caprimulgidae
common nighthawk chordeiles minor A
common summer resident from early june to september throughout the area A nest with two eggs
was found by C salt and S begay on 15 june 1989
A nest with one egg was found in pinyon juniper
on 1I august 1983 in the Jjio10 mine plan area two
downy young were found near J 7 pond on 10 july
1985 the subspecies C rn hesperis and C m hen
ryt
tyt are reported from the area woodbury and russell 1945 with the latter breeding one late record
from yellow water wash on 7 october 1986
common poorwill phalaenoptilus nuttal
lii an
nuttallia
nuttallii
uncommon summer resident in pinyon juniper
this species appears to be uncharacteristically
sparse
spal se on northern black mesa compared with the
southern region of the hopi reservation personal
observation most records come from the pryon
pmyon
pinyon
jumper covered benches on the outer mesa scarp
juniper
and consist of the following four to six heard calling northwest of tees spa spring on 29 april 1985
two seen below tees spa spring on 5 july 1987
three heard there on 7 july 1987 one heard near
black mesa junction on 3 june 1991 and four
heard below rock gap on 4 june 1991 the only
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records from the interior of the mesa are of one
seen in middle coal mine wash on 26 april 1983
one heard calling in mixed conifer in coal mine
wash on 5 june 1986 two heard in upper
Moen kopi wash on 11 may 1992 and one flushed
moenkopi
from tamarisk on lower moenkopi
Moenkopi wash on 23 july
1992 the nominate race
lace is the breeding form

order apodiformes
FAMILY APODIDAE

Aeron autes saxatalis
white throated swift aeronautes
saxa talis
an abundant migrant and summer resident
throughout the area from late march through mid
october this species breeds in cliffs along the
mesa rim and in the upper canyons A steady
stream of migrants was observed for several hours
on 29 august 1984 at the rim where navajo rt 41
crosses thousands of migrants were seen over the
lease area 21 25 september 1988 A s saxa
saxatahs
saxatalis
tails is
talis
the breeding form
FAMILY

trociiilidae
trochilidae
trocnilidae

chinded
childed hummingbird Archilochus
black chinned
archilochus
alexandri A common summer resident in pmyon
pryon
pinyon
jumper along the major washes and in mixed
juniper
conifer from late april to september A female was
seen on a nest in a pinyon near the head of the
middle fork of coal mine wash on 19 june 1982 S
hamilton found a nest on a greasewood root along
an alluvial bank on moenkopi
Moen kopi wash in august
1983
calliope hummingbird St ellula calliope A
sparse migrant one was seen among a swarm of

rufous hummingbirds at

stand of bee plant
cleome serrulata
serrulate
serr ulata on yellow water wash on 22
august 1989 an adult male was seen near the yellow water wash crossing of navajo rt 41 on 16
july 1990 A small female hummingbird which
may have been this species was seen in the east
fork of coal mine wash on 20 june 1989 this date
suggests this species may breed on black mesa
a

broad tailed hummingbird selasphorus
platycercus A common migrant throughout the
area
alea and a common breeding resident in mixed
conifer records range from early april to mid sep
tember with the last northbound males noted to
late may two females on nests with eggs were
found in douglas firs in coal mine wash on 23 and
27 june 1983 A nest with young was found by M
williams in a ponderosa pine on 17 june 1985 at
lolomai
lolotai point fall migrants appear in mid july
rufous hummingbird selasphorus rufus A
common late summer migrant usually first seen in
eally as late june
eaily
mid july but may show up as early
this species is often abundant at stands of indian
paintbrush castilleja linariaefolia
linaria efolia and rocky
unanaefoha
mountain bee plant
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order coraciiformes
FAMILY alcedinidae

was seen in aspens
ashens in coal mine wash on 26 may
1986
villo
villosis
ficoides
Pic oides villosus
sus A comhairy woodpecker picoides

belted kingfisher ceryle alcyon A fairly common migrant from mid april to early may and from
mid august to early october most records are

mon permanent resident in pinyon juniper and
mixed conifer woodlands nests with young all in
the third week of june have been found in pon
derosas pinyons
188 4444.4
444
pin yons and aspens
pinions
ashens densities of 11.8
40 ha have been found using emlen
individuals40
individuals
1 9 and 38
3.8
3 8 pairs40
transects breeding densities of 19
38
pairs 40
ha were determined with spot mapping this
species was not found breeding in a woodland
treeshy
tre esha black mesa birds may be
stand of 150 treesha
intermediates between P v onus
orius the breeding
form according to monson and phillips 1981 and
P v leucothorectis from nearby navajo mountain
behle 1985
auranus
ratus A comnorthern flicker colaptes
au
colantes auratus
mon permanent resident in pinyon juniper and
mixed conifer A nest with young was found in a
gambel oak on 15 june 1984 in coal mine wash A
nest with young was found in an aspen on 22 june
1985 in yellow water canyon also nests were
found m
in holes in alluvial banks on lower coal mine
and moenkopi
Moen kopi washes where a nest contained five
nest lings
eggs on 8 may 1987 two nests held small nestlings
on 6 june 1990 and another had young ready to
fledge on 27 june 1990 transect densities of
04
335
00.4
40 ha have been observed this
birds40
3.55 birds
044 35
winspecies is frequent along the major washes in win
ter reported from a 12th century anasazi site
table 14 the nomenclature of the breeding form
from this region is presently under debate see
monson and phillips 1981 and behle 1985

from J 7 pond

order piciformes
FAMILY PICIDAE

lewis woodpecker melanerpes lewis

A fairly

common summer resident in chained woodland at
lolomai
lolotai point seen once in a chained area on
kayenta
kayetta point on 25 september 1984 young being
Lolor
nal point
nai
fed in a ponderosa pine snag on lolomai
lolornai
lolotai
were seen on 17 june 1983 and 25 june 1986 an
uncommon migrant elsewhere three in pinyon
dinnebito
Dm nebito wash on 8 april 1987 one
Din
jumper at dmnebito
juniper
above black mesa junction on 18 september 1987
m white house valley on 13
one in pinyon jumper
juniper in
september 1988 and one foraging with pinyon
jays near J 3 reclaimed area on 19 september
1988 one was seen in pinyon juniper
jumper on 17
december 1992
acorn woodpecker melanerpes formicivorus
formicivorous
fairly common in chained woodland areas breeding is unconfirmed there are no winter records
seen most frequently in the kayenta
kayetta and lolomai
lolotai
acu leatus is the form
points chained areas M f aculeatus
present in this area
nu chalis
caped sapsucker sphyrapicus nuchalis
red naped
A common migrant in wooded areas including
tamarisk on the larger washes all records are from
april september and october except for one on 6
december 1991 seen feeding on russian olive
fruit small numbers were noted in tamarisk in
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash during september october 1986
thyroe
williamson s sapsucker sphyrapicus thyroi
deus A fairly common migrant in mixed conifer
apparently resident in very small numbers A
female was seen in coal mine wash on 23 februm pinyon juniper in
ary 1983 and another female in
white house valley on 19 january 1984 one pair
was seen in pinyon juniper
lolotai point on
jumper near lolomai
27 february 1986 another pair was seen feeding
young in a douglas fir snag in dense mixed conifer
in the east fork of coal mine wash on 23 june
1983 A vocal male was seen in yellow water canyon
on 23 june 1985 one record from tamarisk a
Moen kopi wash on 10 october
female seen on moenkopi
1991

pubes cens A
pubescent
Picoides
ficoides pubescens
downy woodpecker picoides
sparse permanent resident more frequent in fall
and winter seen in oaks in yellow water canyon
Moen kopi
on 4 march 1984 in tamarisk on lower moenkopi

m aspens
wash on 6 january 1986 and in
lolotai
ashens on lolomai
point on 14 october 1986 another was in the
Moen kopi wash on 12
russian olive grove on moenkopi
december 1989 A single bird probably breeding

order passeriformes
FAMILY tyrannidae
Con topus borealis an
olive sided flycatcher contopus
uncommon fall migrant in august and late
may early june in pinyon juniper and in mixed
conifer one was found singing on the mesa rim on
17 june 1983
sordi dulus A
western wood pewee contopus
Con topus sordidulus
common migrant and sparse summer resident
breeding in mixed conifer is unconfirmed
migrants are seen in pinyon juniper and in
88.6
40 ha was
birds40
tamarisk A transect density of 86
866 birds
Moen kopi wash in mid september 1985
found on moenkopi
two were seen in tamarisk at the reed
kopi wash confluence on 10 june
moenkopi
valley Moen
1986 this species seems uncharacteristically

sparse as a breeding bird considering the available
habitat

illi
trailli
willow flycatcher empidonax traille
tra

A

sparse migrant in riparian areas two were seen at
the confluence of moenkopi
Moen kopi and yucca flat washes
on 13 august 1990 another was there on 11 september 1989 one was seen at J 7 pond on 6 sepMoen kopi
tember 1989 and one was seen on lower moenkopi
on 13 august 1992 seemingly more
mote common as a
moie
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transient in the larger lower valley areas throughout the region jacobs 1986 personal observation

flycatcher empidonax ham
sparse migrant one was seen in

hammond
mondai
mondii

A

s

kopi wash on 7 october 1986
moenkopi
tamarisk on Moen
and another was seen 7 may 1987 perhaps more
common than noted
dusky flycatcher empidonax oberholser i A
cornmon summer resident in open mixed conifer
common
undei story
understory
associations with deciduous scrub dundei
stors nest
building was observed
obseived on 30 may 1990 A nest with
boul eggs was found on 17 june 1985 in
four
m a thicket of
prunus below aspens
ashens in yellow water canyon
another nest with three young was found in an
oak covered slope in the same canyon on 23 june
1985 and young were
weie being fed in a nest in a doughir
las bir
fir
rii on 28 june 1992 singing males have been
seen on 30 april birds were seen in breeding habikopi wash in late
moenkopi
tat as well as in tamarisk on Moen
august 1986
gray flycatcher empidonax wrigh
wrightiii
wrightii
tii A common summer resident
ies ident in all but the lowest pinyon
les
brom mid april to september A nest with
hrom
juniper from
young was found in a juniper in white house valley by B ebbers on 22 june 1983 woodbury and
russell 1945 report
leport two nests also in juniperus
junipers
juni pers
adults with full sized young have been seen from
mid june to mid july transect densities range
igo
190
11.8
from 18
19 0 mdividuals40
ba spot map densi40 ha
individuals40
190
188 to 19.0
individuals
115
66.7
11 5 pairs40
115
ties of 67
677 11.5
pairs 40 ha have been noted seen
as late as 24 september 1986
occiden
cordilleran flycatcher empidonax occident
m mixed conifer
talis A common summer resident
ies ident in
les
scrub
sciub understory this species is
with deciduous schub
less numerous
nume ious
lous than the dusky flycatcher and
more
occupies moie
mole shaded areas containing cliffs and
bol
for
roi nesting nests with eggs were found on
foi
banks oor
ledges in coal mine wash on 24 june 1983 and 1I
july 1985 another with four eggs was found on 15
june 1986 five short tailed young were seen in
heii
heli
hellrnayn
hellmayri
coal mine wash on 5 august 1985 E 0 hell
mayri
manri
is the breeding form
black phoebe Say
sayornis
nigricans A sparse
ornis nigricans
kopi wash near
moenkopi
transient one was seen on Moen
the confluence with yucca flat wash on 29 june
1990

say

phoebe Say
sayornis
ornis saya

common
Febi
febl uary to
migrant and summer resident from late february
early
eaily november one late bird seen on 6 december
1991 this species is distributed along larger open
wash courses rock
roek outcrops and near houses
loek
lock
nests with eggs have been found as early as 20
april 1989 nests with large young have been
found on 28 may 1992 and 11 and 14 june 1985
and 1984 respectively fledglings have been seen
0 3 to
0.3
on 29 june transect densities range from 03
03
240
40 ha summer densities are lower
individuals40
24 0 mdividuals40
24.0
240
individuals
than spring indicating a rather heavy influx of
migrants one was seen on the mesa summit in
chained pryon
pmyon
pinyon juniper on 9 august 1986 another
s

A
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was seen over dense pinyon juniper on the mesa
rim on 6 september 1986 the nominate race is the
breeding form
cineras
ash throated flycatcher myiarchus cinemas

cens A common summer resident in pinyon
juniper woodland throughout the area absent from
the highest densest stands but present in mixed
conifer habitats adjacent to shrub filled canyon
floors records range from 24 april to an abrupt
mid august departure spot map densities of
38
3 8 7677.6
3.8
766 pairs40
38
pairs 40 ha have been recorded transect
124
06
0 6 to 12.4
12 4 individuals
40 ha
0.6
individuals40
densities range from og
124
06
the nominate form breeds
cassin s kingbird tyrannus vociferant
vociferans A
common summer resident in
m open pinyon juniper
most numerous in the small canyons at the mesa
foot on 19 june 1986 nests with young were found
on power poles at the black mesa mine office and
below rock gap it has been seen by 27 april
1982 most leave by early september fledglings
were seen at the mesa foot on 7 july 1985 T v
vociferans
vociferant is the breeding form
verticalis
western kingbird tyrannus verticalism
verticalis A fairly
common migrant and a sparse summer resident B
ebbers found a nest near the black mesa archaeological project camp on 15 june 1983 post breed
ing dispersal from breeding habitats begins in mid
july and migrants become common in early september
tyrannusforficatus
scissor tailed flycatcher tyrannus
forflcatus
A sparse transient one was seen in juniper savanna in long house valley on 24 june 1993

eastern kingbird tyrannus tyrannus

A

sparse transient one was seen at J 3 reclaimed
area on 29 august 1988
FAMILY ALAUDIDAE
AD abunEremophila alpestris an
horned lark eremophila

dant permanent resident in grasslands open shrub
lands and reclaimed areas flocks of up to 300
have been observed in reclaimed areas during midwinter when there may be an influx of northern
birds these winter flocks begin breaking up and
males become territorial in late february nests
with eggs have been found from mid april to mid
may fledglings and new young have been found
in late may mixed age flocks begin forming by
early july reported from a single early anasazi site
ails is the breeding form
alis
occidentahs
occidentalis
table 14 E a occidentalist
occident
FAMILY

hirundinidae

purple martin progne subis

sparse
Moen kopi wash
migrant A female was seen over moenkopi
on 11 september 1986 and another was in N 1l
reclaimed area on 24 august 1992
A

nl

tree swallow tachycineta bicolor

A common

migrant near ponds from late march through may
and from july to early october
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violet green swallow tachycineta thalassina
thalassino
thalas sina
A common migrant throughout the area it is a
common summer resident nesting in cliffs in the
upper canyons and along the mesa nm
rim and in holes
in dirt banks along washes in areas of pinyon
juniper seen from 23 march 1990 to late septemlepida is the breeding form
ber T t cepida
bough winged swallow stelgi
northern rough
stelai
dopteryx
dipteryx
yx serripennis
serripennis A common summer resident
dopter
and migrant this swallow breeds as widely scattered pairs in holes in alluvial banks along larger
dissected wash courses records range from mid
april to mid september the form bleeding
breeding in
northeastern arizona is not clear but may be intermediate between S s psammochrous and S s ser
setr
ripennis see behle 1985 and monson and phillips
1981

bank swallow riparial
Ri
riparia riparia
paria
migrant seen most frequently at

A
J 7

common
pond in

august and september
pyrrhonota
ota A comcliff swallow hirundo pyrrhon
mon migrant throughout the area seen from 8
april 1982 to 13 september 1982 old nest site
foundations were found on a cliff on lower
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash on 1I july 1986 and below J 7 pond
in 1987 but no active colonies were
wele found from
weie
1979 to 1990 five vocal birds
buds were seen at the
Moen kopi wash site on I1 july 1986 and an active
moenkopi
colony appeared there in 1993 this species was
unusually numerous throughout the study area in

june 1989
barn swallow hirundo rustica A common
migrant throughout the area from mid april to
early june and mid july to mid october breeding
known from a single nesting at the N 8 shop in
1992

is

FAMILY CORVIDAE

stelleri
steller s jay cyanocitta spelleri

A common
in mixed conifer habitats A

permanent
pei manent resident
pel
few wander in the fall to lower areas of pinyon
juniper woodland as at owl spring valley on 13
october 1985 A nest with three young was found
in
m coal mine wash on 25 may 1986 feathers of
predated immatures
immatured
were found on 27 may 1984
matures
im
and on 4 july 1985 family groups have been seen
on 9 june 1984 and 16 june 1982 from monson
and phillips 1981 and behle 1985 it is unclear
what the breeding form in this region is it may be
G s
intermediate between C s diademata and C
macrolopha
macro lopha
Aphelocoma coerulescens A comscrub jay aphelocoma
mon permanent resident throughout the area in
pmyon
pryon juniper
pinyon
jumper and mixed conifer woodland montane scrub and tamarisk family groups in
m tamarisk
on 8 june 1992 and 27 june 1990 indicate breeding A nest containing four week old young was
found on 24 may 1990 adults with fledglings have
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been seen from mid may to late june transect
blom
densities in
from 04
33.5
0 4 to 35
m woodland range hiom
individ
0.4
355 invivid
04
11.4
3 8 pairs40
uals40 ha spot map densities of 14
3.8
144 38
38
pairs 40
ha have been found in pinyon juniper
jumper woodland
remains are reported from a single anasazi site
table 14 monson and phillips 1981 call the
birds
buds in this region A c sutton
suttom
suttoni behle 1985 calls
woodho usei
them A c woodhousei
pinyon jay gymnorhinus
cymnorhinus cyanocephalus A
common permanent resident throughout the area
adults building nests have been seen on 8 march
1982 nests with young andor eggs have been
seen in early may young fledglings have been seen
from 13 april to the surprisingly late date of 12 july
1982 flocks of pinyon jays are occasionally seen
feeding on wheatgrasses
wheat grasses in reclaimed areas during the fall pinyon jays form the largest bird flocks
in the area on 10 september 1983 285 were seen
at the mesa foot on 23 september 1983 over 470
were seen at reed valley A loose aggregation of
several flocks totaling nearly 600 individuals was
seen at dinnebito
Din nebito wash on 19 january 1984
reported from three anasazi sites table 14
Nucifraga columbiana A
clark s nutcracker nucifraga
fairly common to common permanent resident in
the upper canyons it occasionally wanders widely
in late summer and fall to the pinyon juniper below
the mesa rim
lim fledglings have been seen in the
upper canyons from 24 may 1985 to 22 june
1983 remains of a young fledgling were found in
Moen kopi wash on 13 april 1989 these dates
moenkopi
indicate that laying takes place from early march to
mid may A mixed age flock of 35 individuals was
seen in coal mine wash on 30 may 1990 this
species apparently left the mesa rim region during
most of the 1985 86 winter

american crow corvus brachyrhynchos A
sparse migrant one was seen near J 3 reclaimed
area on 16 november 1987 two at the highway
crossing of coal mine wash on 28 march 1988 and
one at N 14 on 13 november 1991 another was
seen on 6 november 1989 known from a single
anasazi site table 14
common raven corvus corat an abundant
permanent resident areawide the population in
the lease is probably artificially high because of
readily available food in garbage waste grain in
snaw mulch and other sources adults frequenting
straw
nest sites and building nests have been seen on 15
january 1985 nests with eggs have been found
by early may young of all ages have been found
from late may to early july but most fledge by
mid june flocks of over 100 birds have been seen
feeding on cured seed heads in reclaimed areas on
several occasions approximately 100 birds were
wele
weie
observed using russian olives for a nocturnal roost
on 23 january 1992 remains are reported from
anasazi sites table 14
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FAMILY PARIDAE

gambell
beli A commountain chickadee parus gam
mon permanent resident in higher elevation pin
yon juniper
jumper and mixed conifer throughout the area
small numbers occupy tamarisk of the larger washes in fall and winter song activity is frequent by
early march nests with young and eggs have been
found during the first three weeks of june and
fledglings have been seen from mid june to mid
july transect densities in pryon
pmyon juniper range
pinyon
1 8 to 322
is
from ls
32
40 ha spot map densi1.8
32.2
individuals40
3222 mdividuals40
18
individuals
115
11 5 pairs40
33.8
115
ties range from 38
388 to 11.5
pairs 40 ha monson and
phillips 1981 call birds in this region FP 9
wasatchensis but behle 1985 would assign them
to atypical P g gambeh
gambee
plain titmouse parus inornatus A common
permanent resident in pinyon juniper
uniper but generally absent in
m the highest elevation stands fall transients have been seen twice in tamarisk A nest
with young ready to fledge was found on 13 june
1982 family groups have been seen from mid
june to mid july transect densities in pinyon
302
11.8
30.2
30 2 mdividuals40
40 ha
individuals40
188 to 302
juniper
individuals
uniper range from 18
76
7 6 to 115 pairs40
spot map densities range from 7.6
76
pairs 40
ha the breeding form is P ii ridgwa
ridgwayi
ndgwayi
yi
FAMILY

ahgitiialidae
aegitiialidae

ininimus A common perbushtit psaltriparus minimus
manent resident in pinyon juniper and mixed
conifer throughout the area A nest was found in
tamarisk on moenkopi
Moen kopi wash on 25 may 1993
shrub lands and tamarisk during
flocks wander into shrublands
fall and winter begin to break uip
up
lip into pairs by late
tip
march and are forming again by late june B
ebbers found an active nest in june 1983 that had
fledged young by the 15th family groups were
noted in 1992 on 29 may and 5 june pinyon
313
1 8 to 31.3
31 3
1.8
313
18
jumper transect densities range from 18
juniper
33.8
individuals40
40 ha spot map densities of 38
388 5 7
individuals
ecorded the breeding form
40 ha have been i recorded
pairs40
pairs
plumbeus
is P in plumbeous
plumbeus
FAMILY SITTIDAE

canadensis an
irregularly common winter resident in mixed
conifer A sparse summer resident in the same
areas an adult with an immature seen at lolomai
lolotai
point on 7 august 1990 may not represent local
breeding however family groups seen on 28 july
1992 and 16 june 1993 confirm local nesting two
m white house valley
were seen in pinyon juniper in
on 10 august 1984 this species was common in
the upper
lipper canyons in the 1984 85 winter when a
tipper
heavy widespread douglas fir cone crop ripened
it was absent the following winter when no cones
were produced
white breasted nuthatch sitta carolinensis
A common permanent resident in pinyon juniper

red breasted nuthatch sitta

naturalist
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woodland and in mixed conifer this species does
not breed in lower elevation pmyon
pryon juniper where
pinyon
it was absent as a breeding species in a stand of 150
treeshy
tre esha spot map breeding densities in pinyon
treesha
33.8
388 to 115 pairs40
pairs 40 ha transect
juniper range from 38
11.4
densities range from 14
14
14.88 individuals
40 ha
individuals40
mdividuals40
148
144 to 148
nests with young have been found from late may
to mid june family groups have been seen from
mid june to mid july the breeding form is S c
nelsoni
pygmaean
pygmy nuthatch sitta pygmaea
pygmaed A common
permanent resident in flocks in ponderosa
pine dominated mixed conifer association strays
to adjacent pinyon juniper
jumper in late summer and fall
fledglings have been seen from mid june to late
melanotis
melanotis
july the breeding form is S p melanotic
FAMILY

certhiidae

brown creeper certhia americana A fairly
common permanent resident in mixed conifer
seen once in pinyon juniper in winter 5 january
1983 in white house valley young were seen
being fed in a nest on a douglas fir in yellow water
canyon on 22 june 1985 and a family group was
seen in coal mine wash on 2 july 1992 the
breeding form is C a montana
FAMILY

troglodytidae

obsoletes
rock wren salpinctes obsoletus

A common

summer resident of talus slopes rock outcrops
spill ways and
alluvial banks and riprap of dam spillways
road slopes birds are present on the lease from
early march to early december but numbers
decrease sharply in early october one midwinter
record was 20 january 1992 numerous family
groups were noted 11 12 june 1992 on 20 june
1983 a nest with six eggs was found at tees yah toh
spring on 19 july 1984 a family group was seen
below J 7 dam it is frequently seen in chained
pmyon
pryon
pinyon juniper on the mesa summit the nominate
race breeds
canyon wren catherpes
mexicanus
Cat herpes mexic
anus A common permanent resident in the cliffs of the upper
canyons along the dakota sandstone and in other
cliff and talus areas during fall and winter it is
seen along alluvial banks and occasionally at small
rock outcrops family groups have been seen from
mid june to early july A nest with a fledgling was
G in consperus
found on 27 july 1987 C
con sperus is the
breeding form
thyromanes
bewick s wren Thy
romanes bewickii A common summer resident in pinyon juniper and
mixed conifer fairly common in winter when it
wanders into shrublands
shrub lands and tamarisk males are
actively singing by late february nests both in
juni pers with eggs were found on 2 and 11 june
juniperus
junipers
1982 family groups have been seen by 20 june
and 2 july transect densities in pinyon juniper
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11.8
40 ha densities
individuals40
28.88 individuals
28
range from 18
188 to 288
288
115
11
32.55 individuals40
of 11.5
40 ha have been recorded
32
1155 325
325
individuals
in shrubland areas in late summer spot map
191
igi
19
11.5
11
breeding densities range from 115
1911 pairs40
1155 to 19.1
pairs 40
ha in pinyon juniper
jumper uncommon as a breeding
bird in the densest pinyon jumper
juniper on the mesa
summit the breeding form is T b oberholser
aedon A common
house wren troglodytes abdon
migrant along washes in tamarisk A common summer resident in aspen groves migrants are usually
m spring in late april and early may but one
seen in
on 11 april 1989 was atypically early most fall
migrants pass through from late august to mid
october with one on 31 october 1989 being late A
m an aspen was found on 15 june
nest with young in
1984 young fledglings were seen in the east fork of
coal mine wash on 24 june 1984 several individuals were observed in slash piles in the kayenta
kayetta
point chaining on 14 june 1986 sedgwick and
ryder 1987 report this species in pinyon juniper
jumper
slash in colorado post breeding dispersal away
from aspen groves into adjoining mixed conifer
woodland begins in mid to late june T a park
mano
mani is the breeding form

m areas of deciduous scrub A
pinyon juniper and in
nest with young near fledging was found in a pinyon near tees spa spring on 5 july 1987 an old
nest was found in a small pinyon in reed valley in
december 1988 wanders into sagebrush in late
summer seen from mid april to late october
migrants are frequent in tamarisk transect densi99.4
2 3 to 94
2.3
40 ha all
ties range from 23
944 individuals40
23
individuals
3 8 pairs40
3.8
spot map densities are 38
38
pairs 40 ha the breedobscure
ing form is P c obscura
western bluebird sialia mexicana
mexicano
mexicand
cand A common
mexicana
permanent resident throughout the area it breeds
in higher elevation pinyon juniper and mixed
conifer woodland pinyon juniper stands of 150 and
182 treeshy
tre
treesha
esha contained no nesting individuals it
may be absent during periods of cold and deep
snow in midwinter nests with young have been
seen from mid june to late july pinyon juniper
1 8 to 89
1.8
8 9 individua
individu
transect densities range from 18
18
3 8 pairs40
als40 ha A spot map density of 38
pairs 40 ha has
occidentalis
ails is the breeding form
alls
alis
occo
been found S m occident
occidentale
occidentals
occi dentals

A

extreme cold and heavy snow in midwinter but was
seen several times in winter at the russian olive
grove on moenkopi
Moenkopi wash it consistently appears
by late january and is common by late february
m the russian
the largest flock recorded was 250 in
olive grove on 29 january 1992 mountain bluebirds occupy more open areas such as sage clearings and chained pinyon jjuniper it frequently
nests in holes in
nest lings being fed
m alluvial banks nestlings
in such situations were seen 4 june 1991 and 12
may 1992 and cliffs nest with eggs and young
seen 28 may 1992 nests with young have been
seen in mid and late june pinyon juniper transect
og
igo
09
16 0 individuals40
16.0
densities range from 0.9
40 ha
0 9 to 160
individuals
09
76
7 6 pairs40
spot map densities range from 1188 to 7.6
76
pairs 40
ha
townsendi
townsend s solitaire myadestes
Myadestes townsendia
townsendi A
fairly common to common permanent resident in
mixed conifer of the upper canyons it has been
seen occasionally in pinyon juniper elsewhere
fledglings have been seen from early july to early
august an old nest was found in a hole in a boulder in coal mine wash on 6 september 1986 M t
townsendia
townsendi is the breeding form
gut tatus A fairly
gustatus
Ca tharus guttatus
catharus
hermit thrush cantharus
common migrant throughout the area A common
summer resident in mixed conifer of the upper
canyons singing has been heard in late april
stubby tailed fledglings have been seen on 27 june
1983 1985 in coal mine wash and yellow water
canyon respectively the breeding form is C g
audubon i occasionally heard singing in summer in
dense pinyon juniper as at white house valley on
17 june 1983 and 20 june 1984
ius A commigratorius
american robin turdus migratories
migrator
mon migrant throughout the area and a fairly

winter wren troglodytes troglodytes

sparse
glove in
giove
spaise migrant one was seen in an aspen grove
the west fork of coal mine wash on 6 november
1983 another was seen in the same grove on 15

november 1986
palustris
thorus pa
lustris
Cisto
cistothorus
marsh wren cistophorus

A fairly

common migrant at weedy or brushy pond edges
one was seen by eh&a
ehda consultants on 5 october
1979 seen at a pond in N 2 reclaimed area and m
in
tamarisk
risk at J 7 pond several times in
tarna
m early september 1986 one was seen at pond n14 G on 12
march 1989 and at N 2 reclaimed area on 12 and
28

april 1989
FAMILY

muscicapidae

golden crowned kinglet regulus satrapa

A

fairly common fall winter and early spring resl
resi
resi-

dent in mixed conifer of the upper canyons
records range from

12

october 1988 to 4 march

1984

ruby crowned kinglet regulus calendula

A

common migrant in wooded areas throughout the
area A fairly common summer resident in mixed
conifer in the upper canyons breeding is unconfirmed one was seen in russian olives on 9
december 1992 singing males have been recorded throughout june in all of the upper canyons
including five on 16 june 1982 in the middle fork
of coal mine wash transect densities of migrants
log
106
1 8 to 10.6
10 6 individuals
1.8
individuals40
40 ha monson
range from 18
18
106
and phillips 1981 call arizona breeding birds R c
calendula but behle
behie would assign birds of this area
to R c cineraceous
cineraceus
cae rulea A
blue gray gnatcatcher polioptila caerulea
common summer resident in higher elevation

mountain bluebird sialia currucoides A
common permanent resident of pinyon juniper
throughout the area it may be absent during
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common summer resident in mixed conifer of the
upper canyons nested in pinyon juniper in 1993
adults with fledgling seen 26 june uncommon
and irregularly seen in winter until about 1990
when up to 70 began wintering in russian olives
an incubating adult was seen in oaks fringing an
aspen grove in yellow water canyon on 15 june
1986 woodbury and russell 1945 report breeding from black mesa T m propinquus
propinquous is the
breeding form
Ix oreus nae
varied thrush ixoreus
naevius
vius A sparse fall
transient one record an adult male was seen with
robins in russian olives on moenkopi
Moen kopi wash on 12
november 1992
FAMILY MIMIDAE

polyglottous
tos
northern mockingbird mimus polyglottos
polyglot

A

common summer resident in juniper savanna at the
mesa foot and in greasewood and tamarisk on lower
washes and in smaller drainages in mixed shrub
lands one seen 14 march 1989 was exceptionally
early by six weeks seen in oaks in the lolomai
lolotai
point chaining on 14 july 1984 A nest in greasewood contained four eggs on 6 june 1990 A fledgling was seen in juniper savanna on 3 july 1985 A
5.3 indi
transect density from moenkopi
Moen kopi wash is 53
53
ba the nominate race is the breeding
viduals40 ha
form
sage thrasher oreoscoptes montanus A common summer resident in greasewood and saltbush
in the middle to lower reaches of the major washes
it is less numerous in sagebrush the first spring
appearance is usually in early april A nest in saltbush in a mixed shrub habitat contained three
young on 19 june 1986 fledglings were seen in
Thra shers are
reed valley on 21 july 1982 sage thrashers
common in J 7 reclaimed area where saltbush is
well developed 3333
3.3 pairs40
pairs 40 ha transect densities
95
09
range from og
0.9 to gs
9.5 pairs40
pairs 40 ha
09
95

bendere s thrasher toxostoma bend
bendire
bendirei
irei

A

fairly common summer resident in open greasewood in lower washes and in juniper savanna at the
mesa foot small numbers are found in open saltbush in mixed shrubland records span from mid
april to august A nest with three small young was
found in a juniper at the mesa foot on 18 june
1.8
1986 A transect density of 18
40 ha
18 individuals40
individuals
was recorded on Moen
kopi wash in 1980 by
moenkopi
ehna consultants
FAMILY

motacillidae

antaus rubescent
rubescens
rubes cens
anthus
anthns
american pipit antans
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numbers in october usually seen in small groups
but a flock of 41 was seen on 12 april 1989 in
m N 1l
reclaimed area and over 200 were seen there on 26

nl

april

1991
FAMILY

bombycillidae

bohemian waxwing bombycilla garrulus two
records a flock of 29 was seen in pmyon
pryon juniper
jumper in
pinyon
white house valley on 13 april 1982 and a single
bird in russian olives on 12 november 1992

cedrorum
cedar waxwing bombycilla cedrorum

sparse fall migrant with records as follows six seen
in dmnebito
dinnebito
Dm nebito wash on 16 november 1982 seven in
Din
mixed conifer in coal mine wash on 22 october
1983 one over moenkopi
Moen kopi wash on 10 october 1986
two near kelly pond on 12 september 1991 one
in russian olives on 15 november 1990 and eight
there on 29 january 1992
FAMILY LANIIDAE
lan11dae

northern shrike lanitis
lanius excubitor an uncommon to fairly common winter resident in open
pmyon
pryon
pinyon juniper
jumper from mid october to late march A
large invasion occurred in 1988 89 with more

birds seen during this period than in the previous
seven winters combined
loggerhead shrike lanius ludovicianus
ludovic ianus A
fairly common to common permanent resident in
juniper savanna and greasewood in the major
washes seen less frequently in other open shrubland the 1984 spot map density in mixed shrub
habitat was 08
0 8 pairs40
0.8
08
pairs 40 ha fledglings and family
groups have been noted from early june to early
july the breeding form is L 1I excubitorides
excubitondes see
monson and phillips
philips 1981
FAMILY STURNIDAE

european starling sturnus vulgaris

migrant at ponds and reclaimed areas throughout
the area sparse in winter at unfrozen ponds
spring migrants peak in april and have been seen
from mid february to early may with a single bird
seen 3 june 1991 being late fall migrants are seen
from mid august to early december with peak

A com-

mon permanent resident that is local in the study
area starlings frequent the reclamation barn and
the area near the mine facilities this species was
probably absent from the area prior to the mine
development in
m the late 1960s the largest group
seen was a flock of 350 in russian olives on
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash on 15 november 1990 this
species appears to be widely dispersed throughout
the region during winter
FAMILY

A common

A

vireonidae
vlreonidae

gray vireo vireo vicinior
or
vicini

A fairly common
1992 to 10 septem-

summer resident from 23 april
ber 1983 most observations are from open pin
yon juniper covered slopes and small canyons that
support a scattered growth of utah serviceberry A
nest with two small young was found in a small
pinyon above tees yah toh spring on 20 june 1986
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solitary vireo vireo soli
solitarius
tarius

A common

pryon juniper
migrant and summer resident in pmyon
pinyon
woodland and in mixed conifer of the upper
canyons records span from 22 april 1983 to 7
boim V s cassinii
form
cassznn
cassinia
nil has
nii
october 1982 the migrant hoim
cassi
been seen in the fall A nest with young was found
on 21 june 1983 in lower reed valley and in white
house valley an adult with a full sized fledgling
was seen in white house valley on 27 july 1982 A
flock of 10 was seen on the rim
nm of yellow water
canyon on 11 may 1984 transect densities range
124
0 4 to 12.4
from 04
12 4 mdividuals40
0.4
individuals40
40 ha spot map densi124
04
individuals
76
ig
1 9 to 7.6
1.9
7 6 pairs40
19
ties range from lg
76
pairs 40 ha the breeding
form is V s plumbeous
plumbeus
plumbeus
warbling vireo vireo glidus A common summer resident of aspen groves in the upper canyons
A common migrant in tamarisk from early august
to mid october the breeding form is V g brew
sten
sterl
steri
pammy
pamily
FAMILY emberizidae
Verm ivora peregrina
tennessee warbler vermivora

A

m tamarisk
sparse transient A single bird was seen in
Moen kopi wash on 7 october 1986
on moenkopi
orange crowned warbler Verm
vermivora
ivora celata
A common migrant in deciduous scrub and
TraD
tamarisk throughout the area tran
transect
seet densities as
sect
40 ha have been recorded
high as 177 individuals40
individuals
in tamarisk 1 1I october 1986 A fairly common
summer resident in mixed conifer in the upper
gambel oak covered
canyons breeding habitat is cambel
slopes usually adjacent to aspen groves and with a
grassy leaf littered understory A pair of adults was
found with fledglings in the west fork of coal mine
wash on 27 june 1983 records span from 1 may
1983 to 22 october 1986 the breeding form is
V c or estera
ruftcapilla
Verm ivora ruficapilla
nashville warbler vermivora
bufi
rufi capilla A
common to abundant fall migrant in montane scrub
and tamarisk from early august to early october
Verm ivora virgini
virginia s warbler vermivora
ae A
virginiaa
virginiae
common to abundant migrant areawide A common
summer resident in montane scrub of the upper
canyons upper mesa slopes and lolomai
lolotai point
chained area records span from mid april to early
fleg
lings were
fleglings
fleglmgs
october several pairs with young fledglings
found on 15 june 1986 fall migrants appear in
tamarisk along the lower washes beginning in late
june and become progressively more common
peaking in late august the breeding form is V v
ae
virginiae
uirgimae
virginiaa
virgini
Verm ivora luciae A sparse
lucy s warbler vermivora
transient a singing male was seen in tamarisk on
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash elevation 1768 m on 11 april
1992

yellow warbler dendroica petechia
pe techia A comletechia
mon fall migrant in tamarisk along the major washes from early august to early october apparently
sparse in spring one in aspens
ashens in yellow water
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canyon on 5 may 1987 one in pinyon juniper
jumper on 6
may 1987 one at J 28 settling ponds on 20 may
1990 and a singing male in russian olives on 8
june 1992 A nonbreeding singing male was seen
kopi wash on 26 june 1990
moenkopi
in tamarisk on Moen
see monson and phillips 1981 concerning the
complex of races migrating through the region
yellow rumped
bumped warbler dendroica coronata
A common to abundant migrant throughout the
area
alea up to 713 per 40 ha were recorded in
tamarisk on moenkopi
Moenkopi wash 26 september 1986
A fairly common summer resident in mixed conifer
of the upper canyons spring migration peaks in
late april early may and fall migration peaks in
late september mid october records of migrants
span from 13 april to 8 december by 1990 this
species was wintering in small numbers in russian
olives on moenkopi
Moen kopi wash two adults were seen
feeding young in a ponderosa on 16 june 1984 on
kayenta point A fledgling was found on 14 june
kayetta
1986 an adult male in pre basic molt was seen in
Moen kopi wash on 30 july 1985 A male
upper moenkopi
myrtle form was seen in J 27 reclaimed area on
27 april 1982 monson and phillips 1981 call the
hils but behle 1985
hiis
breeding form D c memorablis
memorabhs
memora blis
audubonii
assigns it to D c audubon

black throated gray warbler dendroica

nigrescens
nigrescent A common summer resident of pinyon
juniper and mixed conifer woodland records span
from 8 april 1991 to 21 september 1982 the
males initially seen in small groups are singing
and actively defending territories by late april
females have been observed nest building from
mid to late may A nest on 25 may contained four
eggs young in nests have been found on 8 and 17
june fledglings have been seen 25 june 27 july
adults were seen feeding young brown headed
cowbirds on 19 july and 4 august 1982 transect
09
266
00.9
densities range from og
40 ha
26 6 individuals
individuals40
mdividuals40
26.6
099 to 266
153
77.6
spot map densities range
15 3 pairs40
153
766 to 15.3
iange from 76
lange
pairs 40
ha monson and phillips 1981 recognize the subspecific rank of D n baisei as the breeding form in
the region breeding densities correlate positively
with pinyon density and this species appears to
forage preferentially in pin
yons further study may
pmyons
pinyons
pinnons
prove it to be a pinyon specialist in the black mesa
area
townsendi
town sendi A
townsend s warbler dendroica townsendia
common fall migrant in mixed conifer of the upper
canyons fairly common in aspens
ashens pinyon juniper
and tamarisk records range from 21 august 1992
to 22 october 1986

alis A
occidentalis
hermit warbler dendroica occidentalist
occident
sparse fall migrant an immature female was seen
kopi wash on 29 september
moenkopi
in tamarisk on Moen
1989
grace s warbler dendroica graci
ae A comgraciak
graciae
mon summer resident
ies ident in ponderosa pine dominatles
ed mixed conifer woodland adults with fledglings
were seen on 16 june and 13 july 1984 in the west
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fork of coal mine wash woodbury and russell
1945 report collecting two adults and an immature in july 1938 records range from 18 april
1989 to 6 september 1986

ruthcilla
american redstart setophaga ruticilla
rut icilla

remains were found near the mesa rim by D ellis
pels
personal
peisonal
peis onal communication in 1983 probably a
sparse
spal se migrant
Water thrush seiurus noveboracen
northern waterthrush
sis A sparse migrant one was seen at a pond in J
27 reclaimed
area on 13 may 1982 one in tamarisk
claimed
le
Moen kopi wash on 12 may 1987 and another
on moenkopi
in mixed conifer on 7 may 1992 one was seen in
tamarisk on 16 september 1992
kentucky warbler oporornis formosus
formo sus A
sparse tiansient
transient an adult male was seen in montane scrub at the head of the east fork of coal mine
wash on 7 may 1983 another adult was seen in
kopi wash on 17 september
tamarisk on moenkopi
mocnkopi
Moen kopl
1986

macgillivray

s

warbler oporornis tolmie i

A

common migrant in montane scrub and tamarisk it
is most numerous
nume ious
lous during fall migration which
peaks in late august to mid september but it is
seen until mid october an uncommon breeding
resident of montane scrub at three localities in the
upper canyons an adult male in yellow water
canyon was seen feeding a fledgling in a dense
tangle of oaks aspen chokecherry clematis and
dogwood on 23 june 1986 six adults three carrying food were
wel e seen in a similar habitat on 20 june
wei
1986 in the east fork of coal mine wash the
eding form is 0 t monticola grazing may
bleeding
breeding
ble
bie
thl eaten this species as a breeding
thi
threaten
bleeding bird on black

mesa
common yellowthroat geothlypis drichas
trichas
trichas A
fairly common migrant in early
eally may and from late
eaily
august to early
eally october in tamarisk on Moen
eaily
kopi
moenkopi
wash and at weedy ponds A singing nonbreeding
kopi wash on 27 june
adult male was seen on Moen
moenkopi
1990

wilson s warbler wilsonia pusilla
pu silla A common
ausilla
ub and tamarisk fall migramigrant in montane scrub
sel ab
sci
sei
tion peaks in late august to early september
bel but
Septem bei
lasts until late october A singing male was seen in
chokecherry and aspens
ashens in the middle fork of coal
mine wash on 26 may 1986
yellow breasted chat icteric
Ic
lc teria
lcteria
icteria
virens A sparse
terla birens
transient one was seen in tamarisk on Moen
kopi
moenkopi
wash on 27 august 1990 and another in tamarisk
25 may 8 june 1993
western tanager piranga ludoviciana
ludoviciana A common migrant throughout the area in pryon
pmyon
pinyon juniper
and tamarisk A common summer resident in
mixed conifer of the upper canyons records range
from 2 may 1985 to 25 september 1986 A pair
was seen attending a nest in yellow water canyon
on 15 june 1986 another pair was feeding
nestlings
nest lings in coal mine wash on 27 june 1989 the
last spring migrants are seen in early june fall
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migrants are seen away from the breeding habitat
beginning in
m mid july
black headed grosbeak pheucticus melanoce
melanose
phalus
chalus A common migrant and summer resident
in aspen groves and mixed conifer of the upper

canyons migrants are occasionally seen in

tamarisk
tamal isk A pair was seen building a nest in the east
tamai
fork of coal mine wash on 24 june 1984 and three
family groups were seen on 2 july 1992 woodbury
and russell 1945 report
leport collecting a male the
breeding form is P m melanocephalus
blue grosbeak guiraca
Gu iraca caerulea
caerulea A common
moenkopil
kopl coal
kopi
summer resident in tamarisk on moenkopi
Moen kopil
mine and red peak valley washes two fledglings
were seen below J 7 dam on 29 august 1985
another was seen on 30 august 1989 this is the
most numerous breeding bird of the tamarisk thickets along the lower washes A transect breeding
density of about 11 pairs40
ba was determined in
pairs 40 ha
late june 1986 on moenkopi
Moenkopi wash G c interfusa
interfuse
is the breeding form
lazuli bunting passerina amoena A common
fall migrant from mid august to early october in
tamarisk of the large washes less common else195
where on 12 september 1985 19.5
19
40
1955 individuals40
indmduals40
individuals
ha were counted on moenkopi
Moen kopi wash up to five
males and two females were present in russian
olives on moenkopi
Moen kopi wash throughout the summer
of 1992 A sixth singing male was at the mouth of
yucca flat wash on 15 june 1992 an adult female
with a fledgling was seen in the olives on 14 july
1992

indigo bunting passerina cyanea A sparse
transient A singing but nonbreeding adult male
was seen in tamarisk on moenkopi
Moen kopi wash near the
yucca flat wash confluence on 26 27 june 1990 A
male paired with a female lazuli bunting bred sucfully fledgling seen 29 july in russian olives
cessfully
cess
Moen kopi wash in 1992
on moenkopi
green tailed towhee pipilo chlorurus
chlorurus A common migrant in tamarisk and brush along the major
washes and less commonly elsewhere A common
summer resident in
m gambel oaks in chained pinyon juniper on lolomai
kayetta points also
lolotai and kayenta
found breeding on lolomai
lolotai point in an undisturbed
basin of big sage and wax currant bordered by
gambel oak and chokecherry spring migrants
m mid april most are gone in fall by late
appear in
september nearly 80 individuals40
ba were
40 ha
individuals
counted on moenkopi
Moen kopi wash on 12 september
1985

rufous sided towhee pipilo erythrophthal
mus A common summer resident in montane
scrub in mixed conifer of the upper canyons A
fairly common summer resident in high elevation
pinyon juniper with a heavy big sage understory or
in areas with gambel oak small numbers winter in
kopi wash migrates widely
moenkopi
russian olives on Moen
throughout the area A nest with four eggs was
found at the head of the west fork of coal mine
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wash on 23 may 1983 small fledglings have been
seen in late june an individual in first pre basic
molt was seen on 2 september 1986 towhees are
actively singing in the upper canyons in early
march A spot map density from dense pinyon
3 8
3.8
38
juniper in white house valley indicated 38
form is P e montanus
pairs40
pairs 40 ha the breeding molm
american tree sparrow spizella arborea A
sparse winter resident one record a single bird
kopi wash on 1I december 1992
moenkopi
was seen on Moen
chipping sparrow spizella passerina A common summer resident in pryon
pmyon
pinyon juniper
jumper and open
mixed conifer areawide records span from 1I april
1982 to 2 november 1990 nest building was
observed on 31 may 1983 small young 5 7 days
were found on 19 june 1984 and 21 june 1983 and
fledglings or full sized juveniles have been seen
from 19 june 1983 to 30 july 1985 flocks begin
forming in mid july and have been seen until mid
october pinyon juniper transect densities range
427
22.6
40 ha spot map breed42 7 individuals
from 26
individuals40
mdividuals40
427
266 to 42.7
77.6
form
horn 76
forn
766 to
pmyon juniper range from
ing densities in pryon
pinyon
anzonae
nae
arlzo
40 ha the breeding form is S p arizo
115 pairs
pairs40
arizonae
arizonan
bre weri A combreweri
brewer s sparrow spizella brewere
mon summer resident in sagebrush and saltbush
observed from 10 april 1984 to 17 october
1985 individuals have been noted singing on 22
april 1983 nest building has been seen on 4 may
1982 nests with eggs have been found on 26 may
1983 and 27 may 1985 nestlings
nest lings were found on
4 june 1984 and fledglings have been seen 4 27
july flocks begin forming in late july and have
been seen until mid october brewer s sparrows
are
aie abundant in tamarisk in september on the larger washes transect densities range from 0400.4
044 to over
500 individuals
40 ha spot map breeding densities
individuals40
33.0
8.9
8 9 pairs40
are 30
89
300 89
pairs 40 ha in mixed shrub shrubland
33.3
and 33
333 pairs40
pairs 40 ha in a reclaimed area with well
developed saltbush 4700 shrupsha
shrub
shrubsha
sha the nominate
form is the breeding bird

clay colored sparrow spizella pallida
hallida A
Moen kopi wash
sparse transient one was seen on moenkopi
on 4 september 1992

vesper sparrow pooecetes gramineus
mineus
graminous
gra

A com-

mon migrant in open terrain throughout the area
less numerous as a breeding resident records
span from 9 march 1983 to mid november
breeding is documented by nests with eggs found
in heavily grazed saltbush in upper reed valley on
6 may 1982 and in N 2 reclaimed area on 25 may
1992 it may breed in other open shrublands
shrub lands and in
chained pinyon juniper
jumper on the mesa summit tran275
0 9 to 275
40
27 5 individuals40
27.5
sect densities range from 09
individuals
ha monson and phillips 1981 assign the breeding
form to P g altus but behle 1985 calls it P g con
finis

lark sparrow

gram macus A
chondestes grammacus
common summer resident in greasewood open
mixed shrub juniper savanna and less numerously
in open pinyon juniper lark sparrows seen in the
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lolomai
lolotai point chaining on 14 july 1984 and 27
thele adults feeding two
june 1985 may not breed there
young still in the nest were
wele seen on 24 june 1988
weie
A fledgling was seen at the mesa foot on 19 june
1986 flocks begin forming in late july records
range from mid april to early september the
breeding form is C g stri
strzgatus
gatus
strigatus
bilinear
black throated sparrow amphispiza bilinea
ta A common summer resident of the lower washseale covered
shad scale
es in greasewood and adjacent shadscale
aces and in mixed shrub habitats containing
terraces
ten
shad scale transient individuals
greasewood andor shadscale
have been seen in pryon
pmyon
pinyon jumper and reclaimed
areas A nest with three eggs was found in a shad
scale bush on lower moenkopi
Moen kopi wash on 19 june
1989 records span from early april to early sep124
1 8 to 12.4
12 4
tember transect densities range from 18
1.8
124
18
40 ha spot map densities in mixed
individuals40
mdividuals40
individuals
11
55.9
shrub for 1984 and 1985 are ilg
11.9
40
1199 and 59
pairs40
599 pairs
ha respectively perhaps strong competitive pressure from large numbers of chipping brewer s
and vesper sparrows in late august and early september accounts for the abrupt late summer departure of this species from the area the breeding
form is A b deserticola

sage sparrow amphispiza belli

A common

late winter to early
eally fall resident of sagebrush salteaily
bush and mixed shrub terrains small numbers
winter in saltbush at the mesa foot and in lower
moenkopi
Moen kopi wash where 12 were seen on 13
december 1989 usually first seen on the lease in
late february when singing is frequent nest building was noted on 6 april 1982 nests with eggs
have been found from late may to late june fledglings were noted on 19 june and 23 july 1982
229
22 9
2 7 to 229
2.7
22.9
shrubland transect densities range from 27
27
40 ha spot map densities for two years
individuals40
mdividuals40
individuals
774
7.44 and 30
in mixed shrub are 74
3 0 pairs40
pairs 40 ha A b
nevadensis is the breeding form
Calamo spiza melanocorys A
lark bunting calamospiza
sparse spring migrant A male was seen at J 3
reclaimed area on 19 may 1983
sandwiches
savannah sparrow passerculus
Passer culus sandwichen
sis A common migrant in weedy pond and stream
edges spring observations range from mid march
mareb
27 february 1989 being early through april one
seen 25 may 1992 in N 2 reclaimed area was
exceptionally late fall records are from mid july to
mid october
song sparrow melospiza melodia A fairly
common migrant in tamarisk along the major washes and at weedy pond edges it winters in small
numbers in the same areas
lincolnii A fairly
lincolnii
lincoln s sparrow melospiza lincolnia
common fall migrant at weedy pond edges and in
tamarisk very few have been seen in spring

swamp sparrow melospiza georgiana

A

sparse migrant A single bird in alternate plumage
was seen in weeds at a pond in the N 2 reclaimed
area 25 27 april 1990
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white throated sparrow zonotrichia albicol
an adult male was seen with a flock of
juncos
ofjuncos

lis
in an oak thicket in chained pinyon juniper
jumper woodland on lolomai
lolotai point by gale monson on 4
november 1990 another adult was on moenkopi
Moen kopi
wash
on 24 april 1992
washon24apnl

white crowned sparrow zonotrichia leu

cophrys
cophrys A common migrant
hi ush and tamarisk
migi ant in brush
migl
throughout the length of the major washes also
blushy chained pinyon juniper on
common in brushy
lolomai
lolotai point this species became markedly more
numerous
nume ious
lous in the 1980s as a winter resident in
tamarisk and adjacent greasewood thickets along
the lower washes indicative of this increase was a
flock of 195 seen in russian olives on 9 january
1992 one was seen in chained pinyon juniper on
lolomai point on 17 june 1983 transect densities
lolotai
blom
from 35
33.5
134 8 individuals
range
40 ha
individuals40
mdividuals40
1348
355 to 134.8
iange hiom
lange

gu erula
gierula
harris sparrow zonotrichia guerula

A

sparse
spaise winter resident
ies ident single individuals were
les
seen in the russian olive grove on 29 january 1992
and 24 april 1992
and24apnll992
hye malis an abundark eyed junco junco hyemalis
dant winter resident throughout the area but priliy distributed in small flocks along washes A
marily
mal ily
mai
common summer resident in dense mixed conifer
of the upper canyons the forms that winter
wintee
wintei in the
area
plesent from late september to early may
alea are
aie present
the arrival of fall birds appears to displace the
flocks of chipping and brewer s sparrows in
tamarisk
isk of the lower washes the local breeding
tamal
tamai
fol
foi
form
m apparently winters in the upper canyons
where they were segregated from wintering forms
march
maleh and 25 september 1984 26 october
maich
on 4 malch
1985 and 16 december 1989 nests with eggs
have been found from 22 may 1983 to 17 june
1985 fledglings have been seen from 16 june
1982 to 13 july 1983 full sized matures
immatured
immatures were
im
bird in pre basic molt
seen on 30 july 1985 and a bud
was seen on 14 august 1984 birds seen in mid
september were
wele all in basic plumage the breedweie
mtei
ing form is intermediate
itei mediate between JJ h dorsalis and
camceps
cam ceps which is typical for all juncos that
7 h caniceps
cani
janiceps
breed in northeastern anzona
arizona see woodbury and
russell 1945 and phillips et al 1964
chestnut collared longspur Cal
calcarius
carius ornatus primarily a sparse fall migrant corded
only
lecorded
recorded
le
from reclaimed areas records
decoi
recoi ds include one seen by
eh&a consultants on 9 october 1979 one in JJIlI
ehda
N 6 reclaimed area on 2 october 1985 one at N 2
reclaimed
area on 16 october 1989 one at J 7
claimed
le
reclaimed
area
claimed
le
alea on 1I october 1990 one at N 2
reclaimed
area on 30 october 1990 and up to 10 in
claimed
le
N 1l reclaimed area 14 17 october 1991 the only
spring occurrence is two males at N 2 reclaimed
area on 30 march 1990
bobolink dolichonyx
Dolichonyx oryzivorous
oryzivorus A sparse
migrant A male in alternate plumage was seen in
N 1l reclaimed area on 17 may 1989

jl

nl
nl
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phoeni ceus
red winged blackbird agelaius phoeniceus
A common migrant at ponds throughout the area

small numbers nest at several ponds in the lease
area A flock of about 50 wintered on lower coal
kopi washes in 1988 89 the
moenkopi
mine and Moen
breeding race is A p fortis
eastern meadowlark sturnella magna A single bird identified by call song and throat color
pattern was seen in J 7 reclaimed area 3 4 june
1991

neglects
western meadowlark sturnella neglecta
neg lecta

A

common summer resident in reclaimed areas the
highway right of way in long house valley the
valley of lower moenkopi
Moen kopi wash and the J 8 mine
plan area two nests found in reclaimed areas on 16
may 1989 contained four and five eggs respectively another found on 30 may 1989 held five eggs
broods typically leave the nest in late may early
june and again in late july early august A common migrant in reclaimed areas and occasionally in
shrub lands A sparse winter resident in reclaimed
shrublands
eally march
eaily
areas not returning in numbers until early
222
333
2.22 to 33
3.33 pairs40
from 22
pairs 40 ha have been found in
reclaimed areas the nominate race breeds
yellow headed blackbird xanthocephalus xan-

thocephalus

common migrant usually near
ponds throughout the area most records are from
april and from mid july to october A single male
was noted at N 1l reclaimed area on 24 june 1992
hagus cyanocephalus
euphagus
eupharus
brewer s blackbird Eup
A common migrant at ponds throughout the area
small numbers breed at J 7 and other ponds also
breeds in small numbers in moist tamarisk sites on
Moen
kopi wash A female feeding fledglings was
moenkopi
seen at J 7 pond on 5 july 1985 and at a pond in N 2
reclaimed area on 19 july 1985 A pan
pair feeding
small young was seen on 10 june 1986 at a pond in
N 2 reclaimed area
great tailed grackle
calus mexic
quiscalus
mexicanus
crackle Quis
anus A
sparse migrant three males and a female were
seen in J 27 reclaimed area on 23 april 1984 a sin
single male was seen at a pond on 5 may 1989 and
another lone male was seen on 18 june 1990
brown headed cowbird molothrus ater A
common summer resident in small numbers
throughout the area the largest group being a
migrant flock of 147 birds seen on 24 april 1992
flom late april to mid september
records span from
black throated gray Warblers
warblers are the only host
species noted from the area transect densities
0 4 to 89
0.4
889
range from 04
8.99 individuals40
40 ha M a
04
individuals
ae and M a obscurus
obscures overlap in northeastartemi stah
artemisian
artemistae
artemisiae
stae
artemisi
ern arizona probably sparse or absent in the study
area before the 1930s woodbury and russell
A

nl

1945

gaibuld
gal
northern oriole icterus galbula
fall migrant in tamarisk from early

A common

august to mid

september less numerous in the spring A male
was seen in pinyon juniper woodland on 11 may
1982 two were seen in tamarisk on lower coal
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mine wash on 27 may 1986 another was seen in
the same area on 23 june 1986 A female was seen
in aspens
ashens in the middle fork of coal mine wash on
26 may 1986
sorum A common
parisorum
scott s oriole icterus pari
summer resident of juniper savanna and open pin
yon jumper
juniper records range from 23 april 1993 to
13 august 1986 and 1992 A pair with two small
fledglings was seen in the J 8 mine plan area on 18
june 1986 this species possesses large territories
four closely observed pairs including the above
516
51 6 lapair
hapair 127 ac
51.6
had territories averaging 516
pair
acpair
aclair
in june 1986
FAMILY

fringillidae

rosy finch leucosticte arc
arctoa
arctos
arctod
toa

A sparse win-

ter resident on 3 january 1984 four individuals of
a gray crowned form were seen feeding on russeale covered mancos
shad scale
slan thistle seeds on a shadscale
sian
kopi wash
moenkopi
shale slope on lower Moen
pine grosbeak Pinicola enucleator A sparse
winter resident seven were seen in mixed conifer
on 1I november 1992 two females were seen feeding on quaking aspen buds at the head of yellow
water canyon on 12 april 1985 on 4 january
1986 22 females were seen in pinyon juniper
jumper and
douglas fir on the mesa rim at kayetta
kayenta point B
fork
folk of coal
mellberg reported a pair in the east mork
mine wash on 17 december 1988 in mixed
conifer
cassinii A fairly
cassinii
cassin s finch carpodacus cassinia
common to common winter resident in wooded
terrain throughout the area it is absent some
years singing and displaying males on lolomai
lolotai
point on 12 april 1985 singing males on 14 june
1984 and 25 june 1986 and a male foraging and
carrying food on 23 june 1988 may indicate breeding near the rim in mixed conifer habitats
mexic anus A comhouse finch carpodacus mexicanus
mon permanent resident throughout the area
retreats in winter to lower elevations fledglings
have been seen on 22 july and 11 august 1982 G
swan found a new nest under the cowling of his
cessna on 3 may 1985 suggesting that the nest
causing an exciting engine failure in J gibbs cessna four years earlier was also from this species
00.4
53
individu
53.33 individua
transect densities range from 04
533
044 to 533
als40 ha spot map densities in pinyon juniper are
hs is the breeding
all 38
3 8 pairs
3.8
40 ha C m frontalis
pairs40
38
fronta
form flocks of up to 300 winter on lower moen
kopi wash
curvirostra an irregularred crossbill loxia curvirostral
ly common permanent resident in mixed conifer in
the upper canyons frequently seen in dense pin
nm area very
yon juniper woodland away from the rim
young fledglings were seen in mixed conifer in
coal mine wash on 10 march 1989 several family
kopi wash on 2
moenkopi
groups were noted in upper Moen
may 1989 another family group was seen in yel
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low water canyon on 5 may 1992 for the complex
of races in the region see monson and phillips
1981

pine siskin carduelis pinus A common win
winter resident throughout the area more numerous in
the spring over 300 were seen feeding on dandele in a side canyon of
lion seeds taraxacum officinale
officina
moenkopi
Moenkopi wash on 24 may 1985 breeding by
birds seen fairly commonly in summer in mixed
conifer is unconfirmed seemingly more numerous
m 1992 at which time it wandered widely during
in
the summer throughout the area with birds noted
in tamarisk on 23 and 29 july 5 august 30 were
weie
thistles
es cirsium vulgare at pond j28 G on
seen in whistles
thistl
phillps
18 august if breeding occurs monson and philips
1981 would assign them to the nominate form
behle 1985 assigns birds in the region to C p
vagran
bagran
psaltrid
ps altria A comlesser goldfinch carduelis psaltria
mon summer resident throughout the area most
are seen from late april to early december during
october they feed extensively on seeds of
longilobus
lobus as a flock
tbreadleaf groundsel senecio longi
threadleaf
of
35 were observed doing on 4 5 october 1989
of35
fledglings were seen on 13 july 1986 the nomi
nominate race is the breeding form and both black
backed and green backed males are frequently
observed
aristis
stis irregutristis
american goldfinch carduelis tri
larly common from early september to mid may it
frequents weedy roadsides throughout the area
these birds are most numerous from december to
mid may males usually undergo pre alternate molt
in april and early may before disappearing

evening grosbeak coccothraustes vesperti

an uncommon fall migrant with most records
eally october into january spring
eaily
being from early
records include two on 14 april 1985 27 on 29

nus

april 1991 and many widespread flocks in march
april 1993 nearly 50 were seen feeding on rusMoen kopi wash on 13
sian olive fruit on lower moenkopi
bei 1989 and four were seen there on 3 jandecember
Decem
uary 1991
FAMILY PASSER
PASSERI DAC
passeridae
passeridac
IDAE
inae
dae

domes ticus A common
house sparrow passer domesticus
permanent resident at mine shops and facilities
this species was probably absent from the area

prior to mine development
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al abundanced
abundance
abundanci
relative season
seasonal

common name and
statuta
breeding statusa
status1
bald eagle
them harrier
northern
noi thea
chinned hawk
sharp
shal p shinned
shai
cooper s hawk
northern
noi them goshawk
swamson
swainson s hawk
red tailed hawk
ferruginous hawk
rough legged hawk
golden eagle
strei
strel
stiel
kestrel
american Ke
merlin
meihn
pelegrine falcon
peregrine
pi alne
prairie
aine falcon
chukar

wild turkey
northern
them bobwhite
noi theb
scaled quail
gambel s quail
amerlean coot
american
sora
soia
crane
glane
sandhill grane
clane
semipalmated plover
killdeer
black necked stilt
american avocet
greater yellowlegs
lessel yellowlegs
lesser
solitary sandpiper
willet
spotted sandpiper
long billed curlew
marbled godwit
western sandpiper
least sandpiper
baird s sandpiper
band
baud
pectoral sandpiper
long billed dowitcher
Dowitch
ei
common snipe
wilson s phalarope
rednecked
red necked phalarope
gull
frankiin s scull
frankiln
franklin
cuil
bonaparte s gull
ring billed gull
california gull
herring gull
common tern
tel n
tei

tern
forster s tem
folster
foister

black

tern
tein

rock dove
band tailed pigeon
mourning dove
greater roadrunner
flammulated owl
western screech
owl
screechowl
great horned owl
northern pygmy owlrl
owl
burrowing owl
spotted owl
long eared owl
northern saw whet owl
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statush
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habitat
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continued
relative seasonal
abundanc
abundant
season a abundanced
nc
abunda

common name and
breeding status

habitat
preference

S
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M
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11
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common nighthawk
poorwilp
common poorwill
PoorwilP
white throated swift
black chinned hummingbird
calliope hummingbird
broad tailed hummingbird
rufous hummingbird
belted kingfisher
lewis woodpecker
acorn woodpecker
caped sapsucker
red naped
williamson s sapsucker
downy woodpecker
hairy woodpecker
northern
noi them flicker
olive sided flycatcher
western wood pewee
willow flycatcher
hammond s flycatcher
dusky flycatcher
gray flycatcher
cordilleran flycatcher
black phoebe
say s phoebe
ash throated flycatcher
cassin s kingbird
kingbird
western kmgbnd8
eastern kingbird
scissor tailed flycatcher

horned lark
purple martin
tree swallow
violet green
gheen swallow
gieen
northern rough winged swallow
bank swallow
cliff swallow
barn swallow
steller ssjay
scrub jay
jaya
pinyon jay1
jay
clark s nutcracker
ciari
clari
american crow
common raven
mountain chickadee
plain titmouse
Bush
bushtit
tit
red breasted nuthatch
white breasted nuthatch
pygmy nuthatch
brown creeper
1

1

1

1

rock wren
canyon wren
bewick s wren
winter wren
house wren
marsh wren
golden crowned kinglet
ruby crowned kinglet
blue gray gnatcatcher
western bluebird
mountain bluebird

seasonal
status11
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3d
seasonal
alabundancf
abundanced
relative season
abundances ad

common name and
breeding status
status1
1

So litane
townsend s solitaire
hermit thrush
veined
varied thrush
Amei
amerlean
american
amel ican robin
northern
noi them mockingbird
sage thrasher
shel
Thia shei
shei
Thia sher
bendire
bendnc s thrasher
bendic
amerlean
american
amet
Amei lean
ican pipit
bohemian waxwing
cedar waxwing
northern
noi them shrike
loggerhead shrike
european
Eui opean starling
eul
gray
cray
virco
vireo
giayvneo
solitary vireo
warbling
waiblmgviieo
vireo
biel
tennessee warbler
wal blei
wai
orange
owned warbler
olange ci crowned
nashville warbler
biel
Wai
virginia s warbler
wal blei
lucy s warbler
yellow warbler
yellow i rumped
bumped warbler
limped
cray warbler
black throated gray
waibler
townsend s warbler
warbler
iieimitwaiblci
hermit
grace
crace
oace
dace s warbler
amer ican Red
Amei
bed stait
american
redstart
thrush
waterthrush
wateithmsh
northern
not them
thea Water
kentucky warbler
macgillivray s warbler
War blei
yellowtbroat
yellowthi
common yellowthroat
thl oat
thi
Yellow
wilson s warbler
yellow bi easted
breasted
aasted chat
western
westeln tanager
grosbeak
cros
black headed gros
Cios beak
grosbeak
Gios beak
blue glos
lazuli bunting
indigo bunting
green
gleen tailed
talled towhee
rufous sided towhee
spal row
american
amerlean
amel ican
amei
lean tree sparrow
chipping sparrow
brewer s sparrow
glay colored sparrow
clay
vesper sparrow
spanow1
lark
laik
lari sparrow
black throated sparrow
sage sparrow
lark
lar
lai k bunting
savannah sparrow
song sparrow
spanow
lincoln s sparrow
shanow
swamp sparrow
spal row
white throated sparrow
white crowned sparrow
harris
hams sparrow
dark eyed junco
chestnut collared longspur
1

bobolink
red winged blackbird

seasonal
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stattisll
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3d
abundance ad
abundancf
season al abundanced
relative seasonal

common name and
breeding status
status1
1

eastern meadowlark
western meadowlark
yellow headed blackbird
brewer s blackbird
great tailed grackle
crackle
brown headed cowbird
northern oriole
scott s oriole
rosy finch
pine grosbeak
cassin s finch
house finch
red crossbill
pine siskin
lesser goldfinch
lessel
american goldfinch
amerlean
evening grosbeak
Sp arrow
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NESS ON THE
EFFECTS OF COBBLE embeddedness
EMBEDDED
DISTRIBUTION OF THE
MICRO
microdistribution
SCULPIN COTTUS BELDINGI AND ITS STONEFLY PREY
roger J harol2
haro12
harola and merlyn

13
brusven13
A brusvenl3
Brusven

laboratory experiments
exper
ness
imenes were
expel iments
embedded
weie undertaken to assess the effects of three levels of cobble embeddedness
microdistribution
rodisti
distribution
ibution of the sculpin cottus
bel dingi and its stonefly
ston efly prey sawala
skwala americana experiments were conon the microdisti
coftus beldingi
coitus
miero
micro
mic
mie
together
ducted separately and gethel
as predator and prey in temperature and flow controlled artificial streams when tested
to
both the predator
to
elther separately or together
either
ston efly prey occurred in significantly greater numbers
elthel
eithel
pred atoi
gether
gethel
atol sculpin and its stonefly
substratal
sub strata having embedded
substratal
sub strata having half- or completely embedded cobbles stonefly
unembedded cobbles than substrata
Ston efly dension substrata
un
substratal
sub strata having un embedded cobbles even though predator densities within the moie
more
ties were
greatel in substrata
mole embedded
wele greater
weie
ator densities influence
cobble patches were significantly lower these findings support the hypothesis that higher predator
pledatoi
pied
stiuctural habitat quality of unembedded cobble patches
prey
pley densities less than the structural
ABSTRACT
ABSIRAC

1

ggles
sculp ins nonpoint
sculpins
ness nonlethal
non point source sedimentasto
key
stonelies
nonlethal effects stoneflies
nelies
kei words predator prey cobble embeddedness
kel
flies stulpins
stone
embedded
bel dingi
tion cottus beldingi

reduced summer flows and increased sedimentation in many western north american

that under laboratory conditions Parag
paragnetina
netina
media plecoptera perlidae selected larger
substratal
sub strata over smaller ones in the presence of
substrata
rainbow trout
Sculp ins hold a significant position in the
sculpins
stulpins
food web of pacific northwest stream communities and have been shown to reduce food
resources food consumption and the produccoitus
tion of trout brocksen et al 1968 cottus
beldingi
bel dingi the paiute sculpin is the most abundant fish species in lapwal
lapwai
laprai creek kucera et
al 1983 the stream investigated in this study
this ambush predator feeds almost exclusively on benthic macro
macroinvertebrates
invertebrates johnson
maero
1985 finger 1982 reported that adult C
bei
bel
beldin
beldingt
beldingi
dingi
sub
substrata
strata in
gt preferred coarse grained substratal
an oregon stream in california gard
card and
flittner 1974 found the highest densities of
sub strata
substrata
C beldingi in rubble or gravel substratal
skwala
sawala amencana
americana plecoptera perlodidae is
ston efly found throughout westa common lotic stonefly
ern north america baumann et al 1977
beldingi
beldingt
dingi
beldin
bei
nymphs are important prey of C bel
gt
johnson 1985 and are normally found in relatively unsedimented unembedded cobble
cobbie
riffles short and ward 1980 they commonly
fiffles
feed on small mayflies
may flies and midges fuller and
stewart 1977 richardson and gaufin 1971
skwala americana is univoltine with adult
sawala

streams may significantly diminish the size

and availability of adequate microhabitat
micro habitat
patches for benthic fish and insects sedimentation from agricultural sources has been
linked to pronounced changes in the trophic
structure of lotic fish assemblages berkman
and rabeni 1987 and may affect macroinver
tebrake
tebrate community structure further altering
trophic relations within the lotic food web
such trophic changes in part may result
from alterations in prey refugia brought about
by the embeddedness
sub
strata
substrata
ness of cobble substratal
embedded
brusven and rose 1981 found that cobble
ness significantly influenced the
embeddedness
embedded
vulnerability of two insect predators hesper
operia
operla
oberla pacifica plecoptera perlidae and rhy
vaccua trichoptera rhyacophili
ac ophila vacoua
dae to predation by cottus rh otheus they
suggested high sculpin predation success in
sub strata was due to the loss of
the embedded substratal
substrata
invertebrate refugia under cobbles
macromvertebrate
macroinvertebrate
macro
i anve
macroinvertebiate
nve rtebrate
microhabitat
maero
Micro habitat shifts by macro
prey in response to vertebrate and macroin
maceoin
vertebrate predators have been reported by
several workers stein and magnuson 1976
stein 1977 peckarsky and dodson 1980
peckarsky 1983 feltmate et al 1986 found
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PREDATOR AVOIDANCE AND STREAM

emergence occurring from february through
july baumann et al 1977
the purpose of this study was to determine

bel dingi and
the microdistribution
micro distribution of C beldingi
skwala americana both separately and
sawala
together as predator and prey when given
choices among three levels of cobble embed
deadness
dedness in an artificial stream
MATERIALS AND METHODS

field collection
lapwai
laprai creek 4618n 11643w drains
agricultural land in the columbia river basin
20 km east of lewiston idaho field esti-

mates of sculpin density were made in sepriffles in lapwai
tember 1987 from fiffles
laprai creek and
Sculp ins were frightened into a
sculpins
tributaries stulpins
its tributaries
drift net attached to two wire mesh side
m2
wings that sampled a rectangular 044 ma
94
sculp ins 661
stulpins
66.1
9.4
661
94 mm used in
area adult sculpins
the experiment were collected during september and october 1987
sawala amerston efly nymphs skwala
late instar stonefly
icana were collected with kick nets from the
sculp ins were collectstulpins
riffles from which sculpins
same fiffles
ed the nymphs were transported to the laboratory

preconditioning
Pre
conditioning of test organisms
Sculp ins and stoneflies
sculpins
stone flies were acclimated in
stulpins
laboratory streams like those described by
brusven 1973 cobbles were placed in the
streams to provide cover all organisms were
acclimated for at least 48 h in holding streams
Sculp ins were ranstulpins
before each experiment sculpins
domly selected 24 h before each experiment
isolated and starved to better elicit hunger
and foraging behavior

experimental stream channels
3.35
two plexiglas streams 335
335 X 0.25
025 X
ogo
020
0.20
020 in were arranged side by side in the lab
UP

STREAM

U

8

ull
MIN
mil
nib
nin

sedimentation

65

oratory the streams were partitioned into
m2
m2 sections bordered by a 004 ma
three 019 ma
sand area at each end fig 1
tapwater
tap water was recirculated
Un
unchlorinated tawwater
chlorinated
through the channels by electrical pumps
mean velocity 2.44
244 cm s 1 water tempera139
with thermo13.9
139
ture was maintained at 139c
static refrigeration units placed within recir13.0
culating sumps
130
cu
bumps water depth was held at 130
cm above the base substrate thus assuring
that all cobbles were fully submersed

substrate treatments
62.0
127.0 mm
natural stream cobbles 620
620 1270
principal axis were collected from lapwai
laprai
creek cobbles were scrubbed with a brush
under hot tap water dried and labeled with
an identification number and orientation
arrow to enable replication of their spatial
or
un
arrangement in either an unembedded
embedded
half embedded condition fifteen cobbles
were randomly positioned in each of the test
sections of the stream except for the simulated fully embedded condition which had no
visible surface presence of cobbles the cobbles covered ca 60 of the two dimensional
unembedded
area of the un
embedded and 50 embedded
sections

to simulate

a 50

embedded condition

half of each cobble s principal axis was cast in
parts the casts were later filled
plaster of paris
with a mixture of concrete and natural stream
sand after drying the half casts were textured with a wire brush and assigned an identification number and directional arrow that
corresponded to their natural rock counterparts
two centimeters of washed stream sand
was spread over the bottom of each artificial
stream to serve as a base substratum three
embeddedness
nes s conditions were rancobble embeddednes
cobbie
embedded
domly assigned among three stream sections
in one section cobbles were placed on top of
the sand in another section the half casts
STREAM

1101111
MWN

STREAM

13

set
abt
bet

f law

cobbie embeddedness
ness
schematic diagram of an artificial channel showing the stream sections and one cobble
embedded
100 embedded cobbles and 13
50 embedded cobbles S
arrangement U
un embedded cobbles H

fig

1
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were positioned in the identical arrangement
and orientation as their natural unembedded
un
embedded
counterparts
counted
countei parts they were placed directly on
the sand thereby limiting access to their
under surfaces by the organisms studied the
2 o0emcm layer of
remaining section was left as a 20
sand and simulated a 100 cobble embedded
condition with no cobbles evident on the surface

experimental trials
experimental trials ran for 20 h and were
terminated
photoperiod
teiminated at sunrise pbotoperiod
photopenod 9 light 11
dark upon completion of a trial water flow
was shut off and partitions were placed

between stream sections test organisms were
recovered from each section and counted
animals recovered from the buffer sections
were not included in the statistical analysis
two experiments were
weie conducted 1 predawele
tor and prey were tested independently to
non
assess noninteractive
interactive distribution and 2
and prey were tested together to
preda
predator
predatorand
torand
assess interactive distribution

interactive
examined
selection

PREDATOR
PREDAWR AND PREY

this experiment

NON
noninteractive

habitat
by the predator sculpin and preystonefly
ston efly
prey stonefly
othen two parallel streams
in absence of each other
were
weie used one for the predator and one for
the prey equal numbers of sculp
sculpins
stulpins
ins 2 and
stoneflies
stone flies 4 were introduced into each secstream of the respective
tion 3 sections
sectionsstream
sectionsstieam
streams and allowed to freely distribute
ool
ooi
foi 20 h sculpin stocking
among the sections for
density in the artificial channel 6 fishchan
nel approximated sculpin density in the field

699 fish m 2 haro 1988
ie 69gg66.9
thiee cobble embedded
three
ie

conditions were
randomly assigned among stream sections
tabi r

naturalist

volume 54

upstream midstream and downstream
each possible cobble arrangement was replicated randomly in time three times for a
total of nine trials for each organism A non
parametric kruskal wallis test with a posteriori pairwise comparisons conover 1980 was
used to detect significant differences among
mean ranked numbers of organisms recovcobbie embeddedness
ered from three cobble
embeddedn es s conditions conover 1980

ie

PREDATOR AND PREY

this

interactive

experiment examined predator prey interaction when both the predator and prey were
introduced into
int 0 a common stream four stone
flies were placed into each of three sections 1 h
sculp ins isec
stulpins
prior to the introduction of sculpins
2sec
astream in this experiment trials were
tion 6stream
run concurrently in two parallel streams
each possible cobble arrangement three was
replicated in time four times for a total of 24
trials this experiment assessed whether distribution
trib ution of either the sculpin predator or its
prey was altered in the presence of the other
species statistical tests similar to those
described in the first experiment were used to
detect significant differences among mean
ranked numbers of organisms from three cob
ble embeddedness conditions
RESULTS

predator and prey

Non
interactive
noninteractive

sculpin numbers table 1 were significantly different between substrate embed
001
.001
deadness
ooi
001 when tested
dedness conditions P
in absence of stonefly
ston efly prey multiple comsons showed that mean ranked sculpin
parisons
pari

rn

kruskal wallis test statistic T and mean ranked sculpin and stonefly
ston efly counts rini among cobble embed
deadness conditions unique lowercase letters denote significantly different counts within both noninteractive and interdcdncss
dedness
active predator
experiments
pley expenments
piedator and prey
TABLE
TAUI

1

sculpin

treatment
estment
ti eatment

T

18
Non
noninteractive
n
nonintei
interactive
tel active ni
tei
Nonin
unernbedded
uncmbcdded
50 embedded
100
loo embedded

53.03
5303

interactive nni 24
Un embedded
50 embedded
100 embedded

71 05
71.05
7105

rn
rini
488a
150b
133b

i

P

oos
0001 multiple comparison
P
rite
ritc
LIIOI
p5005
005
ritc
rite
ertol rute
compdiison error

T
53 igl
53.16
5316
161

tilo

binl
bini
rn
rini

806a
317b
139c

1011
71
71.10
7110
lo 11

583a
158b
138b

tte
ite
orrate
arrate
loi
knaa wallahttstu 101

anaa
skil
klu
Kiu
kiuskil

Ston efly
stonefly

563a
275b
133c
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5070 embedded
1007o embedded
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B

A
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44.

4
2

0

SCULPINS

FLIES
STONE
stoneflies

dingi
beldin
cobbie embeddedness
embeddedne&s
beldingt
2 mean numbers of A cottus
skwala americana recovered from three cobble
bei
bel
coitus beldingi
gt and B sawala
nonmteractively
noninteractively
conditions n 18 when tested non
interactively in separate stream channels vertical lines indicate 1I SD

fig

cobble sections
numbers in unembedded cobbie
oos
005
.005
005 than in
were significantly greater P
either the 50 or 100 embedded sections
table 1 fig aa
2a however there was no difference in ranked sculpin numbers between
the latter cobble embedded conditions when
substrate effects were discounted no differ-

ences were found when sculpin numbers
were analyzed by stream section
ston efly numbers were also signifiranked stonefly
cantly different among substrate embedded
.001
ooi
ool
001 when tested in
ness conditions P
absence of sculpin predators table 1 furthermore
ther
more all multiple comparisons between
substrate conditions were significant P
005
.005
sculp ins stonefly
sculpins
005 like stulpins
ston efly nymphs were
cobbie sub
most abundant in unembedded cobble
strata followed by 50 and 100 cobble
embedded conditions fig 2b
ab nymphs were
most often found on the undersides of unem
anem
bedded cobbles and on the sides of 50
sculp ins when
sculpins
embedded cobbles As with stulpins
stone flies
substrate effects were discounted stoneflies
did not distribute themselves differentially
within any particular section in the channel
at the conclusion of the experiment nearly all
stonefly
99
ston efly nymphs introduced were
recovered alive

predator and prey interactive
sculp
ins and stone
stulpins
when placed together sculpins
flies were distributed similarly in proportion-

cobbie embedded
ate numbers among three cobble

ness conditions as when tested separately
sculp ins and
stulpins
table 1 greatest densities of sculpins
stoneflies
stone flies were in the unembedded cobble

sections fig aa
3a B
efly numbers were 35 20 and 15
stonefly
Ston
lower respectively than numbers recorded
from unembedded
50 and 100 cobble em
un
embedded
bedded sections without predators although
stonefly
ston efly densities were altered by predation
numbers of stoneflies
stone flies occupying the unem
anem
sub strata were more than dousubstratal
bedded cobble substrata
ble those found in the cobble embedded sec-

tions during the tests conducted without
predators furthermore mean stonefly
ston efly numbers from the 50 and 100 embedded sub
strata were nearly identical between the two
experiments

discussion
supported
sculp ins and stoneflies
stulpins
the highest densities of sculpins
stone flies
when tested both independently and interactively we propose that spatial refugia afforded
U unembedded
sub strata
substrata
cobbie substratal
nembedded cobble
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Un
A
unembedded
embedded
A
5010
50
embedded
0
100
loo embedded
8 1007o
13

B

6

4
2
0n

J

J

iri
ill2i3

SCULPINS

i

W aj
yj

FLIES
STONE
stoneflies

from three cobble embeddedness
skwala americana
numbers of A cottus beldingi
3 mean numbeis
amen cana recovered hiom
bel dingi and 1B3 sawala
conditions n 24 when tested interactively
intel actively in streams vertical lines indicate 1I SD

fig

sub
cobbie substratal
substrata
by the unembedded cobble
strata influenced the distribution of S americana
amen cana more
than the presence
senee of vertebrate predators
pie sence
occupying mutually similar habitats we submit that if the probability of prey escapement
increases in un embedded cobbles because of
expeditious access to refugia then the stone
fly may tolerate a greater risk of predatory

attack in theory habitat specific escape
behavior can reinforce a prey s preference for
convolved
habitats shared by coevolved
co
evolved predators lima
1992 according to peckarsky 1982 prey
that are smaller than their predators can effectively occupy interstitial spaces not habitable
by predators this hypothesis is supported by
stone flies
the fact that significantly more stoneflies
occupied the 50 than 100 embedded cobsub
ble substratal
substrata
strata whereas sculpin densities found
sub
strata were nearly
substrata
within these embedded substratal
identical further davis and warren 1965
found that in a laboratory channel similar to
one used in this study prey consumption by
plexus significantly decreased as
perplexus
perplexes
cottus
coitus per
cottus densities increased high densities of
C beldingi
bel dingi in the unembedded cobble sub
strata may have produced a similar interference response thereby reducing the potential
predation pressure
pre ssuie on S americana
amen cana

predators have been shown to have non
lethal effects on prey by altering prey distribution power and matthews 1983 sih
sib 1987
kohler and mcpeek 1989 however results
from our study generally do not support this
type of response to predation our findings
sib et al
more closely approximate those of sih
1992 who reported that relative changes in
prey density were attributed almost entirely
than predation induced
to predation rather thanpredation
emigration
while we did not conduct stomach analysis
on the sculpin predator to confirm prey consumption in this study earlier studies by
johnson 1985 in lapwai
laprai creek reported
amen cana by C
extensive predation of S americana

beldingi
bel dingi accordingly we surmised that
reduced densities of prey at the conclusion of
sculpins
sculpms
stulpins
ins present were
an experiment having sculp
due to predation alone
cobbie substrata
substratal
sub strata
in the field unembedded cobble
likely offer better foraging conditions for S
amencana
americana
amen cana offsetting potential risks of sculpin
predation siltation in riffle habitats reduces
i
invertebrate
macroinvertebrate
rate prey densities especially
macro
mac roinverteb
mayflies
may flies mcclelland and brusven 1980
lenat et al 1981 peckarsky 1984 and may
efly residence time within cobble
stonefly
lower ston

19941
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embedded patches short and ward 1980
noted that low densities of S americana
amen cana in a
colorado mountain stream were not the result
of limited food but of siltation from bank eroslon that reduced suitable habitat
sion
maero
macroinvertebrate
vertebrate densities from laprai
lapwai
maceoin
macroin invertebrate
Macro
creek were much lower when the cobbles
were 50 75 embedded than 0 25 embedded haro 1988 however differences in
macroinveitebrate
rate abundance were not so
macroinverteb
great as to suggest prey was limiting to
substratal
sub strata
sculp
sculpms
sculpins
stulpins
ins in these cobble embedded substrata
cobbie sub
in conclusion unembedded cobble
strata in artificial streams provided spatial
remm
refugia
sculpm
rates from sculpin
macroinvertebrates
invertebrates
sculpt
reff
mgla for macro
macroinverteb

igia
predation

stoneflies
Stone flies continued to select this
microhabitat
micro habitat even though it harbored potentially dangerous sculpin predators cobble
substratal
sub strata can be greatly altered in sediment
substrata
laden misorder
midorder
mi
dorder streams draining agricultural
lands haro 1988 cobble impaction resulting
in habitat degradation may destabilize ecological relationships between organisms that
have coevolved
convolved
co
evolved in relatively silt free and
riffles the importance
cobble fiffles
unembedded cobbie
of substrate condition in mediating predator
prey interactions in streams is becoming more
evident feltmate and williams 1989 gilliam
et al 1989 fuller and rand 1990 thus the
mechanisms by which and the extent to which
nonpomt
point source sediment perturbations alter
nonport
non
nonpoint
lotic food web dynamics warrant careful consideration when evaluating stream ecosystems
in the future
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persistent POLLEN AS A TRACER FOR hibernating butterflies
OF HESPERIA JUBA lepidoptera hesperiidae
THE CASE ofhesperiajuba
12 and arthur
amy E berkhousen12
berkhousenl2
Berkhousen

13
shapiro13
M shapirol3
Shapiro

r pollen grains of plants with well defined flowering seasons may persist on insects through episodes of
dormancy such as hibernation when readily recognizable and possibly confounding taxa can be excluded these pollen
grains can serve as direct evidence of life history phenomena that are notoriously difficult to verify in the field pollen
ot
of the autumn flowering composite chrysothamnus nauseosus was used to demonstrate that the common montane skiphespenajuba hibernates as an adult in the sierra nevada this is the first demonstration of adult over
overwintering
wintering in
per hesperiaiuba
hesp ernd and may represent the smallest butterfly known to overwinter in a cold climate
a temperate zone hesperiid
ABSTRACT
ABSTRAC

nauseosus
key words pollen carryover hibernation phenology body size
stze hesperia juba chrysothamnus nause
ostis
nauseostis
nymphalid antiopa
Nymphalis
nymphalis
antiona

many life history phenomena of insects of pollen of an autumn flowering plant on a
including seasonal dormancy and migration
spring collected insect could document the
can be inferred from phenological data but are overwinter survival of that individual there
notoriously difficult to demonstrate directly in seems to be no prior documentation of such
long term pollen persistence we applied the
the field the animals are too few andor diffi- longterm
cult to find many holarctic nymphaline but- concept to the californian skipper hesperia
terflies
ter flies have been suspected of hibernation juba scudder hesperiidae which has been
since the 18th century but there is still no suspected of adult hibernation using as our
direct evidence in many of them direct evi- index pollen species the composite shrub
dence requires either the post hibernation chrysothamnus nauseosus pall britton with
recovery of individuals marked the previous encouraging results
season or otherwise identifiable or the disthe difficulty of verifying hibernation is
covery of hibernating individuals and the illustrated by shapiro s previous studies of H
demonstration that they are able to survive juba shapiro 1981 he marked 104 individuwinter in situ and enter the reproductive pool als at donner pass in the sierra nevada in
september 1979 in june 1980 he captured 18
in spring despite the rarity of such evidence
the hypothesis of adult hibernation is repeat- individuals in the same area but none was
ed uncritically in most modern accounts of marked this was an unusually large scale
nymphaline biology it is much more difficult attempt at a direct demonstration of overwin
nymph alids seldom occur
bering hibernating nymphalids
to persuade anyone that a butterfly belonging tering
to a lineage hitherto unsuspected of hiberna- at similar densities shapiro noted that the
overwinters as an adult
negative result was uninterpretable the only
tion in fact overwinters
kettlewell 1961 and kettlewell and heard meaningful result would have been the cap1961 were able to use a radioactive particle ture of one or more marked specimens
originating from an atmospheric nuclear test
in the sahara desert to trace the origin of a
NATURAL HISTORY OF HESPERIA JUBA
ophila noctuella
noc tuella schiff
nemophila
nomophila
migrant moth Nom
hesperia juba is a common and widespread
pyralidae collected in britain pollen grains
are a more prosaic surface contaminant of montane skipper in california and adjacent
insect specimens which under favorable cir- states despite its commonness its life history
cumstances
cum stances can serve the same purpose
remains very poorly known macneill 1964
demonstration of even a single adherent grain described the early stages based on laboratory
uil
tor
borni
ili
C ull
for
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kopul ition
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rearing but did not understand its phenology
misled by pooling data from a very heterogeneous mix of localities he wrote that
the adults are present from april through october
with some variation according to locality evidently
emergence is rather continuous and there are no
distinct seasonal broods

emmel and emmel 1973 recorded two distinct flights in southern california april june
and august september and all subsequent
local or regional data from oregon dornfeld
1980 to baja california brown et al 1992
have been similar shapiro 1979 was the first
to point out that the phenology of H juba was
not only well defined but very unusual for a
skipper he presented eight years of donner

pass data 1972 79 resulting from a biweekly
sampling program this study is now in its
gist year and the pattern evident in 1979 has

continued with great consistency table 1
hesperiajuba
juba occurs at 5 of the 10 stations on
hesperia
shapiro s northern california transect and is
definitely resident at 4 of these at all 4 it is
spring autumn bivoltine with slight variation
springautumn
in phenology over an altitudinal range of
1500 2750 in

no other hesperiine skipper is bivoltine at
donner pass 2100 in or higher and no other

naturalist

volume 54

skipper flies either so early in spring or so late
in autumn the only other bivoltine hespen
lne in the region is polites sabuleti tecumseh
ine
grinnell at the lower limits of its range 1500
in on both the sierran east and west slopes
but only irregularly bivoltine on the west it
jofh
is only about 60 the size of
H juba but even
ofh
so it emerges later in spring much later at
donner pass where it is univoltine at donner H juba is often one of the first species to
fly after snowmelt
snowbelt
snowmelt along with the presumably
adult hibernating nymphalids
nymph alids and pupal
hibernating Ce
celastrina
argi olus echo WH
lastrina argiolus
Edwards Lycaenidae and pontia occidentalist
edwardslyeaenidae
edwardslycaenidae
occidentahs
occidentalis
ails
alls
alis
occident
reakirtpieridae
reakirtpiendae
Reakirt Pieridae these and other circum
circumstances described in shapiro 1979 led to the
suggestion that H juba hibernates as an adult
nonetheless scott 1986 ignored this suggestion proposing instead that H juba overwin
cered as a larva
tered

an overwintering
over wintering larva would not be

expected to feed and grow under a snowpack
snow pack
that normally persists for 6 7 months thus
growth would be limited to the periods of
good weather between autumn flight and
snowmelt
onset of snow and between snowbelt
snow melt and
some pupation time before the spring
flight in all a few weeks skippers grow slowly even under seemingly optimal conditions

phenology of hesperia juba at donner pass 2100 m in the sierra nevada of california based on roughly
biweekly sampling 1972 92
TABLL 1
TABLE

year

first flight

second flight

N
nik
nii

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

v 24 vi7
v24
via
norseen
not seen
notseen
vig
vi 9
VI 11
vili
vill
14 vii
vv14
vil
vn 1I
vi44
via
vi

xx4
4
viii
vin 10 xa
5
xx5
ix7
ix 7 xa
viii24
ix 27
vin 24 ix27

64

78

75
82

vi 14 vii
vn
vil 1I
vi 1I vii
vil
vn 12
via
vn
vii55
vi7
vi 7 viig
via
vi7
vi 7 vi21

x 23
viii15
vni15 x23
30
ix30
ix44 ix
ix
ix4
ix 4 ix27
ix 27
viii6
ix 6
vni
ani 6 ix61
ix 1I ix20
ix 20
x 26
viii30
vin 30 x26
ix6
ix 6 ix22
ix 22
20 xxa
x55
viii20
vin
ix4
viii
vin 11I 11I ix 17
19 ix22
viii19
ix 22
vin
x8
viii28
x8
vin 28 xa
ix5
ix 18
ix 5 ix18
12
ix4
ix 4 xx12
26
22 ix
ix26
viii22
vin

75
82
96
90
61
96
89
50
70
85
102

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

vn 9
vii9
vi23 viig
12
vii12
vis vn
v 27 vi
20
vi20
v27
23 vi19
vv23
17 vi
15
vv17
vi15
via
vi22
vi
26 v 14
iv26
iv
18
v 20 vi
vi18
v20
via
v 12 vig
v12
vi2
vi 2
viig
vn 5
vii5
vi2
via
vi 2 vils
iv28
iv 28 vis
vi 8

ix2 ix30
ix 30
vn 20 xa
x8
x8
vii20
ix2
ix 2 ix23
ix 23

flight to first observation of ofsecond
of days froin hust
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while attempting to carry various stages of
H juba overwinter in the laboratory we

thamous nauseosus it and the polygonaceous
thamnus
wrightii
subshrub eriogonum wrightiii
wnghtn
tii torr ex benth
wrigh

reared a single larva from egg to male adult
in 83 days at a continuous temperature of
26 C under outdoor photoperiod on growing
26c
poa sp gramineae this individual developed without interruption except for molts
we estimate the time available for circum
hibernal larval development in an average
year to be on the order of 75 85 days nearly
all with night temperatures below freezing
and with afternoons reaching 20c
20 C for per-

afternoon and are rarely seen anywhere else
or engaged in any activity but feeding this
contrasts with spring when courtship mating
and oviposition are all readily observed even

haps 2 3 hrday
arday

most holarctic hesperia are univoltine
macneill 1964 although phenologically
diverse even in a given location in the northeastern united states H metea scudder flies
sassacus
sacus harris in late
in early spring H sas
attalus WH edwards in summer
spring H attacus
and H leonardus harris at the end of summer
into autumn in northern california there are
distinctive populations of the H comma L
complex that are univoltine from june to
october in different localities more than one
species may be involved H nevada scudder flies in early to midsummer at high elevalindseyi
tion H lindse
yi holland is univoltine in late
spring early summer slightly earlier than
sympatric populations of the comma complex
only H columbia scudder is bivoltine flying
midspring
in foothill habitats in mid
spring overlapping
H lindseyi
lindse yi a little and again in early autumn
overlapping late comma all nearctic hesperia appear to feed on perennial bunchgrass
es and all except H juba have seasonal phe
nologies
no logies consistent with larval overwintering
albeit in different instars
in stars one potential
alternative explanation of the H juba phenology apparently falsified by this study is that
the nominal speciesjuba
species juba consists of two wholallo chronic spring and fall univoltine poply allochronic
ulations
ulat
ions indistinguishable phenotypically A
situation of this sort occurs in the comma
complex on the western slopes of the sierra
nevada apparently involving sibling species
that are however weakly phenotypically distinguishable the apparently universal sym-

patry of the putative populations argues
against this hypothesis if they were truly
independent surely there would be places
where one occurs without the other
the second flight of H juba at donner
pass coincides with peak flowering by the
rabbit brush chryso
composite shrub rubber rabbitbrush

by juba are usually the only
not visited byjuba
plants in flower at donner then H juba visit
this plant from midmorning until very late

though population densities are generally
much lower chrysothamnus is visited by
nearly all nectarivorous insects flying at that
season including the presumably hibernating
nymphalids
nymph alids late individuals of the larger frit
speyena
eyla nymphalidae the
eyia
Spey
il
Spe
sph yena
illanes
speyeria
eria
laries genus spen
nena
nivol tine skipper ochlodes
Och lodes syl
autumn uunivoltine
lycaemd piend
lyea
pierid and
bdv various lycaenid
vanoides adv
satyrid
satyric butterflies bumblebees bombus and
satynd
honeybees apis hymenoptera apidae and
many diptera including syrphidae bombyliidae and Tachim
dae
tachinidae
chrysothamnus is not a very prolific pollen

producer but we reasoned that its near
monopoly on H juba foraging in autumn and
the near certainty that the last few feeding
bouts prior to hibernation would have been
on this plant make it an excellent candidate
for persistent pollen detectable in spring
METHODS

there seems

to be only one published picture of chrysothamnus pollen its geographic
origin is unspecified but likely is utah
solomon et al 1973 we collected fresh
pollen from C nauseosus at donner pass in
autumn 1991 fig 1 we also collected fresh
pollen from other composites whose pollen
might cause confusion and which were in
flower in spring 1992 at or near donner pass
whether or not they overlapped the first flight

there we obtained spring collected specimens of H juba from the bohart museum of
U C davis which has many
entomology UC
orams
from donner pass as vouchers of
AMS s pheofams
nological and faunistic studies we also colno
lected spring 1992 specimens at donner pass
we did SEM searches for pollen following the
methods of courtney et al 1982 with special
attention to the facial cavity and basal portions of the proboscis we did not attempt to
identify non
compositc pollens because we
composite
noncomposite
knew no non
composite whose phenology
noncomposite
made it a potential indicator of overwintering
overwintering
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640x

iggi 640x 2 wyethia mollis donner
chrysothamnus nauseosus donner
donnel pass ix1991
ix 1991
balsamorrhiza
balsamorhiza
kahainorhiza sagitta
sagittate
sagittata
ta donner v 1992 2500x 4 chrysothamnus with another pollen base of provi 6 88 1250x 6 cf
1290 1250x 5 chrysothamnus proboscis H juba donner vi688
donner v v1290
sacra
v 1 88 640x
Sacid
proboscis N antiopa
saeid mento v188
ant
iopa north sacramento
antiona

6 SEM studies

640x 3
boscis IL juba
uba
chrysothainnus
chrisothammis
v 1992

N

1

about 20 species of plants were in flower at
donner pass during the 1992 spring flight
those visited by H juba were phlox diffuse
diffusa
benth polemoniaceae calyptridium umbel
batum torr greene portulacaceae salix sp
latum

salicaceae wyethia mollis gray and taraxle L compositae of these
acum officinale
officina
taraxacum pollen is easily distinguished from
chrysothamnus wyethia is similar enough to
require careful evaluation see below
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RESULTS

at least

grain of chrysothamnus pollen
was found on 617 spring H juba table 2
amounting to 25 of 374 grains examined
7
chrysothamnus pollen was unevenly
distributed among individuals most grains
were found on specimens bearing few pollen
grains overall and none or only one or two
other pollen species specimens with heavy
and diverse pollen loads tended to have no
detectable chrysothamnus we interpret this
as indicating that individuals just out of hibernation which have had little chance to feed
are most likely to have carryover grains from
1

the previous autumn subsequent feeding
would either dislodge such grains or bury
them in new pollen of other species making
them difficult to see because fewer plants
are in flower in early spring at the colder
drier east end of donner pass than in the
west spring specimens collected in the east
are usually taken from bare soil and have very
light or no detectable pollen loads in comparison to those from the west unfortunately
specimens taken before 1992 are merely
labeled donner pass
there are several composite genera presenting more or less similar spherical tricol
porate
borate echinate pollens that occur at or near
donner pass several of these bloom at mid
occurrence of chrysothamnus pollen grains
juba from donner pass
hesperiajuba
on spring collected Hesperia
hespenajuba
TABLE 2

date of capture

total pollen grains
all species

vi688
vi 6 88
vi688
vi 6 88
v 1290
v 1290
12.90
vilgo
190
vi190
vi igo

v892
v892
v892
v892
v892
v892
v892
v892
v892
v892
v 16.92
1692
v 1692
16.92
17

one ambiguous grain
thammm
thamnus
thamma

2
0
10
10
10
15

chrysothamnus
pollen grains
2
0
10

0011
10
1

50
100

0
0

7
4

0
0
0

2

1

10

0

20
7
25
100

0
0

374

251
25

2

1

0

ahry
Cbry
hry
v 12 90 specimen not counted as
on this v1290
is canso
chnso
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summer in between the two flights of H juba
and are not at issue aster and solidago spp
app
&pp
often overlap the early part of the autumn
flight since they never bloom in spring any
of their pollen found on H juba would function as an indicator of hibernation because
they are so rarely still in bloom at the end of
the flight they are poor
pool candidates for overpooi
winter persistence in fact we have not
detected them
pollens of the genera balsamorhiza
balsamorrhiza and
wyethia both heliantheae
Helian theae are sufficiently
similar to chrysothamnus as to require careful
diagnosis balsamorrhiza
balsamorhiza sagitta
ta pursh
sagittate
sagittata
ridgetops
ndgetops
nutt occurs on andesitic ridge
tops overlooking the pass it is uncommon and in most
years blooms during the second half of the
first flight wyethia mollis is very abundant
and widespread it blooms slightly later usually in the last third of the first flight these
pollens were found on spnngjuba
springjuba
spring juba but are easily distinguished from chrysothamnus even at
low magnification by their more acuminate
and differently spaced echinate
echinae figs 2 3

discussion

the

concept of pollen carryover is famillar
iar in pollination ecology handel 1983 waser
1983 but there has been no incentive to look
long term persistence wiklund et al
for truly longterm
1979 argued based on studies of the wood
pieridae
white leptidea
ea sinapis L fien
Leptid
flen
Pien dae that
butterflies are poor pollen vectors and that
the lepidopteran proboscis is pre adaptive for
nectar robbery flowers visited in wiklund s study however were viola violaceae
and lathyrus leguminosae which are normally pollinated
pollina ted by hymenoptera and are nei
nel
neither designed for nor dependent on butterfly pollinators
pollina tors courtney et al 1982 countered with data from several common palearcnymph alids reputed
tic butterflies including nymphalids
to hibernate demonstrating not only significant pollen loads but relatively long pollen
residence times several days from this they
argued that butterflies being relatively vagile
could be important agents of relatively long
distance pollination wiklund et al 1982
countered that butterflies were still very inefpollina tors and tepedino 19
ficient as pollinators
83
1983
noted that the usual rapid decline in pollen
viability
viabilit
viabilityy with time would ne
negate
9 ate any dispersal
advantage of butterflies as vectors venables
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and barrows 1985 argued based on studies chrysothamnus does not grow but other gencago etc
of two north american species that skippers era with similar pollens aster solidago
Sohdago
sohdago
babiy
did transfer pollen but probably
piobably
pro
babis not very effi- do shapiro 1986 argued based on circum
pio bably
plo
circumciently
stantial phenological evidence that N
chrysothamnus is visited by a great variety antiopa
antiona has a regular cycle of seasonal altituof insects and has a relatively generalized pol- dinal migration in california A more sophistili
lination
nation syndrome the relative efficiency of cated study allowing us to discriminate among
pollina tors is unknown but various summer and autumn flowering comvarious visitors as pollinators
seed set is typically heavy because the floral posite pollens west of the sierra nevada
tube is long the skipper must insert its pro- might permit a direct test of this hypothesis
boscis deeply the usual approach is from evidence in table 3 is a credible if not
above and many individuals dip forward far absolute verification of the conventional wis
wisenough to bring the palpi and facial cavity dom that N antiopa
antiona does indeed overwinter
into contact with the flower we find occasion
occasion- as an adult it is inadequate to confirm migraal pollen grains on the legs and pelage as well tory movement A european colleague has
mouth parts few approaches are made pointed out to us that N antiona
as the mouthparts
antiopa reputedly
from the side and it is unclear whether the does not visit flowers there we have docuproboscis could reach the nectar with this mented its visits to flowers in california by
approach
appl oach we have observed H juba using photograph as well as pollen studies persisappi
fore legs to groom its head and antennae
the forelegs
tent pollen was used by mikkola 1971 and
tepedino s remarks on pollen viability are ir
ir- hendrix et al 1987 to trace the sources of
relevant to our study since even if chrysotham- migrant lepidoptera including truly long dis
nus pollen remained viable overwinter there tance migrants
would be no stigmas in spring to receive it
there is a very remote possibility of secwe have found spherical tricolporate
tricorporate ondary pollen transfer iiee that autumn poltncolporate
balsamorrhiza lens found on spring butterflies might have
echinate non wyethia non balsamorhiza
composite pollens on 5 of 8 presumably hiber- been acquired initially in autumn by other
hs antwpa
Nym
hibernating insects such as bombus hymennymphalid
phalls
phalis
nymphalis
nated nymphahs
antiope L nymphalidae
antiopa
Nympha
selected haphazardly from the bohart muse- optera apidae queens and redeposited in
flowers where they were acquired by others
ulis
uris
um s northern california series As in H juba
suspect pollen was most frequent on speci- the abundance of grains in our study argues
mens bearing little pollen overall and few if against this mechanism
we have probably established that hespe
any other species table 3 some of these
najuba
over winters as an adult but not that
ria juba overwinters
specimens are from low elevation sites where najaba
hs antiona
occurrence of chrysothamnus aie
lie
ilke
like
nymphalis
nymphahs
nymphalid
phalis
ilie
antiopa from high and low elevaNympha
iie pollen on spring collected Nym
like pollens
tions in north central california no attempt was made to discriminate among several chrysothamnus ilke
potentially available at low elevation but all the genera bloom in
m late summer and autumn only note that the two
vil
vii
7776
76 specimens from sagehen creek
cleek might be altitudinal immigrants from the late spring emergence west of the
vii776
30 76 ones based on phenotype and condition probably overwintered
shapllo
shapiro
over wintered locally
3076
vi3076
sierra Shap
llo 1986 while the vi
lio
iio
tame L 3
TABI

total pollen

local ity of
ofcaptuie
capture
date and locality
i

grains
all spp
app
30 1976
vi301976
vi
301976
30 1976
vi
vi301976
301976
vii71976
vil 71976
vii
viig
1976
vil
vii
vii71976
vii771976
11 1977
iv111977
iv
111977
iv 11 1977
iv 131977
13 1977
13.1977

v

1

1988

sagebien
sageben creek siena
sagehen
sierra
slena county

2
7

150
100
tyll
fairfield solano county
Coun tyly
11

11

willow slough yolo county
countyl
Coun tyl
north sacramento sacramento county
1

8
111
nt
1500 lil
chniiotlunnnii pi
plesent
in chrysothainnits
ITI
lwi
th
tbsciit
clcvttioii
100 in onyifithainnii
absot
nus abbot
atlo
atio

110wati
lkvition

cl

chrysothamnus
like pollen
grains
2
7
0
0

13
0
7
14

6
0
7
8

293

30
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this is its exclusive mode of overwintering
over wintering
overwinteridg

at

lower elevations the time constraint on
fall
fallspring
spring larval development is less severe
and such a phenology becomes at least plausible it would rarely be possible at donner but
in rugged relief many microclimates
micro climates occur
some of which might allow larval overwinter
ing at least in some years some autumn
females from donner will lay fertile eggs
though they usually must be confined for at
least a week before they do of 9 donner
females confined in autumn 1992 3 laid a few
fertile eggs and contained spermatophores 2
contained mature or nearly mature eggs but
no spermatophore and 4 contained neither
eggs nor a spermatophore at death in 1992
11 females were collected at donner of these

had mature eggs and none had sper
matophores table 4 in addition 3 were
taken at carson pass alpine co 2700 m 27
september 1992 of these 2 had neither eggs
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reproductive condition of 14 H juba females
collected in the sierra nevada in autumn 1992
TABLE 4

date

locality

number of
mature ova

ix2
ix 2
ix2
ix2
ix 2

donner pass

0

0
0

18
ix
ixl8
ix 18
ix 18

0

18

0

18

13

18
18

0

ix26
ix27
ix27
ix27

0
25
0
0

ix
ix
ix
ix

0
3

0

carson
cal son pass
cai

spermatophore
present
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

2

nor a spermatophore and the third had many
eggs but no spermatophore interestingly this
last was being courted by a male when taken
the only courtship observed in autumn 1992
perhaps females do not become attractive to
males until they carry mature ova ford 1975
allds hibernate
alids
nymphalids
nymphahds
states categorically that nymph
as virgins clearly that need not be true for H
juba we attempted a small scale experiment
at carrying eggs overwinter 1991 92 at donner but all disappeared we have also failed
to carry third instar larvae overwinter in
refrigerators or freezers spring females are
almost always in breeding condition 8 of 9
spring 1992 females dissected had both
mature eggs and a spermatophore
H juba is the largest hesperine
hesp ernne skipper in
hesperiine
hespernne
the sierra and one of the two largest in california but it is also the smallest butterfly
known to hibernate as an adult in a climate
with severe winters A variety of relationships
between body size and thermal biology has
been postulated in lepidoptera douglas
1986 miller 1991 naively one might suppose that the heat loss properties implied by
surface
volume ratios might impose a lower
surfacevolume
limit of body size on butterfly hibernators no
hibernating insect can keep itself warm over
winter by metabolic thermogenesis alone
ability to hibernate must be related to the
ability to get into a warm microclimate lowering the freezing point by biochemical mechaniems insulation or some combination of
nisms

these body size comes into play primarily in
spring or autumn when the insect is active for
part of the day but at risk for sudden critical
decrease of ambient temperature when the
sun is obscured or at dusk A disadvantageous
surface to volume ratio uncompensated by
insulation could keep the insect from reaching shelter before it was immobilized by cold
we have watched nymphaline butterflies
return to lava jumbles in late afternoon in the
sierra and quickly crawl to shelter but we do
not know where H juba go
many insects much smaller than H juba
hibernate successfully in cold climates but
none is a butterfly those butterflies generally
supposed to hibernate in the holarctic
nymphalidae nymphalini
Nymph alini and vanessini
Vanes sini
nymphaline
pieridae gonepteryx
conepteryx in the palearctic and the
californian zerene eurydice adv
bdv are remarkably uniform in size though many butterflies
of similar size do not hibernate this is an
interesting point but we know too little of the
energetics and physiology of butterfly hibernation to assess its significance we merely
note that H juba is smaller than other known
hibernators but is exceptionally large for a
hesperiine skipper
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BREEDING ECOLOGY OF LONG BILLED CURLEWS
AT GREAT SALT LAKE UTAH
peter W C patoni and jack dalton1
daltonl
we quantified nest site characteristics breeding densities and migratory chronology
chion ology of long billed
curfews at great salt lake utah the species is apparently declining in utah and little is know about their
curlews
then breeding
great
ecology in the eastern gleat
creat basin desert this study was designed to provide wildlife biologists with baseline data
cleat
ABSTRACT

boi then
for
foi
their successful management curlews
useful bor
curfews arrived
arnved in
m northern
nol thern utah in late march and generally departed by
noi
0 64 to 936
2 36 maleskm2 the habitat at curlew
mid august nest densities at great salt lake ranged from 064
0.64
cm lew nest sites con236
57
990
sisted of significantly shorter vegetation than nearby random locations Yx
01
55.7
9.0
900 cm respectively P
577 versus go
nests tended to be located in small patches of vegetation near barren
bairen ground maintenance of relatively short vegetawere
tion appears
appeals to be important in managing curlew habitat in addition only 2 of 10 nests we monitored in 1992 weie
wele
purther re
successful with most lost to mammalian predators further
research
deteimme the impact of mammalian
determine
sealch is needed to deteimme
seaich
predators
pred atoi
cm lew populations
atol s on curlew

amencanus
key words long billed curlew numenius amerle
anus nest site characteristics migration chronology utah
amerie
americ
americanos
americanus

Num emus ameri
curfews numenius
amen
amerl
long billed curlews
canus
banus historically were a common species in

the grasslands of north america pampush
1980 although quantitative population trend
data are limited it appears that habitat alterations and hunting dramatically reduced populations
ulat
ions throughout their breeding range
ailen 1980 pampush 1980 in utah long
allen
alien
alien
billed curlews
curfews are presently being considered
for listing as a sensitive species due to declining populations in the northern part of the
state frank howe utah division of wildlife
resources salt lake city personal communi
commini
communication however reasons for this decline are
unknown therefore wildlife managers in
utah require quantitative information on their
breeding ecology in the eastern great basin

desert to successfully manage this species
two variables that wildlife biologists can

mond and jenni 1986 cochran and anderson
1987 in addition predators can have a major
impact on a curlew population because long
billed curlews
curfews initiate only one clutch per
year and do not renest
re nest once a nest has been
de
depie
predated
dated redmond and jenni 1986
little quantitative information has been
published on the breeding ecology of long
billed curlews
curfews in utah wolfe 1931 provided
qualitative information on their habitat characte
ristics and forsythe 1972 described four
acteristics
nests found near great salt lake our objective is to provide quantitative estimates of
curlew migration chronology current distribution and breeding densities nest success and
nest site habitat characteristics at great salt
lake so that biologists managing this shorebird in northern utah will have baseline information

manage to some extent are vegetation and
predators previous studies in idaho bicak et
al 1982 redmond and jenni 1986 oregon
pampush 1980 and wyoming cochran and
anderson 1987 suggest that long billed
curfews select nest sites in grasslands with
curlews
relatively short vegetation changes in vegetation height due to field fertilization grazing
and precipitation can significantly affect
curlew nest success bicak et al 1982 red

STUDY AREA

our principal study areas were three state
owned wildlife refuges located along the east-

ern shores of great salt lake paton and
edwards 1990 howard slough waterfowl
management area WMA 311 ha surveyed
4110n11210e west layton marsh 339
ha 410n1120e and west warren WMA

idepartnient
earch unit utah state univ
univcisity
epaitment of fisheries and wildlife utah cooperativc
cooperative fish and wildlife research
coopciativc
sity logan utah 84322
Rs carch
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400 ha 4120n11205e satellite study
sites included north ogden bay WMA 500
ha 4115n11210e
41c15n112010e harold crane WMA
1300 ha 4120n11205e locomotive
springs WMA 1000 ha 4140n11255
and northeast of saltair
sultair beach 600 ha
40
40045n11210e all sites receive approximately 25 38 cm of precipitation annually
greer 1981 and are located at an elevation of
1283 1289 m marsh vegetation in these areas
is dominated by bulrush scirpus spp
app and
cattail typha app
spp upland habitats are dominated by greasewood sacrobatus
Sacro batus vermicule
vermicula
tus and several species of chenopodiaceae
euro paea bassia hyssopifolia
salicornia europaea
hyssopifoha
sco
kochia sc
scopana
parla suaeda calceoliforrms
paria
opana
scoparin
scoparia
calceoliformis

45n11210e

METHODS

fieldwork was conducted

14

april

11
1991

august 1990 27 march 19 september
and 19 march 10 september 1992 to determine curlew migratory chronology distribution and breeding densities we surveyed
principal study areas one day per week 1I
april 31 august except 1990 using spot
mapping techniques redmond et al 1981
surveys
suiveys were started at sunrise and continued
continued
for 3 5 hours
houi s per day curlews
curfews were censuses
censused
cens used
using only spot mapping techniques at west
warren in 1992 satellite study sites were vis
visited 1 3 times per month all 3 years with
curfews counted from road transects during
curlews
shorebird surveys paton et al 1992 weekly
census data at howard slough and west layton from 1991 and 1992 were compared using
a paired t test
to determine their breeding chronology in
m
utah we actively searched for curlew nests in
1992 following methods outlined in redmond
1986 egg laying dates for active clutches
were determined using egg floating techniques hays and lecroy 1971 observations
of juveniles in 1990 and 1991 were used to
supplement chronology data gathered in
1992 clutch initiation dates for juveniles
observed in the field were calculated by estimating age of the chick and then back dating
based on a 28 day incubation period redmond and jenni 1986 and 6 day egg laying
period cochran and anderson 1987
we determined curlew nest site characteristics based on nests found in 1992 vegetation
was quantified using a line intercept tech
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1981 40 to minimize the
nique hays et al 198140
probability of attracting predators to active
nests measurements were made 1 week
after nests either hatched or failed nest site
habitat characteristics were quantified along
four 15 m transects initiated at the rim of each
nest scrape with transects arranged in the

four cardinal directions to quantify the
curlew habitat patch use patterns versus the
available landscape each nest had a paired set
of transects centered on a point located 50 m
in
m a random direction hereafter referred to as
random sites random sites were located

only in areas with potentially suitable habitat
15 cm tall pami e dry upland vegetation
ie
push 1980 redmond and jenni 1986
cochran and anderson 1987 vegetation
height was measured at 0055 m increments
along the transect
sect starting at the nest rim
tian seet
that is 31 points per transect the height of
the tallest plant within 5 cm of the transect
was measured plant species composition at
nests and random sites was determined by
measuring to the nearest 1 cm each plant
species that touched the transect tape for
vegetation coverage analyses we classified
1iIem
each lem
cm segment along transects as either
live vegetation dead vegetation or barren
ground
we compared vegetation height at nests
and the paired random sites with a paired t
test to quantify vegetational differences
between used and available patches to quantify variation in vegetation height as a function of the distance from plot center at both
nests and random sites we categorized the
data into five 3 m long distance segments
these distance segments were then compared
using analysis of variance ANOVA and dunears
eals
can s multiple range test to determine which
cars
segments differed using PROC ANOVA in
SAS SAS institute 1988 alpha values
05
were considered statistically significant

we compared ground coverage between
nests and random sites using a paired t test for
three vegetation categories live dead and
barren ground to determine if the three vegetation categories differed as a function of the
distance from plot center we again classified
the data into five 3 m long segments the distance segments were then compared using
eais
ANOVA and duncan
Dun eals
dunean
calss test at both nests and
random sites
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maximum number of long billed curlews
curfews counted during weekly censuses at two study sites at great salt
cnrlews

lake
he ward slough WMA
howard
4a
wl aa

date

apr
aar 1 7
apr
aar 8 15
apr
aar 16 22
apr
apr23
aar 23 30
may 1 7
may 8 15
may 16 22
may 23 31

jun 1 7
jun 8 15
jun 16 22
jun 23 30
jul 1 7
jul 8 15
jul 16 22
jui
jul
23 31
jul23
aug 1 7
aug 8 15
aug 16 22
aug 23 31

1990

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

WM
W layton WMA

1991

1992

1990

1991

1992

5

4
6

1

I

I1

12

4

5
4
3

4
10
15

4

23

6

15

3

15

5

14

5

9

3
6

3
3

9
2
5

5
10

8
4

5

1

3

0

0

0

0

13
8

10

12

7

9
6

5

14
12
14

4

9
5

11
11

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

0

3

1

0

4
2

2
2

0
0

1

6

2

3

3
3

1

1

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

10
10

1

0

0

20
0
1

0
0

1

3
1

0

0
0
0

8

8

no census data
ano

RESULTS
MIGRATION AND NESTING

chronology

our weekly surveys were generally initiated 1I
week after long billed curlews
curfews started to

arrive in utah cursory surveys from mid to
late march and observations by forsythe
1970 indicated that long billed curlews
curfews
arrive in utah during the last week of march
paton et al 1992 table 1 no curfews
curlews were
observed at howard slough on 27 and 30
march 1991 while one bird was seen on 31
march in 1992 no curlews
curfews were seen on visits to howard slough or west layton on 19
march and harold crane on 26 march
whereas three birds were seen on 30 march at
curfews were at west
howard slough and two curlews
layton on 31 march
by mid april most curlews
curfews that nested
around great salt lake appeared to have
arrived and established territories however
curfews seen during april were local
not all curlews
breeding birds as flocks of 2 20 birds were
often seen flying north over the study sites
during the second and third weeks of april
for example a flock of 11 birds was migrating
north on 11 april 1991 over howard slough
on 14 april 20 curlews
curfews were foraging near
brigham city in a pasture not used by resilews by the end of april all three
curfews
curlews
dent cur

years flocks that appeared to be migrating
curfews were no longer observed
curlews
long billed curlew nests were initiated
from mid april to mid may in northern utah
based on floating eggs and observations of
juveniles analysis of egg floating data from
1992 showed that four clutches were initiated
in late april three the first week of may and
three the second week of may in addition
juveniles 3 4 days old were found on 23 may
1990 and 2 june 1990 at locomotive springs
and five broods all 1 week old were seen
on the east side of antelope island on 23 may
1992 based on back dating their nests were
all started about the third to fourth week of

april
fall migration was relatively early for most
curfews
curlews at great salt lake compared with
shorebirds
birds paton et al 1992 the numother shore
curfews seen on our two principal
ber of curlews
study sites declined dramatically after the first
week of june we saw no obvious evidence to
suggest that long billed curlews
curfews attempted
to renest
de
re nest after nests were deprecated
depredated
predated in
fact most adults remained on territory for
only 2 3 weeks after nests were deprecated
de
depredated
predated
and then vacated the study areas
there was an influx of birds at west layton
and howard slough from mid july to late july
table 1 these flocks were probably
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migrants either from other areas around
great
gleat salt lake or possibly farther north

these

flocks often had one or two adults both
sexes and 2 4 juveniles suggesting the possibility they were sometimes migrating family
groups although this has not been previously

reported
ported
le

the

largest late summer migratory
flock we observed
offieldwork
obseived during 3 years of
fieldwork
was 38 birds
buds on 25 july 1990 at salt well
flats located at the northwestern corner of
promontory point it was extremely rare to
curfews during surveys at our study
cuilews
see any curlews
areas after 15 august table 1 our latest
utah record was one bird on 27 august at

layton
surveys
were initiated too late to estimate the number
of breeding adults at the principal study areas
survey data from the two principal study
curfews were sighted in
areas suggested more curlews
1992 than in 1991 howard slough t
51
2251
2.51
24
19
2 4 df
2.4
df 19 FP
02 layton t
24
03 table 1 howard slough had 2 nestP
0 64 pairskm2
0.64
pans of curlew in 1991 064
064
ing pairs
1192
and 6 pans
1.92
92 pairskm2 while
pairs in 1992 192
00.59
west layton had 2 nesting pairs in 1991 059
59
059
pans
pairs km2 and 8 pairs in 1992 236
pairskm2 at west warren we estimated 9
2225
25 pairskm2
breeding
bleeding pairs in 1992 225
2.25
although the data are limited nearest neigh
bor nest distances averaged 480.4
480
48044 in range
ID
in 1990

DENSITY
DFNSIIY ESTIMATES

1158mn66

351 1158 in n

surveys
suiveys at satellite study areas found no
evidence to suggest that long billed curlews
curfews
nested at harold crane or north of saltair
sultair
during any year of the study no curfews
curlews nested at north ogden bay in either 1990 or
1991 and 1 2 pairs nested there in 1992
locomotive springs was surveyed most thoroughly in 1990 when we estimated a mini
minimum of 6 pairs
pan s nesting in the area one of the
curfews we
largest nesting concentrations of curlews
gleat
creat salt lake was in late may
observed at great
cleat
1992 on the east side of antelope island
wheye
km of
wheree at least 8 pairs were seen along 2 kin
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road approximately 15
1 5 km
1.5
kin northwest of sea15
gull point interestingly other ground nesting
meus
flammeus
species short eared owls asio flammeous
flam
and northern Harri
cy
ers circus cyaneous
cyaneus
aneus were
barriers
harriers
also relatively common on the east side of
antelope island compared to other areas at
great salt lake P paton personal observation
CLUTCH SIZE AND NEST SUCCESS
all nests
in which we were able to determine final
clutch size had four eggs n
9 only 2 of
the 10 nests we found in 1992 were successful seven nests were de
depredated
deprecated by mampredated
malian predators red fox vulpes vulpes was
the primary nest predator for snowy plovers
on the east side of the lake paton and
edwards 1990 and probably depredated
de
deprecated
predated most
curlew nests in addition one nest at layton
was possibly de predated by another curlew
based on the diameter of puncture holes
found in the egg shells redmond and jenni
1986 we were unable to determine fledging
success

characteristics ten long
billed curlew nests were found in 1992
NEST SITE

curlews appeared to select nest sites in habicurfews
tats with relatively short vegetation often
near barren patches of ground vegetation
within 15 in of nest sites was significantly
sholter than vegetation at random sites
shorter
107
10
paired t
10.7
1077 df 1239 P 0001 table
2 vegetation near
neat nest sites 6 m
in was signific
nificantly
antly taller than that far
6 from nests
table 2 in contrast there was no significant
variation in vegetation height at random sites
as a function of distance from plot center
table 2
curfews selected nest sites in small clumps
curlews
of live
dead vegetation and near the nest
livedead

there was relatively little barren ground
table 3 in fact the amount of barren ground
near nest sites was the only vegetation vari
varl
variable that showed any significant variation as a
function of distance from plot center table 3
therefore it appears that long billed curlews
curfews
did not select habitat patches based on the

mean SE vegetation height cm of long billed curlew nest and landom
random sites at great salt lake utah
10 means lacking similar letters are
AN OVA P
05 duncan
dunean s multiple range test
ale significantly different ANOVA
aie

TAISI
ralle L 2
ralie

n

m
distance from plot center W
0

nest sites
random sites

29

30 59

60 89

90 119

120 150

0

150

ss
0.413
goo
osb
5.5
OAAB
0313
0413
0
5.6
55
53
05b
49
56
4ab
aab 5.3
03a 60
5303b
5505b
4904b
6503a
5602
600
ova 8.6
ova 90
003
.3
98
95
93
86
08a 9.8
05a 9.5
08a
9308a
9807a
9508a
8607a
8105a
9003

65
8.1
81
gs
65
6.5

53

gs
95

55

98

86

1

sg
56

03

F

P

2 98
2.98
298

018
35

111
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tse

mean
SE vegetation coverage of long billed curlew nest and random sites at great salt lake utah
means lacking similar letters are significantly different ANOVA P
05 duncan s multiple range test
TABLE 3

distance from plot center m
0

29

30 59

nest sites
live vegetation
dead vegetation
barren ground

18

46a
42a
39a

45
27
28

39
28
33

63a
gia
6 aa
1a
61a
gaa

goa
37 goa
60a
6oa
28
56a
35 i 67a
63a

56

26

random sites
live vegetation
dead vegetation
bairen ground
barren

t

56a
59a
52ab

aoa

43

gia
61a

the

74
.74
74

46

21

63a
57a

15

66a
45a

40

0

19

aaa
54a
5aa

38

6313

39

6.713
6713

39

6.713
6713

32
33
35

55a
69a
67a

28
36
36

59a
69a
gaa

36
30
34

gaa
62a
66a

34
31
35

table 3

most common plant species with

common defined as averaging 3 total coverage within 15 m of the 10 nests were sal7.7
13.2
europaea xY
icornia europaea
132 live 77
77 dead
14.7
3.2
147 live 32
bassia hyssopifolia 147
32 dead
gi
6.1
11.5
suaeda calceoliformis ils
115 live 61
61 dead
distichlis spicata
spicate 434.3
43 live and chenopodi3.2
um album 030.3
03 live 32
32 dead

discussion
nesting densities in northern utah found
during this study were intermediate relative
to estimates for other regions of western
north america sadler and maher 1976
0.17
0.14
reported relatively low densities 014
017
014 017
pairs per km2 at the northern limits of their
range in saskatchewan which would be
expected densities similar to those in our
were found in southeastern washington
145
1.45
ailen 1980 and
allen
145 pairs per km2 alien
3.6
central oregon up to 36
36 per km2 pampush 1980 which would be expected given
that both sites were at latitudes similar to
those in northern utah an area with consisshort grass rangetently high densities is the shortgrass
5.3
lands of western idaho 64664
.4 males and 53
53
females per km2 redmond et al 1981 the
exact reasons for this variation in population
densities across the species range are unclear
study
058
0.58
058
north

120
iso
15
12.0
12
1200 15.0
1500

46
22
32

proportions of dead and live vegetation available but rather vegetation height seemed to
be the key variable there was a weak tendency for curlew nest sites to be located in areas
with slightly more live vegetation than in ran07
.07
181
18 F
07
1.81
dom transects t
P
181 df
whereas nests and random sites did not differ
13
1.3
in the amount of dead vegetation t
13 df
lg19
ig
03
.19 or barren ground t
18 P
0.3
03 df
18 P

90 119

60 89

150

F

P

11

357
418
037

42
43
49

10
26

46
52
59

05
03
01

11.1
ii 1
li

735

894
997

yet should be studied further to assess factors
regulating their populations for example little is known about prey and predator densities in various parts of the curlew range
other aspects of long billed curlew breeding ecology at great salt lake were similar to
results reported from other parts of their
range four eggs is the typical clutch size for
the species pampush 1980 redmond 1986

somewhat surprisingly the migratory
chronology of utah birds was different from
allen 1980
alien
that of southeastern washington allen
alien
ailen
with birds in northern utah arriving later and
remaining longer however although south-

eastern washington is farther north than
utah it is also lower in elevation ca 225 m
and has a milder climate than great salt lake
curfews arrive
which probably explains why curlews
earlier in washington As with the migratory
chronology clutch initiation dates vary with
climate clutches in northern utah were started from mid april to mid may during our
study which was 2 weeks later than in western idaho redmond 1986 southeastern
washington allen
allen 1980 and north central
alien
alien
ailen
oregon pampush 1980 however in central
wyoming clutches were initiated 1 2 weeks
later than at great salt lake cochran and

anderson 1987
vegetation height seems to be one of the
fundamental habitat characteristics used by
curfews to select breeding areas
long billed curlews
curfews tend to nest in areas with vegetation
curlews
10 cm tall allen
allen 1980 pampush 1980
alien
alien
ailen
bicak et al 1982 cochran and anderson
1987 this study structural characteristics of
their nesting habitat at great salt lake are
relatively similar to those in other regions of

western north america although specific
plants were different As in this study pampush
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curfews in north central
1980 found that curlews

oregon selected nest sites with generally
lower vertical profile and lower vertical density than the surrounding habitat bicak et al
1982 found a negative correlation between

long billed curlew abundance and vegetation height with more birds using areas with
curfews use areas with
short vegetation since curlews
relatively short vegetation bicak et al 1982
suggested that livestock grazing prior to the
onset of the breeding season could increase
curfews redmond
use of an area by nesting curlews
1986 reported that relatively tall vegetation
fol
foraging
40 cm tall affected their foi
aging activities
and that an increase in plant height in nesting
12 cm tall due to the previous
habitat
pi evious
year s growth delayed egg laying the subsequent year therefore all studies in western
north
noi th america indicate that relatively short
vegetation is among the key habitat variables

that wildlife managers must be concerned
with to maintain curlew nesting habitat
curfews at great salt
nesting long billed curlews
lake seem to prefer areas that provide good
visibility of the surrounding habitat during
incubation this conclusion was similar to
habitat studies from other parts of its range
allen 1980 cochran and anderson 1987 at
alien
alien
ailen
allen
great salt lake the ground is relatively level
curfews prefer to nest near the edges of
and curlews
barren alkali flats wolfe 1931 also reported
curfews nested near barren areas at great
that curlews
salt lake interestingly cochran and andercurfews
son 1987 reported that long billed curlews
avoided fields with extensive barren ground
although they did not determine if curlews
curfews
had a threshold value for barren ground
again these data suggest that relatively short
curfews
vegetation is preferred by nesting curlews
finally more must be learned about the
impact of nest predators on curlew populations in western north america red fox were
first sighted at great salt lake in the late
1960s with fox numbers dramatically increase
increas
increasing during the recent great salt lake flood
years 1983 90 val bachman ogden bay
WMA personal communication currently
red fox are commonly sighted on the eastern
shores of great salt lake personal observation whereas during 3 years of fieldwork on
the eastern shores of the lake we sighted only
canus latrano
la
latrans
trans on one occasion
one coyote banus
interestingly one area at great salt lake
where long billed curlews
curfews are still relatively
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common antelope island also has coyotes
the interaction between coyotes and red fox
requires further study impacts of nest predators on long billed curlew populations could
be devastating because long billed curlews
curfews
apparently do not renest
re nest after their eggs are
de predated redmond and jenni 1986
therefore additional work may be required
of wildlife management to minimize depredation rates and thus maintain curlew populations in certain parts of their range
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HABITAT USE AND BEHAVIOR OF MALE MOUNTAIN SHEEP
IN FORAGING associations WITH WILD HORSES
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key words mountain sheep ovis c canadensis
canddensis wild horses habitat use behavior bighorn canyon national recrekeif
keti
ation area montana wyoming

rocky mountain bighorn sheep ovis
canadensis canadensis maximize survival by
foraging in secure habitats that afford high
visibility and have good interspersion of preferred forage plants with escape cover risenhoover and bailey 1985 good visibility and
precipitous escape cover are structural habitat
elements that provide mountain sheep with
flom predators buechner 1960 geist
security from
1971 wishart 1978 risenhoover and bailey
1985

wild horses equus caballus also maximize
vivai by foraging in secure habitats with
survival
sul vival
sui
good interspersion of preferred forage plants
however different structural elements of the
habitat provide security for mountain sheep
and horses mountain sheep select foraging
areas near precipitous escape terrain while
horses select foraging areas near open flat terrain this is due to basic differences in predator escape tactics for the species mountain
sheep climb to avoid predation and horses
run

although grasses dominate the diets of
both horses and mountain sheep each

species predator avoidance strategy selects
bol structurally different habitats however
boi
for
foi
when spatial distributions overlap a competitive situation may occur with mountain sheep

mcmichael 1964 weaver 1973 seegmiller
and ohmart 1981
A growing body of literature supports the
hypothesis that horses and other exotica
exotics may
in some respects facilitate the foraging effecveness of some native ungulate species
ti
tiveness
either by habitat modification or increased
I

STUDY AREA AND METHODS

the study

was conducted at bighorn
canyon national recreation area BICA a
48679 ha national park service unit that has
as its focal point a 114 km long reservoir in

southeastern montana and north central

wyoming mountain sheep re colonized BICA
in 1975 because of dispersal of 4 6 animals
from a nearby transplant by 1986 the population had increased to over 60 animals coates
and schemnitz 1986
portions of BICA are federally designated
as the pryor mountain

wild horse range

PMWHR the 17402 ha PMWHR supports
approximately 120 wild horses and is located
80 km south of billings montana bureau of
land management 1984
the area is characterized as a desert shrub
woodland lichvar et al 1985 and dominants
domi nants
include a sparse overstory of curllean
curl leaf mouncurlleaf
tain mahogany cercocarpus
Cerco carpus ledi
ledifolius
folius var
intercedens
ns utah juniper juniperus
intercede
osteo
funi
luni perus osoteo
iuni
sperma sagebrush artemisia spp
app and
greasewood sarcobatus app
spp with a poorly
developed understory of bunchgrasses
bunch grasses lichvar et al 1985 annual precipitation averages

being negatively impacted in several
equils
instances such competition with feral equids
has resulted in mountain sheep declines

1

protection from predators berger 1978 1986
festa bianchet 1991 the purpose of this
note is to present unique observations which
suggest that male mountain sheep may benefit
from close foraging relationships with wild
horses few data exist on resource competition between mountain sheep and feral horses
berger 1986 and though not statistically
quantifiable these limited observations support berger s 1986 hypotheses regarding forage facilitation of native species by exotics
exotica

nut
nul wildlife
deputmentot risheiy
wildlif sciences new mexico state university las cruces new mexico 88003
risheim and

211escut
M on ami
lesentaclcliess
address box 271 troy
iroy montana
lioy
tmi 59935
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present include limestone

and sandstone in the precipitous canyonland
cany onland
and dolomite in the non
nonprecipitous
precipitous areas
knight et al 1987 elevations vary from a
mean pool level of 1109 m at the reservoir to
2682 m at east pryor mountain
gray limestone cliffs rise 250 m vertically from the lake
lakeshore
shore cliff faces ledges and
eroded limestone soils karst topography provide abundant escape terrain for mountain

sheep escape terrain predominates the
entire study area from east pryor mountain
to the reservoir other than an alluvial fan

located at the northern extreme of the study
area virtually all habitat is within 300 m of
cliffs ledges or karst topography coates
1988

three adult ewes

18 months old and a

6 year old ram were captured and equipped

with radio collars manufactured by telonics
mesa arizona systematic radio relocation
of these animals provided the opportunity to
locate and observe 328 groups of mountain
sheep between june 1986 and november

categories foraging social alert risenhoover
and bailey 1985 an animal was engaged in
foraging when it actively ingested forage and
when it moved about with animals that were
actively in gesting forage
an animal was engaged in social behavior
for all intraspecific and interspecific interactions social interactions included looking at
another animal moving towardaway
towar daway from
another animal and theryoung
motheryoung
mo
interactions alert behavior was recorded if the focal
animal stopped foraging to look up in the typical alert posture for mountain sheep ie ears
up and neck outstretched geist 1971 if it
looked at a disturbance eg a vehicle on the
highway or a person approaching on foot or
when it ran to avoid a disturbance eg a person approaching on foot foraging efficiency
was calculated as percentage of time devoted
to foraging behavior during the 15 min period percentage of time spent in alert or social
interactions provided a measure of the relative security of mountain sheep in different
habitats

1987

group size and agesex
agesen composition were
recorded for each observation additionally
three habitat parameters were analyzed horse
yesno
Ye sNo distance to precipitous terrain
use besno
and vegetation type A preference ratio percent usepercent
use percent availability was used to analyze preference andor avoidance of vegetation types risenhoover and bailey 1985
because escape terrain was nearly continuous
throughout the southern portion of the study
area distance rarely 300 m all habitat types
were considered available to mountain sheep
the alluvial fan was considered available to
mountain sheep primarily to investigate differences
feren
ces in habitat selection between male
and female cohorts of mountain sheep and to
analyze the influence of distance to escape terrain on foraging behavior
the foraging behavior of adult mountain
sheep was analyzed to determine the effects
of habitat security on foraging efficiency
risenhoover and bailey 1985 once a group
of mountain sheep was located a focal animal
was selected for analysis of foraging behavior
recognition of focal animals was aided by
identifying marks on pelage or scars foraging
behavior was observed for five consecutive 3
min periods to determine the amount of time
the focal animal devoted to three behavioral

RESULTS AND

discussion

four vegetation types knight et al 1987
occur within the observed range of mountain

sheep utah junipermountain
juniper mountain mahogany
woodland juge
jume utah juniper woodland
JUXE
JUCE
JUOS mountain mahogany woodland
CELE and douglas fir woodland PSME
distribution of JUOS was limited to an alluvial fan at the north end of the study area and
narrow fingers interspersed within the JUCE
habitat type horse use was always no for
karst topography and yes for the alluvial fan

at the northern extreme of the study area
based on the presenceabsence
presence absence of horse feces
observed during fieldwork horse use was
also observed along fingers of precipitous
non
nonprecipitous
habitat interspersed throughout the JUCE
jume
JUXE
juge
type distribution of PSME was restricted to
a deeply incised drainage present in the core
use area occupied by rams
overall 857
85.7
857 of male mountain sheep
observations involving mixed agesex
agesen groups
occurred in JUCE woodland JUOS CELE
and PSME woodlands were used in 136
13.6
136 1
and 1 of the observations respectively
4.5
table 1 the preference ratio for JUCE is 45
45
indicating that mountain sheep foraging with
conspecifics
con specifics prefer this type risenhoover and
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percent habitat utilization by male mountain
con specifics comsheep in foraging associations with conspecifics
pared with associations with wild horses habitat preferor and are given in
ence ratios are expressed as
parentheses below each appropriate category
TABLE 1

habitat type
JUOS

CELE

con specifics
with conspecifics
habitat preference

857

136

with wild horses
habitat preference

167
16.77
16

JUCE PSME

male mountain sheep
1

1

H
167

833

833
83.33
83

0

0

H

bailey 1985 preference for JUCE habitat
probably resulted more from the interspersion of escape terrain than from differences in

visibility between habitats juniper was
sparsely distributed throughout both JUCE
and JUOS types distinction between types
curl leaf mountain
curllean
was based on occurrence of curlleaf
mahogany rather than on increasing frequency
of utah juniper lichvar et al 1985 visibility
obstruction was low in both JUCE and JUOS
habitats ewes never occupied the PSME
type even though it was located on rocky
slopes because visual obstruction was much
higher than in JUCE or JUOS
male mountain sheep were observed foraging with wild horses 22 times on 20 different days and habitat parameters were recorded for 12 observations foraging associations
usually involved 2 specific male horseharem
horse harem
groups with bachelor ram groups ram group
size ranged from 3 to 7 animals 3 to 10 years of
age female mountain sheep were never observed in association with wild horses horse
group size was dynamic but association usually involved 1I of 2 specific male horses
sub adults
accompanied by 5 to 8 mares and subadults
10
83.3
833 n
of the 12 observations 833
occurred in the JUOS vegetative type and
167
2 occurred in JUCE table 1
16.7
167 n
12 the
the preference ratio for JUOS is lgig1.2
preference ratio for JUOS by male mountain
sheep foraging with wild horses is noteworthy
because habitat utilization patterns for JUCE
and JUOS were reversed when male mountain sheep associated with wild horses table 1
these limited observations suggest that
male mountain sheep foraging with con
specifics may prefer the JUCE vegetation
type but male mountain sheep foraging with

naturalist
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wild horses may prefer JUOS conversely
male mountain sheep foraging with con
specifics avoided JUOS but male mountain

sheep foraging with wild horses avoided
JUCE
JUC
grasses accounted for 1 of the vegetative cover in the JUCE type but approximately 6 of the JUOS type knight et al
1987 although grasses were present in low
composition in both vegetation types mountain sheep foraging in JUOS had a higher
availability of grasses
average distance to escape terrain was
determined for male mountain sheep that foraged with conspecifics
con specifics and compared to the
distance for male mountain sheep that foraged
with wild horses table 2 male mountain
sheep foraging with conspecifics
con
specifics remained
695
69.5 in from
within an average of 47 in SD ggs
695
escape terrain partially because of the ewes
reluctance to venture farther than 50 in from

secure habitat however male mountain
sheep foraging with wild horses were an average of 217 in SD 310 in from escape terrain
these limited data suggest that male mountain sheep foraged farther from escape terrain
in less secure habitat when associated with
wild horses than with conspecifics
foraging efficiency of mountain sheep with
wild horses was 100 for all 12 locations no
alert or social interactions male mountain
sheep that foraged with wild horses ignored
disturbance eg they could be approached
readily and they rarely looked up to scan
their surroundings even when horses were
fighting in their vicinity group size ranged
from 9 to 16 animals including rams and
horses foraging efficiency of male mountain
sheep with conspecifics
con specifics was only 66 n
67 and was characterized by high levels of
elai interaction table 3
elal
cial
social
aggressive or so

aggressive interactions were exhibited
between rams when two or more followed a
ewe and when they established dominance
rank in the male cohort social interactions
between rams occurred when they attended
ewes aggressive or social interactions were
never observed when male mountain sheep
foraged with wild horses this may have been
due to size related dominance in mountain
sheep geist 1971 and subordinate behavior
of male mountain sheep in the presence of the
relatively large wild horse berger 1986
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average distance to escape terrain m of
male mountain sheep in association with conspecifics
con specifics
TABLE 2

compared to distance when associated with wild horses
standard deviations shown in parentheses

hbl
foi aging efficiency of male mountain
average foraging
sheep in foraging associations with conspecifics
con specifics compared with associations with wild horses
TABLE 3

pel centage of time devoted to
percentage
Pei
three activities while foraging

distance to escape terrain m
male mountain sheep
con specifics
with conspecifics
with wild horses

foraging

social

66
100

32
0

alert

male mountain sheep

47 SD 69
217 SD 310

con specifics
with conspecifics
with wild horses

the subordinantdominant relationship
hor
hoi ses
between male mountain sheep and wild horses
was suggested both by the sheep s lack of
aggressive behaviors while foraging and by the
behavior of male wild horses directed toward
male mountain sheep male wild horses were
observed herding or driving male mountain
sheep n 3 in a manner similar to the typical posture used when herding females feist
1975 berger 1986 this typical herding posture consisted of running toward a female
horse or in this case a male mountain sheep
with ears flattened against the head neck outstretched and head held low to the ground
sub
another indication of the subordinant
ordinant

dominant relationship between mountain
sheep and wild horses was extended penis
behaviors that feist 1975 described as a

mechanism to establish dominance in wild
horse groups these extended penis behaviors
subordinant
were directed by a sub
ordinant male wild
horse without harem
halem to a 9 year old male
mountain sheep with three other rams ages 3
to 7 there were no other horses in the vicini
vicinity by exerting dominance over male mountain sheep or allowing rams to enter their
harem stallions can potentially elevate their
own dominance rank and subsequent reproductive success by attracting additional
females
in summary we believe that contrary to
some literature mcmichael 1964 weaver
1973 seegmiller and ohmart 1981 male

mountain sheep and wild horses can have
beneficial relationships habitat selection by
mountain sheep is a complex function of season age reproductive status and sex of the
animal smith 1992 this paper presents
analyses suggesting that habitat selection and
foraging efficiency may also be influenced by
association with another species during foragI
ing periods these data support berger s
1986 hypothesis that feral horses may per
1

1

0

haps serve either as competitor or as facilitator depending on ecological conditions in
this case they served as competitor for a
patchy supply of grasses but possibly also as
facilitator by increasing foraging efficiency in

insecure habitat dominance rank of male
horses may have increased as a result of the relationship
lation ship sample sizes were small but these
unique observations suggest that male mountain sheep in association with wild horses foraged farther from escape terrain enabling
them to use areas that supported higher composition of grasses than areas used with con
specifics also male mountain sheep did not
exhibit aggressive behaviors while in association with wild horses and thus had higher forcon specifics
aging efficiency than those with conspecifics
to the best of our knowledge foraging associations of this type have not been previously

reported
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FISH MORTALITY RESULTING FROM DELAYED EFFECTS
OF FIRE IN THE GREATER yellowstone ECOSYSTEM
young1
michael A bozek12
bozekl2 and michael K youngbl
youngl
key words fash
pire suspended sediment greater yellowstone ecosystem storm debris torrent
fish kill rire
fire

often public concern focuses on the imme-

aspects of this fish kill and relate them to
hydrologic conditions in this stream and those
in a nearby stream with an unburned watershed

diate terrestrial impacts of wildfire such was
the case during the summer and fall of 1988
when fires burned 562000 ha in the greater
yellowstone ecosystem GYE christensen et
al 1989 schullery 1989 besides the obvious
loss of vegetation less apparent short term
consequences of these fires to terrestrial
ecosystems included greater nutrient availability widespread soil modification and

STUDY AREA

we studied two tributaries
tributa ries of the north
fork shoshone river in the north absaroka
wilderness area adjacent to the eastern border of yellowstone national park in the
absaroka mountains of northwestern
wyoming jones creek drains a 6423 ha

direct and indirect mortality of wildlife
christensen et

singer et al 1989
but as a result of the linkages between
streams and their valleys hynes 1975 fires
also may affect the hydrology water chemistry and geomorphology of aquatic ecosystems tiedemann et al 1979 schindler et al
1980 minshall et al 1989 one consequence
of fire is that bed and suspended sediment
loads are often abnormally high in streams
al 1989

watershed that was almost completely burned
in 1988 because of steep topography
drainage comprises numerous high gradient
tributa ries and steep ephemeral chutes the
tributaries
4946 ha crow creek watershed is the next
drainage south of jones creek watershed has
similar topographic relief and watershed orien
tation and still supports extensive mixed
entation
age stands of conifers both watersheds consist of geologically young and highly erodible
volcanic soils minshall and brock 1991

after storm events minshall and brock 1991
depending on the concentration and duration
of exposure suspended sediment can induce
physiological stress reduce growth and cause
direct mortality in fish newcombe and macdonald 1991 however as terrestrial vegetation recovers and soils stabilize concentrations of suspended sediment in streams are
expected to decline minshall et al 1989
unfortunately little else is known about relations between watershed recovery and aquatic
ecosystems following fire
during the 1988 fires in the GYE minshall
et al 1989 observed fish kills in streams but
the extent and causes of mortality were not
reported while conducting other studies of
GYEI we observed a fish
watersheds in the GYE
kill in a burned watershed that occurred two
years after the fires in this paper we describe

METHODS

on

17 and 18 august 1990 we surveyed
1774 in of the stream channel and lower and
upper banks of jones creek for dead fish following storm flows that had been caused by
rain that began at 1600 hours on 16 august

fish were identified measured and examined
to determine possible causes of death we
examined the external anatomy of the fish
including skin eyes and gills as well as stomachs of several fish

suspended sediment and discharge data
from april to september 1990 were obtained

forest and range experiment station 222 S 22nd street La
laramie
raime wyoming 82070 USA
present address centre
tor
for northern forest ecosystem research
Res caich lakehead
Lake
oliver road thunder bay ontario p7b
pab
Like head university campus 955 olivei
centie lor
likehead
canada
rocky mountain
ocky
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from continuous remote sampling stations
U S geological survey
operated by the US
USGS 1990 suspended sediment concentrat
trations
ions are daily means based on 2 4 samples
per day mean daily discharge was based on
hourly observations on 17 august we collected two grab samples from jones creek to
quantitatively assess the unusually high concent
ration of suspended sediment observed
centration
during the storm samples were collected at
05
0 5 m of water we analyzed the
mid depth in 0.5
05
grab
glab samples for total suspended sediment by

naturalist

volume 54

ued
aed into the early morning of 17 august
2 3 cm of rain was recorded on 16
2.3
nearly 23
23
0 7 cm the
0.7
august followed by an additional 07
07
next day though discharge in jones creek
peaked on 16 august concentration of suspended sediment did not appear to peak until
17 august fig 1 and though suspended
sediment concentrations on 17 august were
the highest recorded from april to september
1990 USGS 1990 concentration of suspended sediment in grab samples 9680 mgl was
more than an order of magnitude higher than

egl

egl

filtering them through whatman grade
.55 tm
m effective pore
is1115
934ah fiberglass filters ls

the daily mean concentration 587 mgl
recorded for that date because the continu-

size oven drying them for 1I week to constant
weight and then measuring them and averaging the results to determine the total concentration of suspended sediment APHA 1989

ous remote sampling station collects samples
at intervals it is likely that the automated
sampling missed the instantaneous peak con-

RESULIS
RESu
resutro
resutrs
trS
irs AND

on
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august 1990 1 rainbow trout
oncorhynchus mykiss 4 yellowstone cut17 and 18

bouvieri
bouvierl
throat trout 0 clarki bouviere
vieri 11 brook trout
ponti
nabs and 2 yellowstone cutsalvelinus fontinalis
fontinahs
throat trout X rainbow trout hybrids all ranging from 190 to 410 mm total length were
found dead during surveys of jones creek
we found fish only in or near obstructions to
flow eg
e g debris accumulations and boulders thus our survey probably overlooked
dead fish that had been transported downstream or buried in newly formed bars we
believe that fish collected on 17 august had
died recently because rigor mortis had not set
in fish collected the following day were rigid
and had started to dry we suspect these also
had succumbed on 17 august surveys on
seven other occasions on jones creek including 16 august and eight other occasions on
crow creek failed to reveal any moribund
fish

each fish we examined appeared to have

ted by sediment typically sedibeen asphyxiated
asphyxia
ment completely embedded the gills of each
lamellate
fish and individual lamellae
lam ellae often were difficult to see cf cordone and kelley 1961 192
eyes and skin appeared to be relatively normal and fish lacked contusions and lacerations stomachs we examined appeared normal and all contained recently consumed
invertebrates
timing of the fish kill coincided with
storms that began on 16 august and contin

cent
centration
ration of suspended sediment likewise
it also is possible that our grab samples did
not represent the instantaneous peak concentration
suspended sediment is known to be lethal
saimon
salmonids
salmomds
ids but usually at higher concentrasalmonds
to salmon
tions andor for longer exposures redding et
al 1987 newcombe and macdonald 1991
than we observed in jones creek for example newcomb and flagg 1983 calculated
that a 36 h exposure to a suspended sediment
concentration of 9400 mgl would kill 50 of
juvenile chinook salmon 0 tshawytscha and
sockeye salmon 0 nerka however lethal
effects of suspended sediment may be more
pronounced in the field than in the laboratory
ashfall
in live box tests in streams affected by ashmall
from mount st helens concentrations of suspended sediment as low as 488 mgl killed
arter
arfer
aftel a 96 h
smolts after
50 of chinook salmon sholts
exposure stober et al 1981 but in comparable laboratory tests a concentration of 19364
mgl was required to produce the same mortality rate stober et al 1981 clearly suspended sediment concentrations in jones
creek were stressful for trout for the 24 h
beginning at 1600 on 16 august we estimated
1I
113
11 3 mghl
11.3
a minimum stress index of 113
mahl
newcombe and macdonald 1991 which is
near the value associated with lethality in
1
C P new12
L
ids
adult salmonids
mgh
salmon
agh
combe personal communication
other factors may have contributed to the
fish kill in jones creek newcombe and macdonald 1991 and C P newcombe personal
communication suggested that high or fluctuating temperatures may increase the sensitivity

egl

egl

egl
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of trout to suspended sediment in jones
loi
10 1 to
10.1
creek water temperature varied from 101
173c on 17 august USGS 1990 but this
fluctuation was equaled or exceeded on 70 of
the 137 monitored days furthermore these
temperatures are largely within the range of
those reported from other tests eg
e g newcomb and flagg 1983 15 17c redding et
ac
125
A reduction in disal 1987 125
12 5 13
12.5
135c
solved oxygen concurrent with peak suspended sediment concentrations or other changes
in water chemistry may also have contributed
to mortality but we did not measure these
parameters

5c

tiedemann et al 1979 indicated that
landslide activity in steep drainages increases
wild fires in jones creek a debris torrent
after wildfires
down a tributary apparently caused by heavy
rainfall on unstable burned slopes may have
produced the high concentrations of suspended sediment on 17 august after surveying
farther upstream on subsequent days we
found a fresh
flesh debris and mud jam in jones
creek near the mouth of a severely eroded
tributary possibly because the stream was
downcuttmg
downcutting
down
cutting through this material concentrations of suspended sediment remained high
for several days fig 1 once activated by
rainfall numerous
nume ious
lous other ephemeral channels
also carried silt laden water for several days
but in concentrations visibly less than the
peak concentration observed in jones creek
the effects of fires on streams include
increases in discharge and suspended sediment tiedemann et al 1979 schindler et al
1980 and these differences seem evident in
the comparison between the burned jones
creek and the unburned crow creek watersheds discharge and suspended solid concent
centrations
rations in jones creek were relatively
high and erratic throughout the 137 day sampling period fig 1 during this time the
daily mean concentration of suspended sedi739
73 9 mgl USGS 1990
73.9
ment averaged 739
though concentrations of total suspended
sediment often increased with stream dis-

egl

e g during spring runoff procharge eg

nounced episodic peaks in the concentration
of suspended sediment also occurred during
lower discharges apparently associated with
e g as seen 16 21 august
summer rainfall eg
1Iin
n ccpntiast
n t a s t discharge and suspended solid
coneen
concen
ratons
concentrations
afons in the unburned crow creek
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watershed were markedly lower and more stable fig 1 As in jones creek suspended
snow melt and
snowbelt
sediment increased during snowmelt
storm events but changes appeared more
proportional to increases in discharge daily
mean concentrations of suspended sediment
82
averaged 8.2
8 2 mgl the maximum daily mean
82
concentration recorded 59 mgl was less
than the jones creek average for the entire
sampling period unfortunately though the
contrast between responses of both watersheds was quite marked the lack of pre fire
hydrologic data makes it difficult to conclude
that this contrast was the result of fire however during observations made on both
streams for 4 weeks over 2 years we did not
witness similar concentrations of suspended
sediment or a fish kill in either stream at
least circumstantially the fish kill appears to
be related to the unusually large hydrologic
event associated with a rainstorm in the jones
creek watershed
the fish kill that we observed was notable
because it occurred 2 years after the fire and
appeared to result from an acute exposure to
sediment the extent and frequency of lethally
acute concentrations of suspended sediment as
well as their effect on entire fish populations
are unknown previous fires in the yellowstone
area in the 1700s were at least as intense as
those that occurred in 1988 romme and
despam
despain
desham 1989 and may also have produced
slope instability high suspended sediment
concentrations and consequently fish kills
in both jones and crow creeks we found remnants of the toes of landslides and the termini
of debris flows that may have resulted from
past fires because fire is a natural disturbance that will recur further investigations
are needed to gain a better understanding of
the effects of fire and how watersheds streams
and fish populations respond immediately and
during the successional recovery of adjacent
terrestrial vegetation

egl

egl
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